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INTRODUCTION

The Cooking Hypothesis

“[Fire] provides us warmth on cold nights; it is the means by which they prepare their food, for they eat nothing raw save a few fruits ... the Andamanese believe it is the possession of fire that makes human beings what they are and distinguishes them from animals.”

—A. R. RADCLIFFE-BROWN, The Andaman Islanders: A Study in Social Anthropology

The question is old: Where do we come from? The ancient Greeks told of human shapes being molded by gods out of clay. We know now that our bodies were molded by natural selection and that we come from Africa. In the distant past, long before people first wrote or tilled the soil or took to boats, our ancestors lived there as hunters and gatherers. Fossilized bones reveal our kinship with ancient Africans a million years ago and more, people who looked much like we do today. But in deeper rocks the record of our humanity dwindles until around two million years ago, when it gives way to prehuman ancestors and leaves us with a question that every culture answers in a different way, but only science can truly decide. What made us human?

This book proposes a new answer. I believe the transformative moment that gave rise to the genus Homo, one of the great transitions in the history of life, stemmed from the control of fire and the advent of cooked meals. Cooking increased the value of our food. It changed our bodies, our brains, our use of time, and our social lives. It made us into consumers of external energy and thereby created an organism with a new relationship to nature, dependent on fuel.

The fossil record shows that before our ancestors came to look like us, they were humanlike in walking upright, but mostly they had the characteristics of nonhuman apes. We call them australopithecines. Australopithecines were the size of chimpanzees, they climbed well, they had ape-sized bellies, and they had protruding, apelike muzzles. Their brains, too, were barely larger than those of chimpanzees, which suggests that they would have been as uninterested in the reasons for their existence as the antelopes and predators with which they shared their woodlands. If they still lived today in some remote area of Africa, we would find them fascinating. But to judge from their ape-sized brains, we would observe them in national parks and keep them in zoos, rather than give them legal rights or invite them to dinner.

Although the australopithecines were far different from us, in the big scheme of things they lived not so long ago. Imagine going to a sporting event with sixty thousand seats around the stadium. You arrive early with your grandmother, and the two of you take the first seats. Next to your grandmother sits her grandmother, your great-great-grandmother. Next to her is your great-great-great-great-grandmother. The stadium fills with the ghosts of preceding grandmothers. An hour later the seat next to you is occupied by the last to sit down, the ancestor of you all. She nudges your elbow, and you
The transition is first signaled at 2.6 million years ago by sharp flakes dug from Ethiopian rock. The fragments testify to cobblestones being deliberately clashed to produce a tool. Cut marks on fossil bones show that the simple knives were used to cut tongues out of dead antelope and to get hunks of meat by slicing through tendons on animal limbs. This new behavior was remarkably effective—it would have allowed them to skin an elephant quickly—and was far more skillful than anything chimpanzees do when eating meat. Knife-making suggests planning, patience, cooperation, and organized behavior.

Old bones continue the story. By around 2.3 million years ago, the first tentative record emerges of a new species, a habiline. Habilines, still poorly understood, are the “missing link” between apes and humans. They were truly missing until 1960, when Jonathan Leakey, the twenty-year-old son of paleontologist Louis Leakey and archaeologist Mary Leakey, discovered them in the form of a jaw, skull, and hand in Tanzania’s Olduvai Gorge. Even now there are only six skulls that tell us the brain size of the principal species, and just two reasonably complete specimens showing their limbs, so our portraits of these intermediate beings are fuzzy. Habilines appear to have been about the same small size as australopithecines and had long arms and jutting faces, leading some people to call them apes. Yet they are thought to be the knife makers, and they had brains twice as big as those of living nonhuman apes, so others place them in the genus *Homo* and thereby call them human. In short, they show a mixture of prehuman and human characteristics. They were like upright chimpanzees with big brains, and we might guess they were just as hairy and almost as good at climbing trees.

After the habilines emerged, it took hundreds of thousands of years for the evolutionary gears to start turning rapidly again, but between 1.9 million and 1.8 million years ago, the second critical step was taken: some habilines evolved into *Homo erectus*, and with their arrival the world faced a new future.

The mental abilities of *Homo erectus* are open to question. We do not know whether they used a primitive kind of language, or how well they controlled their tempers. But *Homo erectus* looked much more like us than any prior species. They are considered to have walked and run as fluently as we do today, with the same characteristic stride that we have. Their various descendants, including Neanderthals more than a million years later, all exhibited the same form and stature. If they time-traveled to a modern city, they might suffer some sidelong glances but they could be fitted for clothes
in a typical store. Their anatomy was so similar to ours that some anthropologists call them *Homo sapiens*, but most give these pioneers their own distinct name of *Homo erectus* because of such features as smaller brains and lower foreheads than are found in modern humans. Whatever we call them, their arrival marks the genesis of our physical form. They even appear to have grown and matured slowly, in the manner of modern humans. After their emergence it would be mainly a question of time and brain growth before modern humans emerged about two hundred thousand years ago.

So the question of our origins concerns the forces that sprung *Homo erectus* from their australopithecine past. Anthropologists have an answer. According to the most popular view since the 1950s there was a single supposed impetus: the eating of meat.

Hundreds of different hunter-gatherer cultures have been described, and all obtained a substantial proportion of their diet from meat, often half their calories or more. Archaeology indicates a similar importance of meat all the way back to the butchering habilines more than two million years ago. By contrast, there is little to suggest that their predecessors, the australopithecines, were much different from chimpanzees in their predatory behavior. Chimpanzees readily grab monkeys, piglets, or small antelopes when opportunities arise, but weeks or even months can go by with no meat in their diets. Among primates we are the only dedicated carnivores, and the only ones to take meat from large carcasses.

Those smaller-brained ancestors could not have obtained meat without confronting dangerous animals. Their physical abilities often would have proved wanting. The first meat eaters certainly would have been slow, they had small bodies, their teeth and limbs made feeble weapons, and their hunting tools were probably little more than rocks and natural clubs. Greater ingenuity and improved physical prowess would have helped bring down prey. Hunters might have chased antelope on long runs until the quarry collapsed from exhaustion. Perhaps they found carcasses by watching where vultures swooped down. Predators such as saber-toothed lions brought further challenges. Teamwork might have been necessary, with some individuals in a hunting party throwing rocks to keep fearsome animals at bay while others quickly cut off hunks of meat before all retired to eat in a defensible site. So it is easy to imagine that the rise of meat eating fostered various human characteristics such as long-distance travel, big bodies, rising intelligence, and increased cooperation. For such reasons the meat-eating hypothesis, often called “Man-the-Hunter,” has long been popular with anthropologists to explain the change from australopithecine to human.

But the Man-the-Hunter hypothesis is incomplete because it does not explain how hunting was possible without the economic support gathered foods provided. Among hunter-gatherers, gathering is mostly done by women and is often responsible for half the calories brought to camp. Gathering can be just as critical as hunting because men sometimes return with nothing, in which case the family must rely entirely on gathered foods. Gathering depends on abilities normally considered to be absent in australopithecines, such as carrying large bundles of food. When and why did gathering evolve? What breakthroughs in technology enabled females to gather? Or did habilines get their meat without
being involved in an economy of exchange? These are core questions Man-the-Hunter leaves unanswered.

A different kind of difficulty is even more severe: the habilines show that there were two changes in the path from ape to human, not just the one implied by Man-the-Hunter. The two steps involved different kinds of transformation and occurred hundreds of thousands of years apart—one probably around 2.5 million years ago, and the second between 1.9 million and 1.8 million years ago. It makes no sense that the two kinds of change should have been prompted by the same cause.

Meat eating accounts smoothly for the first transition, jump-starting evolution toward humans by shifting chimpanzeelike australopithecines into knife-wielding, bigger-brained habilines, while still leaving them with apelike bodies capable of collecting and digesting vegetable foods as efficiently as did australopithecines. But if meat eating explains the origin of the habilines, it leaves the second transition unexplained, from habilines to *Homo erectus*. Did habilines and *Homo erectus* obtain their meat in such different ways that they evolved different kinds of anatomy? Some people think the habilines might have been primarily scavengers while *Homo erectus* were more proficient hunters. The idea is plausible, though archaeological data do not directly test it. But it does not solve a key problem concerning the anatomy of *Homo erectus*, which had small jaws and small teeth that were poorly adapted for eating the tough raw meat of game animals. These weaker mouths cannot be explained by *Homo erectus*’s becoming better at hunting. Something else must have been going on.

How lucky that Earth has fire. Hot, dry plant material does this amazing thing: it burns. In a world full of rocks, animals, and living plants, dry, combustible wood gives us warmth and light, without which our species would be forced to live like other animals. It is easy to forget what life would have been like without fire. The nights would be cold, dark, and dangerous, forcing us to wait helplessly for the sun. All our food would be raw. No wonder we find comfort by a hearth.

Nowadays we need fire wherever we are. Survival manuals tell us that if we are lost in the wild, one of our first actions should be to make a fire. In addition to warmth and light, fire gives us hot food, safe water, dry clothes, protection from dangerous animals, a signal to friends, and even a sense of inner comfort. In modern society, fire might be hidden from our view, tidied away in the basement boiler, trapped in the engine block of a car, or confined in the power station that drives the electrical grid, but we still completely depend on it. A similar tie is found in every culture. To the hunting-and-gathering Andaman Islanders of India, fire is “the first thing they think of carrying when they go on a journey,” “the center round which social life moves,” and the possession that distinguishes humans from animals. Animals need food, water, and shelter. We humans need all those things, but we need fire too.

How long have we needed it? Few people have thought about this question. Not even Charles Darwin pursued it, though he had every reason to be interested. During his five-year voyage around the world, Darwin learned what it was like to be hungry in the wild. When camped in harsh places, such as the sodden moors of the Falkland Islands, he made fire by rubbing sticks together. He cooked with hot rocks in an earth oven and called the art of making fire “probably the greatest [discovery], excepting language, ever made by man.” His gritty experiences taught him that “hard and stringy roots can be rendered digestible, and poisonous roots or herbs innocuous.” He understood the value of cooked food.
But Darwin showed no interest in knowing when fire was first controlled. His passion was evolution, and he thought fire was irrelevant to how we evolved. Like most people, he simply assumed that by the time our ancestors first controlled fire they were already human. He cited his fellow evolutionist Alfred Russel Wallace approvingly: “man is enabled through his mental faculties to keep with an unchanged body in harmony with the changing universe.” The control of fire was just another way for an unchanged body with an adept mental faculty to respond to a natural challenge. “When he migrates into a colder climate he uses clothes, builds sheds, and makes fires; and, by the aid of fire, cooks food otherwise indigestible . . . the lower animals, on the other hand, must have their bodily structure modified in order to survive under greatly changed conditions.”

The notion of prehistoric humans having an “unchanged body” while inventing new ways to make their lives easier is mostly right. Little change has occurred in human anatomy since the time of *Homo erectus* almost two million years ago. Culture is the trump card that enables humans to adapt, and compared to the two-million-year human career, most cultural innovation has indeed been recent. Before two hundred thousand years ago, the main novelties recorded by archaeology were stone tools and spears. Art, fishing tools, personal decoration with necklaces, and stone-tipped weapons all came later. Why should the control of fire be any older? Most anthropologists have followed Darwin’s assumption that cooking has been a late addition to the human skill set, a valuable tradition without any biological or evolutionary significance. We use fire, Darwin seemed to imply, but we could survive without it if we had to. The implication was that cooking has little biological importance.

A century later, cultural anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss produced a revolutionary analysis of human cultures that implicitly supported the biological insignificance of cooking. He was an expert on the myths of Brazilian tribes, and he was deeply impressed with the way in which cooking served to symbolize human control over nature. “Cooking establishes the difference between animals and people. . . . Not only does cooking mark the transition from nature to culture,” Lévi-Strauss wrote in his influential 1960s book, *The Raw and the Cooked*, “but through it and by means of it, the human state can be defined with all its attributes.” Lévi-Strauss’s insight that cooking is a defining feature of humanity was perceptive. But strikingly, for him its significance appeared to be entirely psychological. Fellow anthropologist Edmund Leach presented Lévi-Strauss’s views crisply: “[People] do not have to cook their food, they do so for symbolic reasons to show that they are men and not beasts.” Lévi-Strauss was an elite anthropologist, and his implication that cooking had no biological meaning was widely touted. No one challenged this aspect of his analysis.

Despite the predominant skepticism about the role of fire in human evolution, a few contrarians have argued that cooking has been a core influence on human nature. The strongest voices have come from students of food and eating. The celebrated French gastronomist Jean-Anthelme Brillat-Savarin sounded evolutionary even when Charles Darwin was still a teenager. “It is by fire that man has tamed Nature itself,” he wrote in 1825. His experience told him that cooking helps us to eat meat more easily. After our ancestors started cooking, he argued, meat became more desirable and
valuable, leading to a new importance for hunting. And since hunting was mainly a male activity, women took on the role of cooking. Brillat-Savarin was prescient in tracing a link from cooking to households, but his ideas were not richly developed. They were throwaway lines hidden in a voluminous output, and they have never been taken seriously.

In the past half century, ideas suggesting how the control of fire might have influenced human behavior or evolution have been proposed by writers in physical anthropology (by Carleton Coon and Loring Brace), archaeology (especially by Catherine Perlès), and sociology (by Joop Goudsblom). But such analyses have been tentative, leaving it to the specialized field of cooking history to provide thoughts as bold as those of Brillat-Savarin. In 1998 cooking historian Michael Symons combined intellectual ingredients from a range of disciplines, and based on the idea that cooking affects many aspects of life from nutrition to society, he made a stronger claim than any before him. Symons concluded, “cooking is the missing link . . . defining the human essence.... I pin our humanity on cooks.” In a 2001 book on the history of food, historian Felipe Fernandez-Armesto likewise declared cooking an “index of the humanity of humankind.” But neither these authors nor any other writer advocating the importance of cooking understood how cooking affects the nutritional quality of food. Critical questions therefore were left untouched, such as whether humans are evolutionarily adapted to cooked food, or how cooking had its supposed effects on making us human, or when cooking evolved. The result was a series of ideas that, however intriguing, were not tied down to biological reality. They suggested that cooking had shaped us, but they did not say why or when or how.

There is a way to find out whether cooking is as biologically insignificant as Darwin implied, or as central to humanity as Symons asserts. We need to know what cooking does. Cooked food does many familiar things. It makes our food safer, creates rich and delicious tastes, and reduces spoilage. Heating can allow us to open, cut, or mash tough foods. But none of these advantages is as important as a little-appreciated aspect: cooking increases the amount of energy our bodies obtain from our food.

The extra energy gave the first cooks biological advantages. They survived and reproduced better than before. Their genes spread. Their bodies responded by biologically adapting to cooked food, shaped by natural selection to take maximum advantage of the new diet. There were changes in anatomy, physiology, ecology, life history, psychology, and society. Fossil evidence indicates that this dependence arose not just some tens of thousands of years ago, or even a few hundred thousand, but right back at the beginning of our time on Earth, at the start of human evolution, by the habilines that became *Homo erectus*. Brillat-Savarin and Symons were right to say that we have tamed nature with fire. We should indeed pin our humanity on cooks.

Those claims constitute the cooking hypothesis. They say humans are adapted to eating cooked food in the same essential way as cows are adapted to eating grass, or fleas to sucking blood, or any other animal to its signature diet. We are tied to our adapted diet of cooked food, and the results pervade our lives, from our bodies to our minds. We humans are the cooking apes, the creatures of the flame.
CHAPTER 1

Quest for Raw-Foodists

“My definition of Man is, a ‘Cooking Animal’. The beasts have memory, judgement, and all the faculties and passions of our mind, in a certain degree; but no beast is a cook. . . . Man alone can dress a good dish; and every man whatever is more or less a cook, in seasoning what he himself eats.”

—JAMES BOSWELL, Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides with Samuel Johnson

A nimals thrive on raw diets. Can humans do the same? Conventional wisdom has always assumed so, and the logic seems obvious. Animals live off raw food, and humans are animals, so humans should fare well on raw food. Many foods are perfectly edible raw, from apples, tomatoes, and oysters to steak tartare and various kinds of fish. Tales of raw diets are numerous. According to Marco Polo, Mongol warriors of the thirteenth century supposedly rode for ten days at a time without lighting a fire. The riders’ food was the raw blood of their horses, obtained by piercing a vein. The cavalry saved time by riding without cooking, and they avoided producing the smoke that might reveal their position to hostile forces. The men did not like the liquid diet and looked forward to a cooked meal when speed was not essential, but there is no suggestion that they suffered from it. Such stories make cooking seem like a luxury, unimportant to our biological needs. But consider the Evo Diet experiment.

In 2006 nine volunteers with dangerously high blood pressure spent twelve days eating like apes in an experiment filmed by the British Broadcasting Corporation. They lived in a tented enclosure in England’s Paignton Zoo and ate almost everything raw. Their diet included peppers, melons, cucumbers, tomatoes, carrots, broccoli, grapes, dates, walnuts, bananas, peaches, and so on—more than fifty kinds of fruits, vegetables, and nuts. In the second week they ate some cooked oily fish, and one man sneaked some chocolate. The regime was called the Evo Diet because it was supposed to represent the types of foods our bodies have evolved to eat. Chimpanzees or gorillas would have loved it and would have grown fat on a menu that was certainly of higher quality than they could find in the wild. The participants ate until they were full, taking in up to 5 kilograms (10 pounds) by weight per day. The daily intake was calculated by the experiment’s nutritionist to include an adequate 2,000 calories for women, and 2,300 calories for men.

The aim of the volunteers was to improve their health, and they succeeded. By the end of the experiment their cholesterol levels had fallen by almost a quarter and average blood pressure was down to normal. But while medical hopes were met, an extra result had not been anticipated. The volunteers lost a lot of weight—an average of 4.4 kg (9.7 pounds) each, or 0.37 kg (0.8 pounds) per day.
The question of what kind of diet we need is critical for understanding human adaptation. Are we just an ordinary animal that happens to enjoy the tastes and securities of cooked food without in any way depending on them? Or are we a new kind of species tied to the use of fire by our biological needs, relying on cooked food to supply enough energy to our bodies? No serious scientific tests have been designed to resolve this problem. But whereas the Evo Diet investigation was short-term and informal, a few studies of long-term raw-foodists give us systematic data with a similar result.

Raw-foodists are dedicated to eating 100 percent of their diets raw, or as close to 100 percent as they can manage. There are only three studies of their body weight, and all find that people who eat raw tend to be thin. The most extensive is the Giessen Raw Food study, conducted by nutritionist Corinna Koebnick and her colleagues in Germany, which used questionnaires to study 513 raw-foodists who ate from 70 percent to 100 percent of their diet raw. They chose to eat raw to be healthy, to prevent illness, to have a long life, or to live naturally. Raw food included not only uncooked vegetables and occasional meat, but also cold-pressed oil and honey, and some items that were lightly heated such as dried fruits, dried meat, and dried fish. Body mass index (BMI), which measures weight in relation to the square of the height, was used as a measure of fatness. As the proportion of food eaten raw rose, BMI fell. The average weight loss when shifting from a cooked to a raw diet was 26.5 pounds (12 kilograms) for women and 21.8 pounds (9.9 kilograms) for men. Among those eating a purely raw diet (31 percent), the body weights of almost a third indicated chronic energy deficiency. The scientists’ conclusion was unambiguous: “a strict raw food diet cannot guarantee an adequate energy supply.”

The amount of meat in the Giessen Raw Food diets was not recorded but many raw-foodists eat rather little meat. Could a low meat intake have contributed to their poor energy supply? It is possible. However, among people who eat cooked diets, there is no difference in body weight between vegetarians and meat eaters: when our food is cooked we get as many calories from a vegetarian diet as from a typical American meat-rich diet. It is only when eating raw that we suffer poor weight gain.

The energy consequences of forgoing cooked food lead to a consistent reaction, illustrated by journalist Jodi Mardesich when she became a raw-foodist. “I’m hungry. These days, I’m almost always hungry,” she wrote. A typical day began at 7 A.M. when she cut and juiced two ounces of wheat grass. At 8:30 A.M. she had a bowl of “energy soup,” which she describes as a “room-temperature concoction made of sunflower greens, which are the tiny first shoots of a sunflower plant, and rejuvelac, a fermented wheat drink that tastes a lot like bad lemonade.” She added a couple of spoonfuls of blended papaya for interest. Lunch was a salad of sunflower greens, sprouted fenugreek seeds, sprouted broccoli seeds, fermented cabbage, and a loaf made of sprouted sunflower seeds, dehydrated seaweed, and some vegetables. Dinner was more sprouts, avocado chunks, pineapple, red onion, olive oil, raw vinegar, and sea salt. An hour later she was hungry again. In photographs she looks distinctly thin, but she was happy. She described herself as feeling energized, mentally sharper, and more serene. Nevertheless, after six months, during which she lost 18 pounds (8.2 kilograms), she
could not resist slipping out for a pizza. Mardesich was not alone in finding a wholly raw diet a challenge. The Giessen Raw Food study found that 82 percent of long-term raw-foodists included some cooked food in their diets.

To judge whether the energy shortage experienced by raw-foodists is biologically significant, we need to know whether raw-induced weight loss interferes with critical functions—ideally, for a population living under conditions similar to those in our evolutionary past. In the Giessen study, the more raw food that women ate, the lower their BMI and the more likely they were to have partial or total amenorrhea. Among women eating totally raw diets, about 50 percent entirely ceased to menstruate. A further proportion, about 10 percent, suffered irregular menstrual cycles that left them unlikely to conceive. These figures are far higher than for women eating cooked food. Healthy women on cooked diets rarely fail to menstruate, whether or not they are vegetarian. But ovarian function predictably declines in women suffering from extreme energy depletion, such as marathoners and anorexics.

Raw-foodist men sometimes also report an impact on their sexual functions. In How to Do the Raw Food Diet with Joy for Awesome Health and Success, the author, Christopher Westra, wrote: “In my own experience, starting on living foods brought about a change in sexuality that was dramatic and completely unexpected. In just a few weeks, the number of times per day I thought about sex decreased tremendously.” Westra believed that seminal emissions are designed to remove toxins from the body. After a few weeks of a raw diet, he said, the intake of toxins had fallen to the point where ejaculation was no longer necessary. In a similar way some raw-foodists regard menstruation as a mechanism for removing toxins and therefore regard its cessation as a sign of the health of their diets. Perhaps it is unnecessary to note that medical science finds no support for the idea that toxins are removed by seminal emissions or menstruation.

Reduced reproductive function means that in our evolutionary past, raw-foodism would have been much less successful than the habit of eating cooked food. A rate of infertility greater than 50 percent, such as was found in the Giessen Raw Food study, would be devastating in a natural population of foragers. And since the Giessen study was of urban people enjoying a life of middle-class ease, such dramatic effects on reproduction are mild compared to what would have happened if these German raw-foodists had been searching for food in the wild.

Most raw-foodists prepare their food elaborately in ways that increase their energy value. Techniques include mild heating, blending, grinding, and sprouting. Any system of reducing the size of food particles, such as grinding and crushing, leads to predictable increases in energy gain. The German raw-foodists also had the advantage of eating oils produced commercially by industrial processing. Koebnick’s team found that about 30 percent of the subjects’ calories came from these lipids, a valuable energy source that would not have been available to hunter-gatherers. Yet even with all these helpful conditions, at least half the German women eating raw foods obtained so little energy from their diet, they were physiologically unable to have babies.

The Giessen subjects had further advantages. There is no indication that they engaged in much exercise, unlike women in foraging populations. Anthropologist Elizabeth Marshall Thomas describes bushman women in Africa’s Kalahari Desert returning to camp at the end of their ordinary long day thoroughly exhausted, because for much of the day they have been squatting and digging and
walking, and hefting large loads of food, wood, and children. Even in populations that cook, these natural activity levels are high enough to interfere with reproductive function. If we imagine the lives of our German raw-foodists made more difficult by a daily regime of foraging for food in the wild, their rate of energy expenditure would surely be substantially increased. As a result, many more than 50 percent of the women would be incapable of pregnancy.

Then add that the subjects of the Giessen Raw Food study obtained their diets from supermarkets. Their foods were the typical products of modern farming—fruits, seeds, and vegetables all selected to be as delicious as possible. “Delicious” means high energy, because what people like are foods with low levels of indigestible fiber and high levels of soluble carbohydrates, such as sugars. Agricultural improvements have rendered fruits in a supermarket, such as apples, bananas, and strawberries, far higher in quality than their wild ancestors. In our laboratory at Harvard, nutritional biochemist NancyLou Conklin-Brittain finds that carrots contain as much sugar as the average wild fruit eaten by a chimpanzee in Kibale National Park in Uganda. But even carrots are better quality than a typical wild tropical fruit, because they have less fiber and fewer toxic compounds. If the German raw-foodists had been eating wild foods, their energy balance and reproductive performance would have been much lower than found by Koebnick’s team.

Supermarkets offer a year-round supply of the choicest foods, so the German raw-foodists had no seasonal shortages. Foragers, by contrast, cannot escape the tough times when sweet fruits, honey, or game meat become no more than occasional luxuries rather than daily pleasures. Even subsistence foods can then be hard to find. Anthropologist George Silberbauer reported that among the G/wi bushmen of the Central Kalahari, early summer was a time when all lost weight and everyone complained of hunger and thirst. In deserts like the Kalahari the result can be difficult indeed, but periodic shortages of energy like this are routine in all living hunter-gatherers, just as they are in rain-forest chimpanzees. Judging from studies of bones and teeth, which show in their fine structure the marks of nutritional stress, energy shortages were also universal in archaeological populations. Until the development of agriculture, it was the human fate to suffer regular periods of hunger—typically, it seems, for several weeks a year—even though they ate their food cooked.

Raw-foodism seems to be an increasingly popular habit, but if raw diets are so challenging, why do people like them? Raw-foodists are very enthusiastic about the health benefits, as described in books with such titles as Self Healing Power! How to Tap Into the Great Power Within You. They report a sense of well-being, better physical functioning, less bodily pain, more vitality, and improved emotional and social performance. There are claims of reductions in rheumatoid arthritis and fibromyalgia symptoms, less dental erosion, and improved antioxidant intake. Mostly such assertions have not been scientifically tested, but researchers have found improved serum cholesterol and triglyceride values.

Raw-foodists offer philosophical reasons too. “Natural nutrition is raw,” asserted Stephen Arlin, Fouad Dini, and David Wolfe in Nature’s First Law, a popular guide to raw-foodism. “It always has been. It always will be. . . . Cooked food is poison.” Many follow the pseudoscientific ideas of
vegetarian Edward Howell, who theorized in a 1946 book that plants contain “living” or “active” enzymes, which, if eaten raw, operate for our benefit inside our bodies. His followers therefore prepare their foods below a certain temperature, normally about 45-48°C (113-118°F), above which the “life force” of the enzymes is supposedly destroyed. To scientists the idea that food enzymes contribute to digestion or cellular function in our bodies is nonsense because these molecules are themselves digested in our stomachs and small intestines. The “living enzyme” idea also ignores that even if food enzymes survived our digestive systems, their own specific metabolic functions are too specialized to allow them to do anything useful in our bodies. But while the idea of a “life force” in “living foods” is not accepted by physiologists, it persuades many raw-foodists to persist in their diet. By permitting some use of low heat, Howell’s philosophy also enables the “raw” food to be somewhat more palatable, easier to prepare, and more digestible than a truly unheated food would be.

Other raw-foodists are guided by moral principles. In 1813 the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley argued that meat eating was an appalling habit responsible for many of society’s ills and was obviously unnatural, given that humans lack claws, have blunt teeth, and dislike raw meat. Since he concluded that the invention of cooking was responsible for meat eating, and hence for such problems as “tyranny, superstition, commerce, and inequality,” he decided that humans were better off without cooking.

Instinctotherapists, a minority group among raw-foodists, believe that because we are closely related to apes we should model our eating behavior on theirs. In 2003 I had lunch with Roman Devivo and Antje Spors, whose book *Genefit Nutrition* argues that cooked food provides an unhealthy diet to which we are not adapted. They were lean and healthy. They were clear about their preference, which was to eat all their food not merely raw but without any preparation at all. They politely declined a salad because its ingredients had been chopped and mixed. The natural way, they explained, is to do what chimpanzees do. Just as those apes find only one kind of fruit when eating in a given tree, so we should eat only one kind of food in any meal.

To illustrate their habit, Devivo, Spors, and a friend had brought a basket containing a selection of organic foods. They sniffed at several fruits, one at a time, to allow their bodies to decide what would suit them best (“by instinct,” they said). One chose apples; another chose a pineapple. Each ate only his or her first choice. The third decided on a protein-rich food. He had brought frozen buffalo steaks and pieces of buffalo femur. Today was a marrow day. The femur chunks were the size of golf balls. Inside each was a cold pink mush that looked like strawberry ice cream. He cleaned out several pieces of bone with a teaspoon.

However strange it may be to think that we should eat to conserve living enzymes, or to reduce violence, or in the manner of apes, such concepts are helpful to raw-foodists because they bolster a strong commitment to principle. Eating raw intrudes into social life, demands a lot of time in the kitchen, and requires a strong will to resist the thought of cooked food. It can create personal problems, such as annoyingly frequent urination, and for meat eaters it increases the risk of eating toxins or pathogens that would be destroyed by cooking. There are other health risks too. Recent studies indicate that low bone mass in the backs and hips of raw-foodists was caused by their raw diet. Raw diets are also associated with low levels of vitamin B12, low levels of HDL cholesterol (the “good” cholesterol), and elevated levels of homocysteine (a suspected risk factor for
In theory the precarious energy budgets experienced by the Giessen study subjects could be misleading. Maybe modern raw-foodists are so far removed from nutritional wisdom that they are just not choosing the right combination of foods. What about reliance on raw food in nonindustrialized cultures? This has often been reported. At the end of the nineteenth century, anthropologist William McGee, president of the National Geographical Society and cofounder of the American Anthropological Association, claimed that the Seri hunter-gatherers of northwestern Mexico ate meat and carrion largely raw. Four thousand years ago Sumerians in the Third Dynasty of Ur said that the bedouin of the western desert ate their food raw. As late as 2007, pygmies in Uganda’s Ruwenzori Mountains were reported in a national Ugandan newspaper to be living off raw food. Writers from Plutarch to colonial sailors of the nineteenth century made similar claims, but all have proved illusory, often colored by a racist tinge. “Only savages can be satisfied with the pure products of nature, eaten without seasoning and as nature provides them,” sniffed the entry in an eighteenth-century encyclopedia. In 1870 anthropologist Edward Tylor examined all such accounts and found no evidence of any being real. He concluded that cooking was practiced by every known human society. Similarly, all around the world are societies that tell of their ancestors having lived without fire. When anthropologist James Frazer examined reports of prehistoric firelessness, he found them equally full of fantasy, such as fire being brought by a cockatoo or being tamed after it was discovered in a woman’s genitals. The control of fire and the practice of cooking are human universals.

Still, in theory, societies could exist where cooked food is only a small part of the diet. The quirky nutritionist Howell thought so. In the 1940s he stated as part of his theory of the benefits of raw foods that the traditional Inuit (or Eskimo) diet was dominated by raw foods. His claim about the Inuit eating most of their food raw has been an important main-stay of the raw-foodist movement ever since.

But again it has proved exaggerated. The most detailed studies of un-Westernized Inuit diets were by Vilhjalmur Stefansson during a series of expeditions to the Copper Inuit beginning in 1906. Their diet was virtually plant-free, dominated by seal and caribou meat, supplemented by large salmonlike fish and occasional whale meat. Stefansson found that cooking was the nightly norm.

Every wife was expected to have a substantial meal ready for her husband when he got back from the hunt. In winter a husband came home at a predictably early time and would find the smell of boiling seal meat and steaming broth as soon as he entered the igloo. The long days of summer made the time of a husband’s return home less predictable, so wives often went to bed before he came back. Anthropologist Diamond Jenness accompanied Stefansson, and described what happened if a wife failed to leave cooked meat for her husband: “Woe betide the wife who keeps him waiting after a day spent in fishing or hunting! . . . Her husband will probably beat her, or stamp her in the snow, and may even end by throwing her household goods after her and bidding her begone forever from his house.”
Arctic cooking was difficult because of the shortage of fuel. In summer women made small twig fires, whereas in winter they cooked over burning seal oil or blubber in stone pots. After the snow had melted to water, the process of boiling meat took a further hour. Despite the difficulties, the meat was well cooked. “I have never seen Eskimo eat partly cooked meat so bloody as many steaks I have seen devoured in cities—when they cook, they usually cook well,” Stefansson wrote in 1910.

The slow cooking and shortage of fuel meant it was hard for men to cook when they were out on the hunt, so during the day they would sometimes eat fresh fish raw, either the flesh or in the case of large fish, just the intestines. Hunters also made caches of excess fish, which they could recover later for a cold meal. However, even though these foods were uncooked they were affected by being stored: fish from the cache became “high”—in other words, smelly because they were partially rotten. Most people liked the strong taste. Jenness saw “a man take a bone from rotten caribou-meat cached more than a year before, crack it open and eat the marrow with evident relish although it swarmed with maggots.”

Though many raw foods were eaten for convenience, some were taken by choice. Blubber was often preferred raw. It was soft and could be spread easily over meat like butter. Other meats eaten raw were also soft, such as seal livers and kidneys and caribou livers. Occasionally there was evidence of more exotic tastes. Stefansson’s hosts were horrified to hear of a distant group, the Puiplirmiut, who supposedly collected frozen deer droppings off the snow and ate them like berries. They said that was a truly repulsive habit, and anyway it was a waste of a good dropping. Those pellets were a fine food, they said, when boiled and used to thicken blood soup. The only vegetable food that was regularly eaten raw was the lichen eaten by caribou, which the Copper Inuit ate when the lichen was partially digested. In summer they would take it directly from the rumen and eat it while cutting up the carcass. As the cold closed in during the fall, they were more likely to allow the full stomach to freeze intact with the lichens inside. They would then cut it into slices for a frozen treat.

The Inuit probably ate more raw animal products than other societies, but like every culture the main meal of the day was taken in the evening, and it was cooked. In a scene captured by anthropologist Jiro Tanaka, the !Kung of the Kalahari illustrate the typical pattern for hunter-gatherers of a light breakfast and snacks during the day, followed by an evening meal. “Finally, as the sun begins to set, each woman builds a large cooking fire near her hut and commences cooking. . . . The hunters return to camp in the semidarkness, and each family eats supper around the fire after darkness has fallen. . . . Only in the evening does the whole family gather to eat a solid meal, and indeed people consume the greater part of their daily food then. The only exception is after a big kill, when a large quantity of meat has been brought back to camp: then people eat any number of times during the day, keeping their stomachs full to bursting, until all the meat is gone.”

The Inuit consumed raw food mostly as a snack out of camp, as is typical of human foragers. In 1987, anthropologist Jennifer Isaacs described which foods Australian aborigines ate raw or cooked. Although foragers sometimes lit fires in the bush to cook quick meals such as mud crabs (a particular favorite), the majority of animal items were brought back to camp to be cooked. A few items, such as a species of mangrove worm, were always eaten raw, and these were not brought back to camp. Isaacs reported three types of food that were eaten sometimes raw and sometimes cooked—turtle
eggs, oysters, and witchetty grubs—and in each case they were eaten raw by people foraging far from camp but were cooked if eaten in camp. Most fruits are preferred raw and are eaten in the bush, whereas roots, seeds, and nuts are brought back to camp to be cooked. Everywhere we look, home cooking is the norm. For most foods, eating raw appears to be a poor alternative demanded by circumstance.

What happens to people who are forced to eat raw diets in wild habitats, such as lost explorers, castaways, or isolated adventurers simply trying to survive despite losing their ability to cook? This category of people offers a third test of how well humans can utilize raw food. You might think that when humans are forced to eat raw, they would grumble at the loss of flavor but nevertheless be fine. However, I have not been able to find any reports of people living long term on raw wild food.

The longest case that I found of survival on raw animal foods lasted only a few weeks. In 1972 a British sailor, Dougal Robertson, and his family lost their boat to killer whales in the Pacific and were confined to a dinghy for thirty-eight days. They began with a few cookies, oranges, and glucose candies. By the seventh day they were forced to eat what they could catch on a line. They spent their last thirty-one days at sea mostly eating raw turtle meat, turtle eggs, and fish. There were occasional treats, such as chewing the liver and heart of a shark, but their staple was a “soup” of dried turtle in a mix of rainwater, meat juice, and eggs.

They caught more food than they could eat, and they survived in good cheer. Indeed, their diet suited them so well that by the end of their ordeal, Robertson reported that their physical condition was actually better than when they had begun their journey. Sores that had been present when their boat was sunk had healed, and their bodies were functioning effectively. The only problem was that nine-year-old Neil, despite being given extra portions of bone marrow, was disturbingly thin.

And all were hungry. They “enjoyed the flavour of the raw food as only starving people can.” Their fantasies focused on cooked food. By the twenty-fourth day, Robertson recorded, “our daydreams had switched from ice cream and fruit to hot stews, porridge, steak and kidney puddings, hotpots and casseroles. The dishes steamed fragrantly in our imaginations and as we described their smallest details to each other we almost tasted the succulent gravies as we chewed our meager rations.” The Robertsons’ raw diet supported survival but it also brought a sense of starvation.

Their resourcefulness enabled them to emerge from a terrifying situation in fine condition. They may have been hungry and thinner, but they were apparently not starving to the point of danger. Their experience shows that with abundant food, people can survive well on a raw animal-based diet for at least a month. But people sometimes survive with no food at all for a month, provided they have water. The lack of any evidence for longer-term survival on raw wild food suggests that even in extremis, people need their food cooked.

The case that comes closest to long-term survival on raw wild food is that of Helena Valero. This exceptional woman was a Brazilian of European descent who reportedly survived in a remote forest
for some seven months in the 1930s. She knew the jungle well because at about age twelve she had been kidnapped by Yanomamö Indians. She became a member of their tribe but her experience was very hard. One day, after her life was threatened, she escaped her captors. She took a firebrand wrapped in leaves so she could cook, but after a few days a heavy rain drenched it. Unwilling to return to Yanomamö life, she wandered alone, fireless and increasingly hungry, until she found an abandoned banana plantation. Valero was lucky because villagers had planted the trees in a dense grove. There, she said, she survived by eating raw bananas. She counted the seven months by the passage of the moon. Valero did not record her condition at the end of her exile, but she was eventually found by Yanomamö. She returned to the comforts of village life, married twice, had four children, and eventually feared for her children’s lives and escaped again at about age thirty-five. She never found happiness in Brazilian society.

Valero’s tale could not be verified, but if anyone were to survive on raw food in the wild, it makes sense that they would have the fortune to have an abundant supply of a high-calorie domesticated fruit. Bananas are often touted as nature’s most perfect food.

In more ordinary circumstances starvation is a rapid threat when eating raw in the wild. Anthropologist Allan Holmberg was at a remote mission station in Bolivia in the 1940s when a group of seven Siriono hunter-gatherers arrived from the forest. They were so hungry and emaciated that, as one of them told Holmberg, if they had not arrived when they did they might have died. This group had been part of a band that had thrived in the rain forest until they were taken to a government school. They had been so resentful of their forced removal that they had escaped with the aim of returning to their ancestral homeland. To avoid capture they had moved fast, walking even in heavy rain. Without proper cover the smoldering logs they were carrying were extinguished. After that the little group was reduced to a raw diet of wild plants until they were rescued after three weeks. They walked less than five miles per day and even though they knew the forest intimately and found raw plants to eat, they still could not obtain sufficient energy from their diets. Two of the men had bows and there was lots of game, so they might have done better but for a taboo on raw meat, which they claimed not to eat under any conditions. But even hunter-gatherers often live well with little meat for weeks on end, as long as they cook. The Siriono experience suggests that raw diets are dangerous because they do not provide enough energy.

In 1860 Robert Burke and William Wills led an ill-fated expedition from southern to northern Australia. When they ran out of food they asked the local Yandruwandha aborigines for help. The Yandruwandha were living on the abundant nardoo plant. They pounded nardoo seeds into a bitter flour, washed it, and then cooked it. The explorers liked the flour but apparently omitted the washing and cooking. The result was disaster. “I am weaker than ever,” wrote Wills, “although I have a good appetite, and relish the nardoo much, but it seems to give us no nutriment.” Burke and Wills died from poisoning, starvation, or both. However, they had a companion who survived and joined the Yandruwandha, ate lots of cooked nardoo flour, and was in excellent condition when he was rescued ten weeks later.

The cases I have listed are exceptional because it is rare for people to even attempt to survive on raw food in the wild. When Thor Heyerdahl took a primitive raft across the Pacific to test his theories about prehistoric migrations, he had a primus stove with him and one of his crew was a cook. When
an airplane crashed in the Chilean Andes in 1972 and stranded twenty-seven people for seventy-one days, the survivors resorted to cannibalism and cooked the meat. When the whale ship *Essex* went down in the Pacific and its sailors cannibalized one another in small lifeboats, they cooked on stone-bottomed fires. Several Japanese soldiers lived alone in the jungle after World War II. One of them, Shoichi Yokio, stayed in Guam until 1972, surviving on fruits, snails, eels, and rats. But he did not eat them raw. Life in his underground cave depended on his smoke-blackened pots, just as it did for all such holdouts.

Perhaps the most famous real-life castaway was Alexander Selkirk, the model for Robinson Crusoe. In 1704, after quarrelling with the captain of his ship and rashly demanding to be put ashore, Selkirk began more than four years alone on the island of Más a Tierra, 670 kilometers (416 miles) west of Chile in the Pacific Ocean. He had his Bible, a musket with a pound of powder, some mathematical instruments, a hatchet, a knife, and a few carpenter’s tools. He ended up very wild, dancing with his tamed goats and cats and barely recognizable as human. But when his gunpowder was nearly spent, “he got fire by rubbing two sticks of Piemento Wood together upon his knee.” He was able to cook throughout his time in isolation.

Raw-foodists, it is clear, do not fare well. They thrive only in rich modern environments where they depend on eating exceptionally high-quality foods. Animals do not have the same constraints: they flourish on wild raw foods. The suspicion prompted by the shortcomings of the Evo Diet is correct, and the implication is clear: there is something odd about us. We are not like other animals. In most circumstances, need cooked food.
“Domestication of fire probably reacted on man’s physical development as well as on his culture, for it would have reduced some selective pressures and increased others. As cooked food replaced a diet consisting entirely of raw meat and fresh vegetable matter, the whole pattern of mastication, digestion, and nutrition was altered.”

—KENNETH OAKLEY, Social Life of Early Man

Although humans fare poorly on raw diets nowadays, at some time our ancestors must have utilized bush fruits, fresh greens, raw meat, and other natural products as efficiently as apes do. What can account for the change? Why, given all the obvious advantages of being able to extract large amounts of energy from raw food, have humans lost this ancient ability?

In theory an evolutionary mishap might be responsible for this failure of our biology: the genetic coding for a well-adapted digestive system could have been lost by chance. But a failure of evolutionary adaptation is an unlikely explanation for something as widespread and labor-intensive as cooking. Natural selection mostly generates exquisitely successful designs, particularly for features that are as important and in such regular use as our intestinal systems. We can expect to find a compensatory benefit that has been made possible by our inability to utilize raw food effectively.

Evolutionary trade-offs are common. Compared to chimpanzees, we climb badly but we walk well. Our awkwardness in trees is due partly to our having long legs and flat feet, but those same legs and feet enable us to walk more efficiently than other apes. In a similar way, our limited effectiveness at digesting raw food is due to our having relatively small digestive systems compared to those of our cousin apes. But the reduced size of our digestive systems, it seems, enables us to process cooked food with exceptional proficiency.

We can think of cooked food offering two kinds of advantage, depending on whether species have adapted to a cooked diet. Spontaneous benefits are experienced by almost any species, regardless of its evolutionary history, because cooked food is easier to digest than raw food. Domestic animals such as calves, lambs, and piglets grow faster when their food is cooked, and cows produce more fat in their milk and more milk per day when eating cooked rather than raw seeds. A similar effect appears in fish farms. Salmon grow better on a diet of cooked rather than raw fishmeal. No wonder farmers like to give cooked mash or swill to their livestock. Cooked food promotes efficient growth.

The spontaneous benefits of cooked food explain why domesticated pets easily become fat: their food is cooked, such as the commercially produced kibbles, pellets, and nuggets given to dogs and cats. Owners of obese pets who recognize this connection and see cooked food as a health threat
sometimes choose to feed raw food to their beloved ones to help them lose weight. Biologically Appropriate Raw Food, or BARF, is a special diet advertised as being beneficial for dogs for the same reason that raw-foodists advocate raw diets for humans: it is natural. “Every living animal on earth requires a biologically appropriate diet. And if you think about it, not one animal on earth is adapted by evolution to eat a cooked food diet. This means the BARF diet is exactly what we should be feeding our pets.” The effects of this diet is reminiscent of raw-foodists’ experience: “You can always tell a raw-food dog; they look better, have more energy, are thin and vibrant,” says an owner of a golden retriever whose coat started glowing within a week of eating raw food exclusively.

Even insects appear to get the spontaneous benefits of cooked food. Researchers rearing agricultural pests in large numbers to find out how to control them give each insect species its own particular recipe of cooked food. Larvae of the diamondback moth thrive on a toasted mix of wheat germ, casein, bean meal, and cabbage flour. Black vine weevils do best on thoroughly boiled and blended lima beans. Whether domestic or wild, mammal or insect, useful or pest, animals adapted to raw diets tend to fare better on cooked food.

In humans, because we have adapted to cooked food, its spontaneous advantages are complemented by evolutionary benefits. The evolutionary benefits stem from the fact that digestion is a costly process that can account for a high proportion of an individual’s energy budget—often as much as locomotion does. After our ancestors started eating cooked food every day, natural selection favored those with small guts, because they were able to digest their food well, but at a lower cost than before. The result was increased energetic efficiency.

Evolutionary benefits of adapting to cooked food are evident from comparing human digestive systems with those of chimpanzees and other apes. The main differences all involve humans having relatively small features. We have small mouths, weak jaws, small teeth, small stomachs, small colons, and small guts overall. In the past, the unusual size of these body parts has mostly been attributed to the evolutionary effects of our eating meat, but the design of the human digestive system is better explained as an adaptation to eating cooked food than it is to eating raw meat.

Mick Jagger’s biggest yawn is nothing compared to a chimpanzee’s. Given that the mouth is the entry to the gut, humans have an astonishingly tiny opening for such a large species. All great apes have a prominent snout and a wide grin: chimpanzees can open their mouths twice as far as humans, as they regularly do when eating. If a playful chimpanzee ever kisses you, you will never forget this point. To find a primate with as relatively small an aperture as that of humans, you have to go to a diminutive species, such as a squirrel monkey, weighing less than 1.4 kilograms (3 pounds). In addition to having a small gape, our mouths have a relatively small volume—about the same size as chimpanzee mouths, even though we weigh some 50 percent more than they do. Zoologists often try to capture the essence of our species with such phrases as the naked, bipedal, or big-brained ape. They could equally well call us the small-mouthed ape.

The difference in mouth size is even more obvious when we take the lips into account. The amount
of food a chimpanzee can hold in its mouth far exceeds what humans can do because, in addition to
their wide gape and big mouths, chimpanzees have enormous and very muscular lips. When eating
juicy foods like fruits or meat, chimpanzees use their lips to hold a large wad of food in the outer part
of their mouths and squeeze it hard against their teeth, which they may do repeatedly for many minutes
before swallowing. The strong lips are probably an adaptation for eating fruits, because fruit bats
have similarly large and muscular lips that they use in the same way to squeeze fruit wads against
their teeth. Humans have relatively tiny lips, appropriate for a small amount of food in the mouth at
one time.

Our second digestive specialization is having weaker jaws. You can feel for yourself that our
chewing muscles, the temporalis and masseter, are small. In nonhuman apes these muscles often reach
all the way from the jaw to the top of the skull, where they sometimes attach to a ridge of bone called
the sagittal crest, whose only function is to accommodate the jaw muscles. In humans, by contrast, our
jaw muscles normally reach barely halfway up the side of our heads. If you clench and unclench your
teeth and feel the side of your head, you have a good chance of being able to prove to yourself that
you are not a gorilla: your temporalis muscle likely stops near the top of your ear. We also have
diminutive muscle fibers in our jaws, one-eighth the size of those in macaques. The cause of our weak
jaws is a human-specific mutation in a gene responsible for producing the muscle protein myosin.
Sometime around two and a half million years ago this gene, called MYH16, is thought to have
spread throughout our ancestors and left our lineage with muscles that have subsequently been
uniquely weak. Our small, weak jaw muscles are not adapted for chewing tough raw food, but they
work well for soft, cooked food.

Human chewing teeth, or molars, also are small—the smallest of any primate species in relation to
body size. Again, the predictable physical changes in food that are associated with cooking account
readily for our weak chewing and small teeth. Even without genetic evolution, animals reared
experimentally on soft diets develop smaller jaws and teeth. The reduction in tooth size produces a
well-adapted system: physical anthropologist Peter Lucas has calculated that the size of a tooth
needed to make a crack in a cooked potato is 56 percent to 82 percent smaller than needed for a raw
potato.

Continuing farther into the body, our stomachs again are comparatively small. In humans the surface
area of the stomach is less than one-third the size expected for a typical mammal of our body weight,
and smaller than in 97 percent of other primates. The high caloric density of cooked food suggests that
our stomachs can afford to be small. Great apes eat perhaps twice as much by weight per day as we
do because their foods are packed with indigestible fiber (around 30 percent by weight, compared to
5 percent to 10 percent or less in human diets). Thanks to the high caloric density of cooked food, we
have modest needs that are adequately served by our small stomachs.

Below the stomach, the human small intestine is only a little smaller than expected from the size of
our bodies, reflecting that this organ is the main site of digestion and absorption, and humans have the
same basal metabolic rate as other primates in relation to body weight. But the large intestine, or
colon, is less than 60 percent of the mass that would be expected for a primate of our body weight.
The colon is where our intestinal flora ferment plant fiber, producing fatty acids that are absorbed
into the body and used for energy. That the colon is relatively small in humans means we cannot retain
as much fiber as the great apes can and therefore cannot utilize plant fiber as effectively for food. But that matters little. The high caloric density of cooked food means that normally we do not need the large fermenting potential that apes rely on.

Finally, the volume of the entire human gut, comprising stomach, small intestine, and large intestine, is also relatively small, less than in any other primate measured so far. The weight of our guts is estimated at about 60 percent of what is expected for a primate of our size: the human digestive system as a whole is much smaller than would be predicted on the basis of size relations in primates.

Our small mouths, teeth, and guts fit well with the softness, high caloric density, low fiber content, and high digestibility of cooked food. The reduction increases efficiency and saves us from wasting unnecessary metabolic costs on features whose only purpose would be to allow us to digest large amounts of high-fiber food. Mouths and teeth do not need to be large to chew soft, high-density food, and a reduction in the size of jaw muscles may help us produce the low forces appropriate to eating a cooked diet. The smaller scale may reduce tooth damage and subsequent disease. In the case of intestines, physical anthropologists Leslie Aiello and Peter Wheeler reported that compared to that of great apes, the reduction in human gut size saves humans at least 10 percent of daily energy expenditure: the more gut tissue in the body, the more energy must be spent on its metabolism. Thanks to cooking, very high-fiber food of a type eaten by great apes is no longer a useful part of our diet. The suite of changes in the human digestive system makes sense.

Could the tight fit between the design of our digestive systems and the nature of cooked food be deceptive? The character Pangloss in Voltaire’s *Candide* claimed that our noses were designed to carry spectacles, based on the fact that our noses support spectacles efficiently. But actually spectacles have been designed to fit on noses, rather than the other way around. Following Pangloss’s reasoning, in theory cooked food might similarly be well suited for a human gut that had been adapted for another kind of diet.

Meat is the obvious possibility. The “Man-the-Hunter” hypothesis assumes our ancestors were originally plant eaters, with the last species to eat relatively little meat being the australopithecine that gave rise to habilines more than two million years ago. Much of the australopithecines’ plant food would have had the low caloric density and high fiber concentration seen in great-ape diets. We should therefore expect those ancient apes to have had large digestive systems, as chimpanzees and gorillas do today. In support of this idea, fossils show that australopithecines had broad hips and a rib cage that was flared outward toward the waist. Both features indicate the presence of capacious guts, held by the rib cage and supported by the pelvis. According to the meat-eating scenario, as increased amounts of meat were eaten by habilines and their descendants, modifications must have evolved in the mouth and digestive system.

Physical anthropologist Peter Ungar reported in 2004 that the molars (chewing teeth) of very early humans were somewhat sharper than those of their australopithecine ancestors. They might therefore have been adapted to eating tough foods, including raw meat. Carnivores such as dogs, and probably wolves and hyenas, also tend to have small guts compared to those of great apes, including small colons that are efficient for the high caloric density and low fiber density of a meat diet. But despite these hints of humans being designed for meat eating, our mouths, teeth, and jaws are clearly not well
adapted to eating meat unless it has been cooked. Raw wild meat from game animals is tough, which is partly why cooking is so important. Advocates of the meat-eating hypothesis have themselves noted that humans differ from carnivores by our having small mouths, weak jaws, and small teeth that cannot easily shear flesh.

The way food moves through our bodies compounds the problem. In carnivores, meat spends a long time in the stomach, allowing intense muscular contractions of the stomach walls to reduce raw meat to small particles that can be digested rapidly. Dogs tend to keep food in the stomach for two to four hours, and cats for five to six hours, before passing the food quickly through the small intestine. By contrast, humans resemble other primates in keeping food in their stomachs for a short time, generally one to two hours, and then passing it slowly through the small intestine. Lacking the carnivore system of retaining food for many hours in our stomachs, we humans are inefficient at processing chunks of raw meat.

If our mouths, teeth, jaws, and stomachs all indicate that humans are not adapted to eating lumps of raw meat, they might in theory be designed to digest meat that has been processed without being cooked. Raw meat might have been usefully pounded to make it easily chewed. It might have been allowed to rot, in parts of the world that were sufficiently cold for bacterial infection not to be a major threat. Or it might have been dried. But these ideas cannot solve the problem of how plant foods were eaten.

The problem is that tropical hunter-gatherers have to eat at least half of their diet in the form of plants, and the kinds of plant foods our hunter-gatherer ancestors would have relied on are not easily digested raw. So if the meat-eating hypothesis is advanced to explain why *Homo erectus* had small teeth and guts, it faces a difficulty with the plant component of the diet. It cannot explain how a human with a diminished capacity for digestion could have digested plant foods efficiently.

Plants are a vital food because humans need large amounts of either carbohydrates (from plant foods) or fat (found in a few animal foods). Without carbohydrates or fat, people depend on protein for their energy, and excessive protein induces a form of poisoning. Symptoms of protein poisoning include toxic levels of ammonia in the blood, damage to the liver and kidneys, dehydration, loss of appetite, and ultimately death. The grim result was described by Vilhjalmur Stefansson based on his experience in the Arctic in a lean season when fat was so scarce (and plant foods were absent, as usual) that protein became the predominant macronutrient in the diet. “If you are transferred suddenly from a diet normal in fat to one consisting wholly of . . . [lean meat] you eat bigger and bigger meals for the first few days until at the end of about a week you are eating in pounds three or four times as much as you were at the beginning of the week. By that time you are showing both signs of starvation and protein poisoning. You eat numerous meals; you feel hungry at the end of each; you are in discomfort through distension of the stomach with much food and you begin to feel a vague restlessness. Diarrhoea will start in from a week to 10 days and will not be relieved unless you secure fat. Death will result after several weeks.”

Because the maximum safe level of protein intake for humans is around 50 percent of total calories, the rest must come from fat, such as blubber, or carbohydrates, such as in fruits and roots. Fat is an excellent source of calories in high-latitude sites like the Arctic or Tierra del Fuego, where sea mammals have evolved thick layers of blubber to protect themselves from the cold. However, fat
levels are much lower in the meat of tropical mammals, averaging around 4 percent, and high-fat tissues like marrow and brain are always in limited supply. The critical extra calories for our equatorial ancestors therefore must have come from plants, which are vital for all tropical hunter-gatherers. During periods of food shortage, such as the annual dry seasons, fat levels in meat would have been particularly low, down to 1 percent to 2 percent. A carbohydrate supply from plant foods would then have been especially vital.

But if early humans had the same small guts as we do, they could not have obtained their plant carbohydrates without cooking. Recall the poor metabolic performance of the urban raw-foodists in the Giessen study. Those people ate very high-quality cultivated food processed with the aid of sprouting, blending, and even low-temperature ovens, yet still obtained so little energy that reproductive function was seriously impaired. If our early human ancestors indeed ate their plant food raw, they would have needed to find ways of processing it that were superior to our modern technology. But it is not credible that Stone Age people developed non-thermal methods of food preparation more effective than using an electric blender.

Hunter-gatherers living on raw food might sometimes have found plant foods of an exceptionally high caloric density, such as avocados, olives, or walnuts. But no modern habitats produce such foods in abundance all year. Perhaps a few lost places would have had highly productive natural orchards until they were replaced by agriculture, such as the fertile valleys of the Middle East. But occasional productive areas would not explain the wide geographical range of human ancestors across Africa, Europe, and Asia by 1.8 million years ago. Furthermore, seasonal scarcities occur in every habitat and would have forced people to use foods of lower caloric density, such as roots. The notion of a permanently superproductive habitat is unrealistic. People with an anatomy like ours today could not have flourished on raw food in the Pleistocene epoch.

Beyond reducing the size of teeth and guts, the adoption of cooking must have had numerous effects on our digestive system because it changed the chemistry of our food. Cooking would have created some toxins, reduced others, and probably favored adjustments to our digestive enzymes. Very little is known about how our detoxification system and enzyme chemistry differ from those of great apes, but studies should eventually provide further tests of the hypothesis that human bodies are adapted to eating cooked foods.

Take, for example, Maillard compounds, such as heterocyclic amines and acrylamide. These complex molecules are formed from a process that begins with the union of sugars and amino acids, particularly lysine. Maillard compounds occur naturally in our bodies and increase in frequency with age. They occur at low concentration in natural foods but under the influence of heat their concentration becomes much higher than what is found in nature, whether in smoke (from fires or cigarettes) or cooked items. Their presence is easily recognized in the brown colors found in pork crackling or bread crust. Maillard compounds cause mutations in bacteria and are suspected of leading to some human cancers. They can also induce a chronic state of inflammation, a process that raw-foodists invoke to explain why they feel better on raw diets. The cooking hypothesis suggests that
our long evolutionary history of exposure to Maillard compounds has led humans to be more resistant to their damaging effects than other mammals are. It is an important question because many processed foods contain Maillard compounds that are known to cause cancer in other animals. Acrylamide is an example. In 2002 acrylamide was discovered to occur widely in commercially produced potato products, such as potato chips. If it is as carcinogenic to humans as it is to other animals, it is dangerous. If not, it may provide evidence of human adaptation to Maillard compounds, and hence of a long exposure to heated foods.

Evolutionary adaptation to cooking might likewise explain why humans seem less prepared to tolerate toxins than do other apes. In my experience of sampling many wild foods eaten by primates, items eaten by chimpanzees in the wild taste better than foods eaten by monkeys. Even so, some of the fruits, seeds, and leaves that chimpanzees select taste so foul that I can barely swallow them. The tastes are strong and rich, excellent indicators of the presence of non-nutritional compounds, many of which are likely to be toxic to humans—but presumably much less so to chimpanzees.

Consider the plum-size fruit of *Warburgia ugandensis*, a tree famous for its medicinal bark. *Warburgia* fruits contain a spicy compound reminiscent of a mustard oil. The hot taste renders even a single fruit impossibly unpleasant for humans to ingest. But chimpanzees can eat a pile of these fruits and then look eagerly for more.

Many other fruits in the chimpanzee diet are almost equally unpleasant to the human palate. Astringency, the drying sensation produced by tannins and a few other compounds, is common in fruits eaten by chimpanzees. Astringency is caused by the presence of tannins, which bind to proteins and cause them to precipitate. Our mouths are normally lubricated by mucoproteins in our saliva, but because a high density of tannins precipitates those proteins, it leaves our tongues and mouths dry: hence the “furry” sensation in our mouths after eating an unripe apple or drinking a tannin-rich wine. One has the same experience when tasting chimpanzee fruits such as *Mimusops bagshawei* or the widespread *Pseudospondias microcarpa*. Though chimpanzees can eat more than 1 kilogram (2.2 pounds) of such fruits during an hour or more of continuous chewing, we cannot. Some other chimpanzee foods taste bitter to us, such as certain figs. Still other fruits elicit in us unusual sensations, such as the fruits of *Monodora myristica*, whose sharp and lemony taste is followed by a numbing sensation at the tip of the tongue like that caused by novocaine. Of the scores of chimpanzee foods I have tasted, I could imagine filling my belly with only a very few species, such as a wild raspberry—but alas, one rarely finds more than a handful of these delicious fruits at a time. The shifts in food preference between chimpanzees and humans suggest that our species has a reduced physiological tolerance for foods high in toxins or tannins. Since cooking predictably destroys many toxins, we may have evolved a relatively sensitive palate.

By contrast, if we were adapted to a raw-meat diet we would expect to see evidence of resistance to the toxins produced by bacteria that live on meat. No such evidence is known. Even when we cook our meat we are vulnerable to bacterial infections. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention state that at least forty thousand cases of food poisoning by *Salmonella* alone are reported annually in the United States, and as many as one million cases may go unreported. The estimated total number of cases due to the top twenty harmful bacteria, including *Staphylococcus*, *Clostridium*, *Campylobacter*, *Listeria*, *Vibrio*, *Bacillus*, and *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*), is in the tens of millions.
per year. The best prevention is to cook meat, fish, and eggs beyond 140°F (60°C), and not to eat foods containing unpasteurized milk or eggs. The cooking hypothesis suggests that because our ancestors have typically been able to cook their meat, humans have remained vulnerable to bacteria that live on raw meat.

Anthropology has traditionally adopted the Man-the-Hunter scenario, proposing our species as a creature that was modified from australopithecines principally by our tendency to eat more meat. Certainly meat eating has been an important factor in human evolution and nutrition, but it has had less impact on our bodies than cooked food. We fare poorly on raw diets, no cultures rely on them, and adaptations in our bodies explain why we cannot easily utilize raw foods. Even vegetarians thrive on cooked diets. We are cooks more than carnivores. No wonder raw-foodism is a good way to lose weight.
CHAPTER 3

The Energy Theory of Cooking

“A man does not live on what he eats, an old proverb says, but on what he digests.”
—JEAN ANTHELME BRILLAT-SAVARIN,
The Physiology of Taste: Or Meditations on Transcendental Gastronomy

An obvious implication of animals and humans gaining more weight and reproducing better on cooked than raw diets is that when a food is heated, it must yield more energy. Yet authoritative science flatly challenges this idea. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference and Robert McCance and Elsie Widdowson’s The Composition of Foods are the principal sources for public understanding of the nutrient data for thousands of foods in the United States and the United Kingdom, respectively. They provide the data for our food labels. These references report that the effect of cooking on energy content is the same for beef, pork, chicken, duck, beetroot, potatoes, rice, oats, pastries, and dozens of other foods—on average, zero. According to these and similar compilations, cooking has important effects in changing water content and reducing the concentration of vitamins, but the density of calories supposedly remains unchanged whether food is eaten raw or is roasted, grilled, or boiled.

This conclusion is very puzzling. Obviously it conflicts with the abundant evidence that humans and animals get more energy from cooked foods. It also conflicts with various contrary conclusions from nutritional science. On the one hand, a widespread idea states that cooking is “a technological way of externalizing part of the digestive process,” a claim that seems to imply some kind of benefit such as accelerated digestion. On the other hand, cooking is sometimes claimed to have a negative effect on energy value. I recently spotted some small “fresh premium breakfast sausages” in my local supermarket. The food label gave their energy content in calories. With a curious nod to those who might want to eat raw sausages, it included values for both the raw and the cooked product. “Serving size 2 links. Raw 130 cals (60 from fat). Cooked 120 cals (60 from fat).” The claim might seem surprising, but cooking can reduce calories in various ways. Cooking can lead to the loss of nutrient-filled juices. It can generate indigestible molecules such as Maillard compounds, reducing the amount of sugar or amino acids available for digestion. It can burn carbohydrates. It can lead to changes in texture that reduce a food’s digestibility. Leading nutritionist David Jenkins judged such effects significant: “The predominant effect (of cooking) is . . . to reduce the digestibility of the proteins.”

Although different nutritionists say that cooking has no effect on the caloric content of food, or increases it, or decreases it, we can clear up this confusion. As indicated by the evidence from raw-foodists and the immediate benefits experienced by many animals eating cooked food, I believe the effects of cooking on energy gain are consistently positive. The mechanisms increasing energy gain in
cooked food compared to raw food are reasonably well understood. Most important, cooking gelatinizes starch, denatures protein, and softens everything. As a result of these and other processes, cooking substantially increases the amount of energy we obtain from our food.

Starchy foods are the key ingredient of many familiar items such as breads, cakes, and pasta. They constitute almost all the world’s major plant staples. In 1988-1990, cereals such as rice and wheat made up 44 percent of the world’s food production, and together with just a few other starchy foods (roots, tubers, plantains, and dry pulses) accounted for 63 percent of the average diet. Starchy foods make up more than half of the diets of tropical hunter-gatherers today and may well have been eaten in similar quantity by our human and pre-human ancestors in the African savannas.

The most direct studies of the impact of cooking measure digestibility, meaning the proportion of a food our bodies digest and absorb. If the digestibility of a particular kind of starch is 100 percent, the starch is a perfect food: every part of it is converted into useful food molecules. If it is zero percent, the starch is completely resistant to digestion and provides no food value at all. The question is, how much does cooking affect the digestibility of starchy foods?

Our digestive system consists of two distinct processes. The first is digestion by our own bodies, which starts in the mouth, continues in the stomach, and is mostly carried out in the small intestine. The second is digestion, or strictly fermentation, by four hundred or more species of bacteria and protozoa in our large intestine, also known as the colon or large bowel. Foods that are digested by our bodies (from the mouth to the small intestine) produce calories that are wholly useful to us. But those that are digested by our intestinal flora yield only a fraction of their available energy to us—about half in the case of carbohydrates such as starch, and none at all in the case of protein.

This two-part structure means that the only way to assess how much energy a food provides is to calculate ileal digestibility, which samples the intestinal contents at the end of the small intestine, or ileum. The procedure requires scientists to conduct research on ileostomy patients, who have had their large intestine surgically removed and have a bag, or stoma, where the ileum ends. Researchers collect the ileal effluent from this bag.

Studies of ileal digestibility show that we use cooked starch very efficiently. The percentage of cooked starch that has been digested by the time it reaches the end of the ileum is at least 95 percent in oats, wheat, potatoes, plantains, bananas, cornflakes, white bread, and the typical European or American diet (a mixture of starchy foods, dairy products, and meat). A few foods have lower digestibility: starch in home-cooked kidney beans and flaked barley has an ileal digestibility of only around 84 percent.

Comparable measurements of the ileal digestibility of raw starch are much lower. Ileal digestibility is 71 percent for wheat starch, 51 percent for potatoes, and a measly 48 percent for raw starch in plantains and cooking bananas. The differences conform to test-tube studies of a wide range of items showing that raw starch is poorly digested, often only half as well as cooked starch. Starch
granules eaten raw frequently pass through the ileum whole and enter the colon unchanged from when they were eaten. This “resistant starch” is vivid testimony to the deficits of a raw starch diet, explaining why we like our starch cooked and contributing to the weight loss that raw-foodists experience.

The principal way cooking achieves its increased digestibility is by gelatinization. Starch inside plant cells comes as dense little packages of stored glucose called granules. The granules are less than a tenth of a millimeter (four-thousandths of an inch) long, too small to be seen with the naked eye or to be damaged by the milling of flour, and they are so stable that in a dry environment they can persist for tens of thousands of years. However, as starch granules are warmed up in the presence of water they start to swell—at around 58°C (136°F) in the case of wheat starch, a well-studied and representative example. The granules swell because hydrogen bonds in the glucose polymers weaken when they are exposed to heat, and this causes the tight crystalline structure to loosen. By 90°C (194°F), still below boiling, the granules are disrupted into fragments. At this point the glucose chains are unprotected, and gelatinize. Starch does not necessarily stay gelatinized after being cooked. In day-old bread the starch reverts and becomes resistant. This might help explain why we like to toast bread after it has lost its initial freshness.

Gelatinization happens whenever starch is cooked, whether in the baking of bread, the gelling of pie fillings, the production of pasta, the fabrication of starch-based snack foods, the thickening of sauces, or, we can surmise, the tossing of a wild root onto a fire. As long as water is present, even from the dampness of a fresh plant, the more that starch is cooked, the more it is gelatinized. The more starch is gelatinized, the more easily enzymes can reach it, and therefore the more completely it is digested. Thus cooked starch yields more energy than raw.

This effect is detected easily in blood measurements. Within thirty minutes of a person eating a test meal of pure glucose, the concentration of glucose in his or her blood rises dramatically, before returning to base levels in just over an hour. The effect of eating cornstarch is almost identical as long as it is cooked. But following a meal of raw cornstarch, the value of blood glucose remains persistently low, peaking at less than a third of the value for cooked cornstarch.

The effects of cooking are captured by comparing the glycemic index of cooked and raw foods. Glycemic index (GI) is a widely used nutritional measure of a food’s effect on blood sugar levels. High-GI foods, such as pure sugar, white bread, and potatoes, are good sources of energy after exercise, but for most people they are poor foods because they easily lead to excessive weight gain. In addition, the calories they offer tend to be “empty,” being low in protein, essential fatty acids, vitamins, and minerals. Low-GI foods, such as whole-grain bread, high-fiber cereals, and vegetables, reduce weight gain, improve diabetes control, and lower cholesterol. Cooking consistently increases the glycemic index of starchy foods.

Animal protein has been almost as important as starch in diets throughout our evolution, and it
remains a strongly preferred food today. Yet the effects of cooking on the energy derived from eating meat have never been formally investigated, particularly the effects due to meat’s complex structure. Even the effects on proteins are a matter of debate. Until recently some scientists, such as David Jenkins, saw cooking as reducing protein digestibility. Others claim cooking protein is beneficial or has no effect. Recent studies of the digestion of eggs are starting to resolve the argument, showing for the first time that cooked protein is digested much more completely than raw protein.

In contrast to the new finding, in the past raw eggs have often been claimed to be an ideal source of calories, for reasons that sound logical. “An egg should never be cooked,” wrote raw-foodists Molly and Eugene Christian in 1904. “In its natural state it is easily dissolved and readily taken up by all the organs of digestion, but the cooked egg must be brought back to liquid form before it can be digested, which puts extra and unnecessary labor upon those over-worked organs.” This kind of argument persuaded generations of bodybuilders. The first muscleman with wide popular appeal was Steve Reeves, Hollywood’s movie Hercules of the 1950s, who famously ate raw eggs every day for breakfast. Celebrated strongmen like Charles Atlas and Arnold Schwarzenegger touted their merits too—as Mr. Universe, Schwarzenegger swallowed his eggs mixed with thick cream. Raw egg-eating by muscular athletes has even entered popular culture. In 1976 Sylvester Stallone’s boxing hero Rocky Balboa swallowed them as part of his training regimen in the movie Rocky. Thirty years later, in Rocky Balboa, he was still downing raw eggs. The quantity eaten by these legendary figures could be daunting: “Iron Guru” Vince Gironda, a popular teacher of bodybuilders, recommended up to thirty-six raw eggs a day.

Raw eggs would seem to provide an excellent food supply not only because their protein needs no chewing but also because their chemical composition is ideal. The amino acids of chicken eggs come in about forty proteins in almost exactly the proportions humans require. The match gives eggs a higher biological value—a measure of the rate at which the protein in food supports growth—than the protein of any other known food, even milk, meat, or soybeans. Raw eggs have other natural advantages. Their shells make them safer from bacterial contamination than cuts of meat. When aborigines on the beaches of Australia’s tropical north coast are thirsty, they look for turtle nests and readily drink raw egg whites. Eggs are the only unprocessed animal food that can safely be stored at room temperature for several weeks.

But even though eggs appear to be both high-quality and relatively safe when eaten raw, hunter-gatherers prefer to cook them. Unlike Australians, the Yahgan hunter-gatherers of Tierra del Fuego “would never eat half-cooked, much less raw eggs.” The Yahgan bored holes in eggshells to prevent them from bursting, buried the eggs on the edge of the fire, and turned them until they were quite hard inside. When not drinking eggs to slake their thirst, Australian aborigines would take similar pains, throwing emu eggs in the air to scramble them while still intact. They would then put them into hot sand or ashes and turn them regularly to cook them evenly, taking about twenty minutes. Such care suggests that the hunter-gatherers knew better than the musclemen.

In the late 1990s a Belgian team of gastroenterologists tested the effects of cooking for the first time,
using a new research tool that allowed the investigators to follow the fate of egg proteins after they had been swallowed. The researchers fed hens a diet rich in stable isotopes of carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen. The labeled atoms found their way into the eggs, allowing the experimenters to monitor the fate of protein molecules when the eggs were eaten. To determine how much of an egg meal was digested and absorbed in the body, they adopted the same method that had been used for studies of starch digestibility: they collected the food remains from the end of people’s small intestine, the ileum. Any protein that was undigested by the time it reached the ileum was metabolically useless to the person who ate it, because in the large intestine bacteria and protozoa digest the food proteins entirely for their own benefit.

At first the experimenters worked only with ileostomy patients, but later they were able to check their results with healthy subjects as well. The ileostomy patients and healthy volunteers each ate about four raw or cooked eggs, containing a total of 25 grams (0.9 ounces) of protein. Results were similar for the two groups. When the eggs were cooked, the proportion of protein digested averaged 91 percent to 94 percent. This high figure was much as expected given that egg protein is known to be an excellent food. However, in the ileostomy patients, digestibility of raw eggs was measured at a meager 51 percent. It was a little higher, 65 percent, in the healthy volunteers whose protein digestion was estimated by the appearance of stable isotopes in the breath. The results showed that 35 percent to 49 percent of the ingested protein was leaving the small intestine undigested. Cooking increased the protein value of eggs by around 40 percent.

The Belgian scientists considered the reason for this dramatic effect on nutritional value and concluded that the major factor was denaturation of the food proteins, induced by heat. Denaturation occurs when the internal bonds of a protein weaken, causing the molecule to open up. As a result, the protein molecule loses its original three-dimensional structure and therefore its natural biological function. The gastroenterologists noted that heat predictably denatures proteins, and that denatured proteins are more digestible because their open structure exposes them to the action of digestive enzymes.

Even before the Belgian egg study, there were indications that cooking can be responsible for enough denaturation to strongly influence digestibility. In 1987 researchers chose to study a beef protein, bovine serum albumin (BSA), selected because it is a typical food protein. In cooked samples, digestion by the enzyme trypsin increased four times compared to that of uncooked samples. The researchers concluded that the simple process of denaturation by heat (causing the protein molecule to unfold and lose its solubility in water) explained its greatly increased susceptibility to digestion.

Heat is only one of several factors that promote denaturation. Three others are acidity, sodium chloride, and drying, all of which humans use in different ways.

Acid is vital in the ordinary process of digestion. Our empty stomachs are highly acidic thanks to the secretions of a billion acid-producing cells that line the stomach wall and secrete one to two liters of hydrochloric acid a day. Food entering the stomach buffers the acidity and causes a more neutral pH, but the stomach cells respond rapidly and secrete enough acid to return the stomach to its original intense low pH, less than 2. This intense acidity has at least three functions: it kills bacteria that enter with the food, activates the digestive enzyme pepsin, and denatures proteins. Denaturation looks
Marinades, pickles, and lemon juice are acidic, so if applied for sufficient time they can contribute to the denaturing of proteins in meat, poultry, and fish. It is no surprise that we like seviche, raw fish marinated in a citrus juice mixture, traditionally for a few hours. Hunter-gatherers have likewise been reported mixing acidic fruits with stored meats. The Tlingit of Alaska stuffed goat meat with blueberries and stored salmon spawn mashed with cooked huckleberries. Many other North American groups made pemmican by mixing dried and pounded meat with various kinds of berries, and Australian aborigines mixed wild plums with the pounded bones and meat of kangaroo. While pleasing flavors and improved storage might be enough to account for such mixtures, increased digestibility could also contribute to explaining the broad use of these acidic preparations. Animal protein that has been salted and dried, such as fish, is likewise denatured and thereby made more digestible. Increased digestibility from denaturation also helps account for our enjoyment of dried meats such as jerky or salted fish.

Although gelatinization and denaturation are largely chemical effects, cooking also has physical effects on the energy food provides. Research on the topic began with a misfortune almost two hundred years ago. On June 6, 1822, twenty-eight-year-old Alexis St. Martin was accidentally shot from a distance of about a meter (three feet) inside a store of the American Fur Company at Fort Mackinac, Michigan. William Beaumont, a young, war-hardened surgeon, was nearby and arrived within twenty-five minutes to find a bloody scene that he described eleven years later: “A large portion of the side was blown off, the ribs fractured, and openings made into the cavities of the chest and abdomen, through which protruded portions of the lung and stomach, much lacerated and burnt, exhibiting altogether an appalling and hopeless case. The diaphragm was lacerated and perforation made directly into the cavity of the stomach, through which food was escaping at the time your memorialist was called to his relief.”

Beaumont took St. Martin to his own home. To everyone’s surprise, St. Martin survived, and Beaumont continued to house and care for him after he stabilized. In a few months the patient resumed a vigorous life, and he became so strong that he eventually even paddled his family in an open canoe from Mississippi to Montreal. Although the fist-sized wound mostly filled in, it never completely closed. For the rest of St. Martin’s life, the inner workings of his stomach were visible from the outside.

The ambitious Beaumont realized that he had an extraordinary study opportunity. He began on August 1, 1825. “At 12 o’clock, M., I introduced through the perforation, into the stomach, the following articles of diet, suspended by a silk string, and fastened at proper distances, so as to pass in without pain—viz.:—a piece of highly seasoned a la mode beef; a piece of raw, salted, fat pork; a piece of raw, salted, lean beef; a piece of boiled, salted beef; a piece of stale bread; and a bunch of raw, sliced cabbage; each piece weighing about two drachms; the lad [St. Martin] continuing his usual employment around the house.”

Beaumont observed the stomach closely. He noted how quiet it was when it had no food, the rugae (muscle folds) nestled upon each other. When soup was swallowed, the stomach was at first slow to respond. “The rugae gently close upon it, and gradually diffuse it through the gastric cavity.” When Beaumont placed food directly on the stomach wall, the stomach became excited and its color...
brightened. There was a “gradual appearance of innumerable, very fine, lucid specks, rising through the transparent mucous coat, and seeming to burst, and discharge themselves upon the very points of the papillae, diffusing a limpid, thin fluid over the whole interior gastric surface.” For the first time, it was possible to watch digestion in action.

Beaumont continued his experiments intermittently for eight years. He recorded in detail how long it took foods to be digested by the stomach and emptied into the duodenum. From those observations he drew two conclusions relevant to the effects of cooking.

The more tender the food, the more rapidly and completely it was digested. He noted the same effect for food that was finely divided. “Vegetable, like animal substances, are more capable of digestion in proportion to the minuteness of their division . . . provided they are of a soft solid.” Potatoes boiled to reduce them to a dry powder tasted poor, but they were more easily digested. If not powdered, entire pieces remained long undissolved in the stomach and yielded slowly to the action of the gastric juice. “The difference is quite obvious on submitting parcels of this vegetation, in different states of preparation, to the operation of the gastric juice, either in the stomach or out of it.”

The same principles held, said Beaumont, with respect to meat. “Fibrine and gelatine [muscle fibers and collagen in meat] are affected in the same way. If tender and finely divided, they are disposed of readily; if in large and solid masses, digestion is proportionally retarded. . . . Minuteness of division and tenderness of fibre are the two grand essentials for speedy and easy digestion.”

In addition to “minuteness of division and tenderness,” cooking helped. He was explicit in the case of potatoes. “Pieces of raw potato, when submitted to the operation of this fluid, in the same manner, almost entirely resist its action. Many hours elapse before the slightest appearance of digestion is observable, and this only upon the surface, where the external laminae become a little softened, mucilaginous, and slightly farinaceous. Every physician who has had much practice in the diseases of children knows that partially boiled potatoes, when not sufficiently masticated (which is always the case with children), are frequently a source of colics and bowel complaints, and that large pieces of this vegetable pass the bowels untouched by digestion.” It was the same with meat. When Beaumont introduced boiled beef and raw beef at noon, the boiled beef was gone by 2 P.M. But the piece of raw, salted, lean beef of the same size was only slightly macerated on the surface, while its general texture remained firm and intact.

Sadly, St. Martin came to resent being a focus of scientific interest. By the time of his death in 1880 at the ripe old age of eighty-five, he felt thoroughly mistreated. He had long refused to have anything to do with Beaumont, and his family shared his sense of abuse. Dr. William Osler, often described as the father of modern medicine, hoped to study St. Martin’s body and even buy his stomach, but the family refused. They kept his body privately for four days to ensure that it rotted, then they buried him in an unusually deep grave, eight feet down, to thwart any medical interest in his organs.

Beaumont’s discovery that soft and finely divided foods are more easily digested conforms to our
preference for such items. In 2006 the London department store Selfridges received five advance orders for a new product: the world’s most expensive sandwich. For £85 ($148) people had the chance to eat a 595-gram (21-ounce) mixture of fermented sourdough bread, Wagyu beef, fresh lobe foie gras, black truffle mayonnaise, brie de Meaux, English plum tomatoes, and confit. The beef explains the high price. Wagyu cattle are one of the most expensive breeds in the world because their meat is exceptionally tender, and no effort is spared to make it so. The animals are raised on a diet that includes beer and grain, and their muscles are regularly massaged with sake, the Japanese rice wine. The fat in the meat is claimed to melt at room temperature. The exceptional value of Wagyu beef illustrates a notable human pattern: people like their meat tender. “Of all the attributes of eating quality,” wrote meat scientist R. A. Lawrie, “texture and tenderness are presently rated most important by the average consumer, and appear to be sought at the expense of flavour and colour.” A key aim of meat science is to discover how to produce the most tender meat. Rearing, slaughtering, preservation, and preparation methods all play their part.

So does cooking. According to cooking historian Michael Symons, the cook’s main goal has always been to soften food. “The central theme is that cooks assist the bodily machine,” he wrote. He cited *Mrs. Beeton’s Book of Household Management*, which in 1861 sought to advise naïve housewives about the fundamentals of the kitchen. The first of six reasons for cooking was “to render mastication easy.” “Hurrying over our meals, as we do, we should fare badly if all the grinding and subdividing of human food had to be accomplished by human teeth.” A second reason for cooking stressed the point Beaumont had discovered: “to facilitate and hasten digestion.”

The way Kalahari San hunter-gatherers prepare their food suggests a similar concern for making their meals as soft as possible. They cook their meat until “it is so tender that the sinews will fall apart.” Then “it is usually crushed in a mortar.” It is the same with plant foods. After melons or seeds have been cooked by burying them in hot embers or ashes, their contents are “ground in a mortar and eaten as a gruel.”

Tropical and subtropical hunter-gatherers, such as Andaman Islanders, Siriono, Mbuti, and Kalahari San, eat all their meat cooked. It is in cooler climates that people sometimes eat animal protein raw. If they are eaten uncooked, the raw items tend to be soft, like the mammal livers and rotten fish the Inuit eat. The island-living Yahgan in the south of Tierra del Fuego have three such foods, according to Martin Gusinde, who lived with them for twenty years. There is “the soft meat” of mollusks such as winkles, “squeezed out of the calcareous shell with a slight pressure of the fingers and eaten without any preparation, except that occasionally the little morsel of fish is dipped into seal blubber.” There are also the ovaries of sea urchins and the milky liquid in the shell, a delicacy shared by the Tlingit and eaten by Japanese and Europeans today in fine restaurants. According to Gusinde, a few individuals found the raw fat of a young whale tasty. Other than these cases, all animal protein was cooked.

Game animals have a few soft parts. The Utes of Colorado were said to roast all their meat but they ate the kidneys and livers raw. Australian aborigines supposedly eat mammal intestines raw on occasion, as Inuit do with fish and birds. Raw intestines may seem a startling preference in view of the potential for parasites to be present. They are likewise almost always the first part of a prey animal eaten by chimpanzees, chewed and swallowed much faster than muscle meat.
Raw-blood meals are well known among pastoralists such as Maasai, and as we saw in chapter 1, reported by Marco Polo in thirteenth-century Mongol nomad warriors. Elsewhere raw-fat meals are provided by fat-tailed sheep. Asian nomads value these sheep so highly and have bred them to such an extreme that they sometimes provide their animals with little carts to support the massive tail. On trek the nomads remove some of the fat for a raw meal, and the sheep travels a little lighter the next day.

While some foods are naturally tender, meat is variable. Meat with smaller muscle fibers is more tender, so chicken is more tender than beef. An animal slaughtered without being stressed retains more glycogen in its muscles. After death the glycogen converts to lactic acid, which promotes denaturation and therefore a more tender meat. Carcasses that are left to hang for several days are more tender, because proteins are partly broken down by enzymes.

But nothing changes meat tenderness as much as cooking because heat has a tremendous effect on the material in meat most responsible for its toughness: connective tissue. Composed of a fibrous protein called collagen and a stretchy one called elastin, connective tissue wraps the meat in three pervasive layers. The innermost layer is a sleeve called endomysium, which surrounds each individual muscle fiber like the skin of a sausage. Bundles of endomysium-enclosed muscle fibers lie alongside one another jointly sheathed in a larger skin, the perimysium. Finally, those bundles, or fascicles, are held together by the outer wrapping, or epimysium, which encloses the entire muscle. At the end of the muscle, the epimysium turns into the tendon. Connective tissue is slippery, elastic, and strong: the tensile strength of tendons can be half that of aluminum. So connective tissue not only does a wonderful job of keeping our muscles in place but it also makes meat very difficult to eat, particularly for an animal like humans or chimpanzees whose teeth are notably blunt.

The main protein in connective tissue, collagen, owes its toughness to an elegant repeating structure. Three left-handed helices of protein twirl around one another to form a right-handed superhelix. The superhelixes join into fibrils, and the fibrils form fibers that assemble into a crisscross pattern. The effect is a marvel of microengineering. The extraordinary mechanical strength of collagen explains why sinews, or tendons, make excellent bowstrings and why it is the most abundant protein in vertebrates: it is the main component of skin.

But collagen has an Achilles’ heel: heat turns it to jelly. Collagen shrinks when it reaches its denaturation temperature of 60-70°C (140-158°F), and then, as the helices start to unwind, it starts melting away. Whether heated about 100°C (212°F) for a short time or at lower temperatures for a longer time, the fibrils of collagen fall apart until they convert into the very antithesis of toughness: gelatin, a protein with commercial uses from Jell-O to jellied eels. The amount of force required to cut through a standard piece of meat tends to reach a minimum between 60°C and 70°C (140 and 158°F). Above those temperatures, slow cooking in water can sometimes continue to increase the tenderness.

Unfortunately for the amateur cooks among us, a second effect of heating meat is contrary to the first. Unlike connective tissue, heated muscle fibers tend to get tougher and drier. The cumulative effects of cooking meat are therefore complex. Bad cooking can render meat hard to chew, but good cooking tenderizes every kind of meat, from shrimp and octopus to rabbit, goat, and beef. Tenderness
is even important for cooks preparing raw meat. Steak tartare requires a particularly high grade of meat (low in connective tissue) and the addition of raw eggs, onions, and sauces. The *Joy of Cooking* recommends grinding top sirloin, or scraping it with the back of a knife, until only the fibers of connective tissue remain.

Steak tartare supposedly gets its name from the Tartars, or Mongols, who rode in Genghis Khan’s army. When soldiers were moving too fast to cook, they sometimes drank horse blood but they were also reported to put slabs of meat under the saddles, riding on them all day until they were tender. Brillat-Savarin recorded an enthusiastic testimony of the practice: “Dining with a captain of Croats in 1815, ‘Gads,’ said he, ‘there’s no need of so much fuss in order to have a good dinner! When we are on scout duty and feel hungry, we shoot down the first beast that comes in our way, and cutting out a good thick slice, we sprinkle some salt over it, place it between the saddle and the horse’s back, set off at a gallop for a sufficient time, and’ (working his jaws like a man eating large mouthfuls) ‘gniaw, gniaw, gniaw, we have a dinner fit for a prince.”

Why does tenderness matter? Beaumont observed that softer food was digested faster, and since faster or easier digestion demands less metabolic effort, softer food might lead to energy saved during digestion. The idea should make sense when you consider the greater liveliness you feel after eating a light meal compared to a heavy one: the light meal demands less work from your intestines and therefore makes other kinds of physical activity easy. This energy-saving principle has been beautifully shown in rats given soft food.

A team of Japanese scientists led by Kyoko Oka reared twenty rats on two different food regimes. Ten rats ate ordinary laboratory pellets, which were hard enough to require substantial chewing. The other ten ate a version of the standard food that was modified in a single way: the pellets were made softer by increasing their air content. The soft pellets were puffed up like a breakfast cereal and required only half the force of the hard pellets to crush them. In every other way the rats’ conditions were identical. The calorie intake, and calorie expenditure on locomotion, were found to be the same for the two groups. The ordinary and soft pellets did not differ in how much they had been cooked, their nutrient composition, or water content. Conventional theory based on the calculation of calorie intake would predict that the two groups of rats should have grown at the same rates and to the same size. They should have had the same body weight and the same levels of fat.

But they did not. The rats began eating their different pellet diets at four weeks old. By fifteen weeks the growth curves of the two groups had visibly separated, and by twenty-two weeks the group curves were significantly different. The rats eating soft food slowly became heavier than those eating hard food: on average, 37 grams heavier, or about 6 percent; and they had more abdominal fat: on average, 30 percent more, enough to be classified as obese. Soft, well-processed foods made the rats fat. The difference was in the cost of digestion. At every meal the rats experienced a rise in body temperature, but the rise was lower in the soft-pellet group than in the hard-pellet group. The difference was particularly strong in the first hour after eating, when the stomach was actively churning and secreting. The researchers concluded that the reason the softer diet led to obesity was
simply that it was a little less costly to digest.

The implications of Oka’s experiment are clear. If cooking softens food and softer food leads to greater energy gain, then humans should get more energy from cooked food than raw food not only because of processes such as gelatinization and denaturation, but also because it reduces the costs of digestion. This prediction has been studied in the Burmese python. Physiological ecologist Stephen Secor finds pythons to be superb experimental subjects because after swallowing a meal, the snakes lie in a cage doing little but digesting and breathing. By measuring how much oxygen the pythons consume before and after a meal, Secor measures precisely how much energy the snakes use, and can attribute it to the cost of digestion. He typically monitors the snakes for at least two weeks at a time.

Secor and his team have shown repeatedly that the physical structure of a python’s diet influences its cost of digestion. If the snake eats an intact rat, its metabolic rate increases more than if a similar rat is ground up before the snake eats it. Amphibians yield the same results. Toads given hard-bodied worms have higher costs of digestion than those eating soft-bodied worms. Just as Oka’s team found with rats eating softer pellets, Secor’s studies show that softer meat is also digested with less energy expenditure.

A particular advantage of the Burmese pythons is that experimenters can insert food directly into their esophagus. The snakes show no signs of objecting. No matter whether the pythons find a food appealing and regardless of how easy the food is to swallow, the pythons just digest what they are given. They are an ideal species in which to test the effects of cooking on the cost of digestion. I approached Secor in 2005 to ask if he would be interested in the following study. Secor assigned eight snakes to the research, and his team prepared five kinds of experimental diet. Lean beef steak (eye of round, with less than 5 percent fat) was the basic food and was given to the snakes in each of four preparations: raw and intact; raw and ground; cooked and intact; and cooked and ground. The snakes were also given whole intact rats.

The experiment took several months. As expected from earlier results, the snakes’ cost of digestion when they ate the raw, intact meat was the same as for the whole rats. But grinding and cooking changed the costs of digestion. Grinding breaks up both muscle fibers and connective tissue, so it increases the surface area of the digestible parts of the meat. Ground meat is exposed more rapidly to acid, causing denaturation, as well as to proteolytic enzymes, causing degradation of the muscle proteins. Grinding reduced the snakes’ cost of digestion by 12.3 percent. Cooking produced almost identical results. Compared to the raw diet, cooked meat led to a reduction in the cost of digestion by 12.7 percent. The effects of the two experimental treatments, grinding and cooking, were almost entirely independent. Alone, each reduced the cost of digestion by just over 12 percent. Together, they reduced it by 23.4 percent.

Mrs. Beeton was right to cherish softness as an aid to digestion. It makes sense that we like foods that have been softened by cooking, just as we like them chopped up in a blender, ground in a mill, or pounded in a mortar. The unnaturally, atypically soft foods that compose the human diet have given our species an energetic edge, sparing us much of the hard work of digestion. Fire does a job our bodies would otherwise have to do. Eat a properly cooked steak, and your stomach will more quickly return to quiescence. From starch gelatinization to protein denaturation and the costs of digesting, absorbing, and assimilating meat, the same lesson emerges. Cooking gives calories.
When we consider the difficulties humans experience on raw diets, the evidence that all animals thrive on cooked food, and the nutritional evidence concerning gelatinization, denaturation, and tenderness, what is extraordinary about this simple claim is that it is new. Admittedly, cooking can have some negative effects. It leads to energy losses through dripping during the cooking process and by producing indigestible protein compounds, and it often leads to a reduction of vitamins. But compared to the energetic gains, those processes do not matter. Overall it appears that cooking consistently provides more energy, whether from plant or animal food.

Why then do we like cooked food today? The energy it provides is more than many of us need, but it was a critical contribution for our remote ancestors just as it is vital for many people living nowadays in poverty. Tens of thousands of generations of eating cooked food have strengthened our love for it. Consider foie gras, the liver of French geese that have been cruelly force-fed to make them especially fat. The fresh liver is soaked in milk, water, or port, marinated in Armagnac, port, or Madeira, seasoned, and finally baked. The result is so meltingly soft and tender that a single bite has been said to make a grown man cry. Our raw-food-eating ancestors never knew such joy.

Cooked food is better than raw food because life is mostly concerned with energy. So from an evolutionary perspective, if cooking causes a loss of vitamins or creates a few long-term toxic compounds, the effect is relatively unimportant compared to the impact of more calories. A female chimpanzee with a better diet gives birth more often and her offspring have better survival rates. In subsistence cultures, better-fed mothers have more and healthier children. In addition to more offspring, they have greater competitive ability, better survival, and longer lives. When our ancestors first obtained extra calories by cooking their food, they and their descendants passed on more genes than others of their species who ate raw. The result was a new evolutionary opportunity.
When Cooking Began

“The introduction of cooking may well have been the decisive factor in leading man from a primarily animal existence into one that was more fully human.”

—CARLETON S. COON, The History of Man

Archaeologists are divided about the origins of cooking. Some suggest that fire was not regularly used for cooking until the Upper Paleolithic, about forty thousand years ago, a time when people were so modern that they were creating cave art. Others favor much earlier times, half a million years ago or before. A common proposal lies between those extremes, advocated especially by physical anthropologist Loring Brace, who has long noted that people definitely controlled fire by two hundred thousand years ago and argues that cooking started around the same time. As the wide range of views shows, the archaeological evidence is not definitive. Archaeology offers only one safe conclusion: it does not tell us what we want to know. But though we cannot solve the problem of when cooking began by relying on the faint traces of ancient fires, we can use biology instead. In the teeth and bones of our ancestors we find indirect evidence of changes in diet and the way it was processed.

Yet the archaeological data leave no doubt that controlling fire is an ancient tradition. In the most recent quarter of a million years, there is sparkling evidence of fire control, and even occasionally of cooking, by both our ancestors and our close relatives the Neanderthals. The most informative sites tend to be airy caves or rock shelters, many of them in Europe. In Abri Pataud in France’s Dordogne region, heat-cracked river cobblestones from the late Aurignacian period, around forty thousand years ago, show that people boiled water by dropping hot rocks in it. At Abri Romani near Barcelona, a series of occupations dating back seventy-six thousand years includes more than sixty hearths together with abundant charcoal, burnt bones, and casts of wooden objects possibly used for cooking. More than ninety-three thousand years ago in Vanguard Cave, Gibraltar, three separate episodes of burning can be distinguished in a single hearth. Neanderthals heated pinecones on these fires and broke them open with stones, much as contemporary hunter-gatherers have been recorded doing, to eat the seeds.

Our ancestors were using fire in the Middle East and Africa as well. In a cave at Klasies River Mouth, a coastal site in South Africa from sixty thousand to ninety thousand years ago, burnt shells and fish bones lie near family-size hearths that appear to have been used for weeks or months at a time. Between 109,000 and 127,000 years ago in the Sodmein Cave of Egypt’s Red Sea Mountains, people appear responsible for huge fires with three distinct superimposed ash layers and the burnt bones of an elephant. Charred logs, together with charcoal, reddened areas, and carbonized grass stems and plants, date to 180,000 years ago at Kalambo Falls in Zambia. Back to 250,000 years ago in Israel’s Hayonim Cave, there are abundant hearths with ash deposits up to 4 centimeters (1.6 inches) thick. Such sites show that people have been controlling fire throughout the evolutionary life
span of our species, *Homo sapiens*, which is considered to have originated about two hundred thousand years ago.

Because evidence about controlling fire is inconsistent before the last quarter of a million years, it is often argued that the control of fire was unimportant or absent until that time. But that idea is now particularly shaky because the older part of the record, going back in time from a quarter of a million years ago, has been improving in quality. Two sites in particular give tantalizing hints of what earlier people were doing with fire.

An ancient fireplace at Beeches Pit archaeological site in England securely dated to four hundred thousand years ago lies on the gently sloping bank of an ancient pond. Eight hand axes attest to the presence of humans. Dark patches about one meter (three feet) in diameter with reddened sediments at the margins show where burning occurred. Tails of ashlike material lead down from the fires toward the pond, while the upper side contains numerous pieces of flint. The flints have been knapped, or broken by a sharp blow, and many are burnt. A team led by archaeologist John Gowlett fitted the flint pieces together, and one of the various refits showed that someone had been knapping a heavy core (1.3 kilograms, or 2.9 pounds) until a flaw became obvious. The knapper abandoned it, and two flakes from the series fell forward and were burnt, indicating that the toolmaker apparently had been squatting next to a warming blaze.

Another four-hundred-thousand-year-old site, at Schöningen in Germany, has yielded more than a half dozen superb throwing spears carved from spruce and pine, together with the remains of at least twenty-two horses that appear to have died at the same time as one another, apparently killed by humans. Cut marks show that people removed meat from the horses. At the same site were numerous pieces of burnt flint, four large reddened patches about one meter in diameter that appear to have been fireplaces, and some pieces of burnt wood including a shaped stick, also made from spruce, that had been charred at one end as if it had been used as a poker, or perhaps held over coals to cook strips of meat. This exceptional lakeshore find by archaeologist Hartmut Thieme represents the earliest evidence of group hunting. Thieme suggests that after people killed the horse group, they found themselves with far more food than they could consume at the time. They settled for several days and built the fires along the lakeshore to dry as much meat as possible.

Prior to half a million years ago, there is no evidence for the control of fire in Europe, but ice covered Britain for much of the time between five hundred thousand and four hundred thousand years ago, and glaciers would have swept away most evidence of any earlier occupations. Farther south, however, fire-using is strongly attested at 790,000 years ago. In a well-dated site called Gesher Benot Ya’aqov, next to Israel’s Jordan River, hand axes and bones were first discovered in the 1930s, and in the 1990s, Naama Goren-Inbar found burnt seeds, wood, and flint. Olives, barley, and grapes were among the species of seeds found burned. The flint fragments were grouped in clusters, suggesting they had fallen into campfires. Nira Alperson-Afil analyzed these dense concentrations. She concluded that the early humans who made these fires “had a profound knowledge of fire-making, enabling them to make fire at will.”
Gesher Benot Ya’aqov is the oldest site offering confident evidence of fire control. Before then we find only provocative hints. Archaeological sites between a million and a million and a half years old include burnt bones (at Swartkrans in South Africa), lumps of clay heated to the high temperatures associated with campfires (Chesowanja, near Lake Baringo in Kenya), heated rocks in a hearthlike pattern (Gadeb in Ethiopia), or colored patches with appropriate plant phytoliths inside (Koobi Fora, Kenya). But the meaning of such evidence as indicating human control of fire is disputed. Some archaeologists find it totally unconvincing, regarding natural processes such as lightning strikes as likely explanations for the apparent use of fire. Others accept the idea that humans controlled fire in the early days of *Homo erectus* as well established. Overall, these hints from the Lower Paleolithic tell us only that in each case the control of fire was a possibility, not a certainty.

Evidence of humans controlling fire is hard to recover from early times. Meat can be cooked easily without burning bones. Fires might have been small, temporary affairs, leaving no trace within a few days of exposure to wind and rain. Even now hunter-gatherers such as the Hadza, who live near the Serengeti National Park in northern Tanzania, may use a fire only once, and they often leave no bones or tools at the fire site, so archaeologists would not be able to infer human activity even if they could detect where burning had occurred. The caves and shelters that preserve relatively recent evidence of fire use tend to be made of soft rock, such as limestone, which erodes quickly, so the half-lives of caves average about a quarter of a million years, leaving increasingly few opportunities to find traces of fire use from earlier periods. From the past quarter of a million years there are sites of human occupation where people must have used fire, yet there is no sign of it. There are also mysterious reductions in the frequency of finding evidence of fire, such as one that followed an interglacial period in Europe from 427,000 years ago to 364,000 years ago, when fire evidence was relatively abundant. In short, while humans have certainly been using fire for hundreds of thousands of years, archaeology does not tell us exactly when our ancestors began to do so.

The inability of the archaeological evidence to tell when humans first controlled fire directs us to biology, where we find two vital clues. First, the fossil record presents a reasonably clear picture of the changes in human anatomy over the past two million years. It tells us what were the major changes in our ancestors’ anatomy, and when they happened. Second, in response to a major change in diet, species tend to exhibit rapid and obvious changes in their anatomy. Animals are superbly adapted to their diets, and over evolutionary time the tight fit between food and anatomy is driven by food rather than by the animal’s characteristics. Fleas do not suck blood because they happen to have a proboscis well designed for piercing mammalian skin; they have the proboscis because they are adapted to sucking blood. Horses do not eat grass because they happen to have the right kind of teeth and guts for doing so; they have tall teeth and long guts because they are adapted to eating grass. Humans do not eat cooked food because we have the right kind of teeth and guts; rather, we have small teeth and short guts as a result of adapting to a cooked diet.

Therefore, we can identify when cooking began by searching the fossil record. At some time our ancestors’ anatomy changed to accommodate a cooked diet. The change must mark when cooking became not merely an occasional activity but a predictable daily occurrence, because until then our ancestors would have sometimes had to resort to eating their food raw—and therefore could not adapt to cooking. The time when our ancestors became adapted to cooked food also marks the time when fire was controlled so effectively that it was never lost again.
Anthropologists have sometimes suggested that humans could have controlled fire for reasons such as warmth and light for many millennia before starting to use it for cooking. However, many animals show a spontaneous preference for cooked food over raw. Would prehuman ancestors have preferred cooked food also? Evolutionary anthropologists Victoria Wobber and Brian Hare tested chimpanzees and other apes in the United States, Germany, and Tchimpounga, a Congolese sanctuary. Across the different locations, despite different diets and living conditions, the apes responded similarly. No apes preferred any food raw. They ate sweet potatoes and apples with equal enthusiasm whether raw or cooked, but they preferred their carrots, potatoes, and meat to be cooked. The Tchimpounga chimpanzees were particularly informative because there was no record of them having eaten meat previously, yet they showed a strong preference for cooked meat over raw meat. The first of our ancestors to control fire would likely have reacted the same way. Cooked food would have suited their palate the first time they tried it, just as a taste for cooked food, with its immediate benefits, is shared by a wide range of wild and domestic species. Chimpanzees in Senegal do not eat the raw beans of *Afzelia* trees, but after a forest fire has passed through the savanna, they search under *Afzelia* trees and eat the cooked seeds.

Why are wild animals pre-adapted in this way to appreciate the smells, tastes, and textures of cooked food? The spontaneous preference for cooked food implies an innate mechanism for recognizing high-energy foods. Many foods change their taste when cooked, becoming sweeter, less bitter, or less astringent, so taste could play a role in this preference, as some evidence suggests. Koko is a gorilla who learned to communicate with humans, and she prefers her food cooked. Cognitive psychologist Penny Patterson asked her why: “I asked Koko while the video was rolling if she liked her vegetables better cooked (specifying my left hand) or raw/fresh (indicating my right hand). She touched my left hand (cooked) in reply. Then I asked why she liked vegetables better cooked, one hand standing for ‘tastes better,’ the other ‘easier to eat.’ Koko indicated the ‘tastes better’ option.”

When primates eat, sensory nerves in the tongue perceive not only taste but also particle size and texture. Some of the brain cells (neurons) responsive to texture converge with taste neurons in the amygdala and orbito-frontal cortex of the brain, allowing a summed assessment of food properties. This sensory-neural system enables primates to respond instinctively to a wide range of food properties other than merely taste, including such factors as grittiness, viscosity, oiliness, and temperature.

In 2004 such abilities in the human brain were reported for the first time. A team led by psychologist Edmund Rolls found that when people had foods of a particular viscosity in their mouths, specific brain regions were activated. Those regions partly overlapped with regions of taste cortex that register sweetness. The picture emerging from such studies is that hard-wired responses to properties such as taste, texture, and temperature are integrated in the brain with learned responses to the sight and smell of food. So the mechanisms that allow animals to assess the quality of raw foods directly apply to cooked foods and allow them to choose foods of a good texture for easy digestion.

Rolls’s studies suggest that the proximate reasons chimpanzees and many other species like their meat and potatoes cooked may be the same as in humans. We identify foods that have high caloric value not just by their being sweet, but also by their being soft and tender. Our ancestors were surely
prepared by their preexisting sensory and brain mechanisms to like cooked foods in the same way. A long delay between the first control of fire and the first eating of cooked food is therefore deeply improbable.

A long delay between the adoption of a major new diet and resulting changes in anatomy is also unlikely. Studies of Galapagos finches by Peter and Rosemary Grant showed that during a year when finches experienced an intense food shortage caused by an extended drought, the birds that were best able to eat large and hard seeds—those birds with the largest beaks—survived best. The selection pressure against small-beaked birds was so intense that only 15 percent of birds survived and the species as a whole developed measurably larger beaks within a year. Correlations in beak size between parents and offspring showed that the changes were inherited. Beak size fell again after the food supply returned to normal, but it took about fifteen years for the genetic changes the drought had imposed to reverse.

The Grants’ finches show that anatomy can evolve very quickly in response to dietary changes. In the case of the drought year in the Galapagos, the change in diet was temporary and therefore so was the change in anatomy. Other data show that if an ecological change is permanent, the species also changes permanently, and again the transition is fast. Some of the clearest examples come from animals confined on islands that have been newly created by a rise in sea level. In fewer than eight thousand years, mainland boa constrictors that occupied new islands off Belize shifted their diets away from mammals and toward birds, spent more time in trees, became more slender, lost a previous size difference between females and males, and were reduced to a fifth of their original body weight. According to evolutionary biologist Stephen Jay Gould, this rate of change is not unusual. Drawing from the fossil record, he suggested that fifteen thousand to twenty thousand years may be about the average time one species takes to make a complete evolutionary transition to another. While a species that takes many years to mature, such as our ancestors, would take longer to evolve than a rapidly growing species, such rapid rates of evolution are sharply inconsistent with some previous interpretations of the effects of cooking. Loring Brace suggested that the use of fire for softening meat began around 250,000 to 300,000 years ago, followed by a supposed drop in tooth size that began about 100,000 years ago. This would mean that for at least the first 150,000 years after cooking was adopted, human teeth showed no response. Because such a long delay before adapting to a major new influence does not fit the animal pattern, we can conclude that Brace’s idea is wrong. The adaptive changes brought on by the adoption of cooking would surely have been rapid.

In addition to following quickly, the changes would have been substantial. We can infer this from pairs of species in which lesser differences in diet have large effects. Take chimpanzees and gorillas, two ape species that often share the same forest habitat. In many ways their diets are very similar. Both choose ripe fruits when they are available. Both also supplement their diets with fibrous foods, such as piths and leaves. There is only one important difference in their food choice. When fruits are scarce, gorillas rely on foliage alone, whereas chimpanzees continue to search for fruit every day. Unlike gorillas, chimpanzees never survive only on piths and leaves—presumably because they are
The relative ability of these two apes to rely on foliage might at first glance appear to be a trivial matter—especially compared to the introduction of cooking. But many consequences follow from it. To find their vital fruits, chimpanzees must travel farther than gorillas, so they are more agile and smaller. There are differences in distributional range. Unlike chimpanzees, gorillas successfully occupy high-altitude forests without fruits, such as the Virunga Volcanoes of Rwanda, Uganda, and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Chimpanzees are limited to lower altitudes. Like other primates that are able to rely on a leaf diet, gorillas mature earlier, start having babies at a younger age, and reproduce faster.

Grouping patterns of these species also differ strikingly as a result of the difference in diet. The terrestrial foliage gorillas rely on is easily found and occurs in big patches, allowing their groups to be stable all year. But during food-poor seasons, chimpanzees are driven to travel alone or in small groups as they search for rare fruits. The difference in grouping patterns has further consequences. Gorillas form long-lasting bonds between females and males, whereas chimpanzees do not.

More than the relatively slight dietary difference that distinguishes gorillas from chimpanzees, cooked food had multiple differences from raw food. Effects of cooking include extra energy, softer food, fireside meals, a safer and more diverse set of food species, and a more predictable food supply during periods of scarcity. Cooking would therefore be expected to increase survival, especially of the vulnerable young. It should also have increased the range of edible foods, allowing extension into new biogeographical zones. The anatomical differences between a cooking and a precooking ancestor should be at least as big as those between a chimpanzee and a gorilla. So whenever cooking was adopted, its effects should be easy to find. We can expect the origin of cooking to be signaled by large, rapid changes in human anatomy appropriate to a softer and more energy-rich diet.

The search for such changes proves to be rather simple. Before two million years ago, there is no suggestion for the control of fire. Since then there have been only three periods when our ancestors’ evolution was fast and strong enough to justify changes in the species names. They are the times that produced *Homo erectus* (1.8 million years ago), *Homo heidelbergensis* (800,000 years ago), and *Homo sapiens* (200,000 years ago). These are therefore the only times when it is reasonable to infer that cooking could have been adopted.

Most recent was the evolution of *Homo sapiens* from an ancestor that is now usually called *Homo heidelbergensis*. It was a gentle process that began in Africa as early as three hundred thousand years ago and was largely complete by around two hundred thousand years ago. The transition was too recent to correspond to the origin of cooking, however, because *Homo heidelbergensis* was already using fire at Beeches Pit, Schöningen, and elsewhere four hundred thousand years ago. Nor does the transition to *Homo sapiens* show the kinds of change we are looking for. *Homo heidelbergensis* was merely a more robust form of human than *Homo sapiens*, with a large face, less rounded head, and
slightly smaller brain. Most of the differences between these two species are too small and not obviously related to diet. We can be confident that cooking began more than three hundred thousand years ago, before *Homo sapiens* emerged.

*Homo heidelbergensis* evolved from *Homo erectus* in Africa from eight to six hundred thousand years ago. The timing of the *erectus-heidelbergensis* transition provides a reasonably comfortable fit with the archaeological data on the control of fire becoming particularly scarce. The main changes in anatomy from *Homo erectus* to *Homo heidelbergensis* were an increase in cranial capacity (brain volume) of around 30 percent, a higher forehead, and a flatter face. These are smaller modifications than the differences between a chimpanzee and a gorilla, and the modifications show little correspondence to changes in the diet. So this Pleistocene transition does not look favorable. It is a possibility for when cooking began, but not a promising one.

The only other option is the original change, from habilines to *Homo erectus*. This shift happened between 1.9 million and 1.8 million years ago and involved much larger changes in anatomy than any subsequent transitions. Recall that in many ways habilines were apelike. Like the australopithecines, they appear to have had two effective styles of locomotion. They walked upright and can be reconstructed as having had sufficiently strong and mobile arms to be good climbers. Their small size must have helped them in trees. They are estimated to have stood about 1 to 1.3 meters tall (3 feet 3 inches to 4 feet 3 inches) and appear to have weighed about the same as a chimpanzee, around thirty-two kilograms (seventy pounds) for a female and thirty-seven kilograms (eighty-one pounds) for a male. Despite their small bodies, they had much bigger chewing teeth than in any subsequent species of the genus *Homo*: the surface areas of three representative chewing teeth decreased by 21 percent from habilines to early *Homo erectus*. Habilines’ larger teeth imply a bulky diet that required a lot of chewing.

*Homo erectus* did not exhibit the apelike features of the habilines. In the evolution of *Homo erectus* from habilines, we find the largest reduction in tooth size in the last six million years of human evolution, the largest increase in body size, and a disappearance of the shoulder, arm, and trunk adaptations that apparently enabled habilines to climb well. Additionally, *Homo erectus* had a less flared rib cage and a narrower pelvis than the australopithecines, both features indicating that they had a smaller gut. There was a 42 percent increase in cranial capacity. *Homo erectus* was also the first species in our lineage to extend its range beyond Africa: it was recorded in western Asia by 1.7 million years ago, Indonesia in Southeast Asia by 1.6 million years ago, and Spain by 1.4 million years ago. The reduction in tooth size, the signs of increased energy availability in larger brains and bodies, the indication of smaller guts, and the ability to exploit new kinds of habitat all support the idea that cooking was responsible for the evolution of *Homo erectus*.

Even the reduction in climbing ability fits the hypothesis that *Homo erectus* cooked. *Homo erectus* presumably climbed no better than modern humans do, unlike the agile habilines. This shift suggests that *Homo erectus* slept on the ground, a novel behavior that would have depended on their controlling fire to provide light to see predators and scare them away. Primates hardly ever sleep on the ground. Smaller species sleep in tree holes, in hidden nests, on branches hanging over water, on cliff ledges, or in trees so tall that no ground predator is likely to reach them. Great apes mostly build sleeping platforms or nests. The only nonhuman primate that regularly sleeps on the ground is the
largest species of great ape, gorillas. Gorillas are safer on the ground than Homo erectus would have been because gorillas live in forests with few predators and they are relatively enormous. The most frequent ground sleepers are adult males, weighing around 127 kilograms (286 pounds). Smaller gorillas often sleep in trees.

The late Pliocene and early Pleistocene periods in Africa were rich in predators. In wooded areas from 4 million to 1.5 million years ago, our ancestors would have found saber-toothed cats. There was Megantereon, the size of a leopard, and Dinofelis, as big as a lion. In more open habitats there was the scimitar cat Homotherium, equally large. An extinct kind of lion and spotted hyena lived alongside our early ancestors, while modern lions and leopards have been present since at least 1.8 million years ago. There were also many large animals such as elephants, rhinoceroses, and buffalo-like ungulates that could stumble unawares onto an unconscious biped. The African woodlands would have been a very dangerous place to sleep on the ground.

Extrapolating from the behavior of living primates in predator-rich environments, the australopithecines and habilines surely slept in trees. Their habitats were well wooded and their upper-body anatomy suggests they climbed well. But what did Homo erectus do? The famous “Turkana boy,” a beautifully preserved specimen of Homo erectus dated between 1.51 and 1.56 million years ago provides excellent evidence that they climbed relatively poorly. Physical anthropologists Alan Walker and Pat Shipman have described the Turkana boy as committed to locomotion on the ground. His finger bones had lost the curved, robust shape of australopithecine fingers. His shoulder blade had the modern form, giving no indication of being adapted to the stresses of climbing with the arm above the shoulder. The Turkana boy is so well preserved that Walker was able to study the vestibular system of the inner ear, responsible for balance. Species that climb regularly have a large and characteristically shaped vestibular system. The Turkana boy’s is different from that of species that climb, but closely resembles the modern human system.

So the Turkana boy, like other Homo erectus, could not have climbed well and he therefore would have found it difficult to make the type of nest great apes sleep in. Chimpanzees take about five minutes to build their nests by standing on all fours where the nest is taking shape, bending branches toward themselves. They break some of the bigger ones and weave the branches together to form a platform that they finish off with a few leafy twigs that serve as cushions or pillows to make it comfortable. Making a nest depends on being able to move around easily on the end of a swaying branch. The long legs and flat feet of humans such as Homo erectus and modern people do not allow such agility. For a mother with a small infant, the gymnastic challenges of making a nest would have been particularly difficult given her need to cradle while she swayed in the tree.

Homo erectus therefore must have slept on the ground. But to do so in the dark of a moonless night seems impossibly dangerous. Homo erectus was as poorly defended a creature as we are, unable to sprint fast and dependent on weapons for any success in fighting. Surprised by a Dinofelis or a pack of hyenas at midnight, they would have been vulnerable.

If Homo erectus used fire, however, they could sleep in the same way as people do nowadays in the savanna. In the bush, people lie close to the fire and for most or all of the night someone is awake. When a sleeper awakens, he or she might poke at the fire and chat a while, allowing another to fall asleep. In a twelve-hour night with no light other than what the fire provides, there is no need to have
a continuous eight-hour sleep. An informal system of guarding easily emerges that allows enough hours of sleep for all while ensuring the presence of an alert sentinel. To judge from records of attacks by jaguars, modern hunter-gatherers are safer in camp at night than they are on the hunt by day.

The control of fire could explain why *Homo erectus* lost their climbing ability. The normal assumption is that when long legs were favored, perhaps as a result of the increasing importance of long-distance travel as humans searched for meat, it was harder for humans to climb efficiently, and *Homo erectus* therefore abandoned the trees. But since that argument does not explain how *Homo erectus* could sleep safely, I prefer an alternative hypothesis: having controlled fire, a group of habilines learned that they could sleep safely on the ground. Their new practice of cooking roots and meat meant that food obtained from trees was less important than it had been when raw food was the only option. When they no longer needed to climb trees to find food or sleep safely, natural selection rapidly favored the anatomical changes that facilitated long-distance locomotion and led to living completely on the ground.

Two kinds of evidence thus point independently to the origin of *Homo erectus* as the time when cooking began. First, anatomical changes related to diet, including the reduction in tooth size and in the flaring of the rib cage, were larger than at any other time in human evolution, and they fit the theory that the nutritional quality of the diet improved and the food consumed was softer. Second, the loss of traits allowing efficient climbing marked a commitment to sleeping on the ground that is hard to explain without the control of fire.

The only alternative is the traditional theory that cooking was first practiced by beings that already looked like us—physically human members of the genus *Homo*. If this were true, by the time our ancestors adopted cooking, *Homo erectus* had long ago adapted to a soft, easily chewed diet of high caloric density. But as we have seen, cold-processing techniques such as grinding and blending provide relatively poor energy even when carried out by raw-foodists with modern equipment.

For more than 2.5 million years our ancestors have been cutting meat off animal bones, and the impact was huge. A diet that included raw meat as well as plant foods pushed our forebears out of the australopithecine rut, initiated the evolution of their larger brains, and probably inspired a series of food-processing innovations. But according to the evidence carried in our bodies, it would take the invention of cooking to convert habilines into *Homo erectus*, and launch the journey that has led without any major changes to the anatomy of modern humans.
“Tell me what you eat, and I shall tell you what you are.”
—JEAN ANTHELME BRILLAT-SAVARIN, *The Physiology of Taste: Or Meditations on Transcendental Gastronomy*

“Man is but a reed, the weakest in nature, but he is a thinking reed,” wrote philosopher Blaise Pascal in 1670. Exceptional intelligence is the defining feature of our species, yet its origins have long been a puzzle. Darwin concluded that intellect would have given advantages in social competition and the struggle to survive, but why humans should be brainier than other species was unclear. Only recently has an explanation emerged. In the view of many evolutionary anthropologists, the pressure for intelligence indeed comes primarily from the advantages of outwitting social competitors, whereas a major reason for species differences is how much brainpower the body can afford. For this reason the quality of the diet has been identified as a key driver of the growth of primate brains. For humans, cooking must have played a major role.

Attempts to explain the evolution of intelligence have sometimes appealed to rather specific advantages. Evolutionary biologist Richard Alexander argues that because humans practice warfare, and brainpower is critical for planning raids and winning battles, higher intellect could have been favored by a long evolutionary history of intense intergroup violence. But this hypothesis is undermined by chimpanzees, which behave in ways similar to warfare in small-scale human societies, but without humans’ braininess. Violence between groups of chimpanzees is like a “shoot-on-sight” policy. Parties of males attack vulnerable rivals from adjacent groups whenever they encounter them, sometimes during incursions deep into the other group’s territory in search of victims. Death rates from these interactions among chimpanzees are similar to those in small-scale societies of humans, yet chimpanzees are much less brainy than humans, and only about as clever as their more peaceable relatives, bonobos, gorillas, and orangutans.

Another suggested explanation for the evolution of intelligence is more ecological than social. This line of thinking proposes that intellect would be favored in species that occupy large home ranges, on the theory that wide-roaming creatures would need exceptional brainpower to mentally map their territories. And indeed, human hunter-gatherers cover huge areas compared to the ranges of apes and monkeys. But the correlation between range size and brain size does not generalize. Species of primates with larger brains are more intelligent, but they show no overall tendency to have larger ranges. The association of intellect and range size in humans looks accidental; that is, there is no evidence for a causal effect of brain size on range size, or vice versa, across primate species.

A more promising approach assumes that numerous kinds of benefits come from being intelligent.
Clever species can forage in a variety of creative ways, such as using grasses and twigs to extract insects from holes, or lifting stones as hammers to smash nuts. Big-brained species can also manage complex social relationships. Evolutionary psychologist Robin Dunbar found that primates with bigger brains or more neocortex live in larger groups, have a greater number of close social relationships, and use coalitions more effectively than those with smaller brains.

Brains pay off socially when they beat brawn. Relationships can change daily in primates that live in large groups, such as chimpanzees or baboons. Flexible coalitions in which two or more group members gang up on another group member allow small or individually low-status animals to compete successfully for access to resources and mates. Coalitions are difficult to manage because individuals compete for the best allies, and an ally today may be a rival tomorrow. Individuals must constantly reassess one another’s moods and strategies, and alter their own behavior accordingly. Clever animals can be deceitful too, deliberately hiding their feelings by masking facial expressions, or screaming to pretend they have been attacked when their real motive is to rally supporters to chase a dominant individual away from food. The result is a soap opera of changing affections, alliances, and hostilities, and a constant pressure to outsmart others.

Most animals are not up to the cognitive challenges of juggling social alliances. They compete one-on-one, like chickens, or following simple rules such as supporting members of their own group against outsiders. The exceptions are telling. Birds in the crow family have many of the social abilities of primates and are distinctly large-brained compared to other birds. Bottlenose dolphins form particularly complex and changeable alliances, and have the largest brains relative to body size of any nonhuman. Spotted hyenas live in large groups and use flexible coalitions to compete for power, and consistent with the primate evidence, they have bigger brains than their less social relatives. A similar link of sociality to mental power is found in social insects, whose neural tissue is concentrated not in brains but in ganglia. Darwin noted that colony-living ants and wasps have “cerebral ganglia of extraordinary dimensions,” many times larger than other insects.

These kinds of correlation have supported the social brain hypothesis, which says that large brains have evolved because intelligence is a vital component of social life. The hypothesis nicely explains how animals that live in groups can benefit from being clever by outwitting their rivals in competition over mates, food, allies, and status. It also explains why species with bigger brains tend to have more complex societies, and the hypothesis suggests that if a species has limited brainpower, its social options may be constrained as well: small-brained monkeys may be too dim to handle many social relationships.

The social brain hypothesis is very important in explaining a major benefit of being intelligent. Indeed, the advantages are so strong that we might expect all social primates to have developed big brains and high intellect. Yet there is wide variation. Lemurs are as small-brained as typical mammals. Apes have bigger brains than monkeys, and humans have the biggest brains of all. The social brain hypothesis does not explain these variations. It sets up this problem: if social intelligence is so important, why do some group-living species have smaller brains than others?
Diet provides a major part of the answer. In 1995 Leslie Aiello and Peter Wheeler proposed that the reason some animals have evolved big brains is that they have small guts, and small guts are made possible by a high-quality diet. Aiello and Wheeler’s head-spinning idea came from the realization that brains are exceptionally greedy for glucose— in other words, for energy. For an inactive person, every fifth meal is eaten solely to power the brain. Literally, our brains use around 20 percent of our basal metabolic rate—our energy budget when we are resting—even though they make up only about 2.5 percent of our body weight. Because human brains are so large, this proportion of energy expenditure is higher than it is in other animals: primates on average use about 13 percent of their basal metabolic rate on their brains, and most other mammals use less again, around 8 percent to 10 percent. As expected from the importance of maintaining energy flow to our many brain cells (neurons), genes that are responsible for energy metabolism show increased expression in the brains of humans compared to the brains of nonhuman primates. The high rate of energy flow is vital because our neurons need to keep firing whether we are awake or asleep. Even a brief interruption in the flow of oxygen or glucose causes neuron activity to stop, leading rapidly to death. The constant energy demand of brain cells continues even when times are tough, such as when food is scarce or an infection is raging. The first requirement for evolving a big brain is the ability to fuel it, and to do so reliably.

Given that large brains need large amounts of energy, Aiello and Wheeler asked themselves what special features of our species enable us to apportion more glucose to our brains than other animals do. One possibility is that humans might have a uniquely high rate of energy use. After all, human food is exceptionally calorie-dense and we routinely take in more energy per day than a typical primate of our body weight, so maybe extra energy running through our bodies gives us the calories we need to feed our hungry brains. But basal metabolic rates are well known in primates and other animals, and they are unremarkable in humans. A resting person supplies energy to their body at almost exactly the rate predicted for any primate of our body weight. Since nothing about basal metabolic rates is special to humans, Aiello and Wheeler were able to rule out the idea that our big brains are powered by inordinate amounts of energy passing through the body.

The elimination of the overall high-energy-use theory was a critical breakthrough because it left only one solution. Among species that have the same relative basal metabolic rate, such as humans and other primates, extra energy going to the brain must be offset by a reduced amount of energy going elsewhere. The question is what part of the body is shortchanged. Among primates, the size of most organs is closely predicted by body weight because of inescapable physiological rules. A species whose body weighs twice that of another needs a heart that weighs almost exactly twice as much. Hearts have to be a certain size to pump enough blood around a body of a certain size. No trade-off is possible there. Similar principles apply to kidneys, adrenals, and most other organs. But Aiello and Wheeler found a provocative exception to this tendency. They discovered that across the primates there is substantial variation in the relative weight of the intestinal system. Some species have big guts and some have small. The variation in gut size is linked to the quality of the diet.
Anyone who has handled tripe or cleaned a deer knows that mammals have a lot of gut tissue. Mammalian intestines have a high metabolic rate, and in large, mostly vegetarian species like great apes, intestines tend to be busy all day, starting with the postdawn meal and continuing ceaselessly until hours after the animal goes to sleep. All this time the guts are engaged in several energy-intensive functions, such as churning, making stomach acid, synthesizing digestive enzymes, or actively transporting digested molecules across the gut wall and into the blood. Active guts consume calories at a consistently high rate, so their total energy expenditure depends on their weight and on how much work they are doing. Carnivores, such as dogs and wolves, have smaller intestines than plant eaters, such as horses, cows, or antelope. In species that are adapted to eating more easily digested foods, such as sugar-rich fruits compared to fibrous leaves, guts are also relatively small: fruit-eating chimpanzees or spider monkeys have smaller guts than the leaf-eating gorillas or howler monkeys. Those reduced guts use less total energy than larger guts and therefore give a species with a high-quality diet some spare calories to allocate elsewhere in the body.

The discovery that gut size varies substantially gave Aiello and Wheeler the opening they were looking for. Relative to their body weight, primates with smaller guts proved to have larger brains—just the kind of trade-off that had been expected. Aiello and Wheeler estimated the number of calories a species is able to save by having a small gut, and showed that the number nicely matched the extra cost of the species’ larger brains. The anthropologists concluded that primates that spend less energy fueling their intestines can afford to power more brain tissue. Big brains are made possible by a reduction in expensive tissue. The idea became known as the expensive tissue hypothesis.

Some species other than primates show a similar pattern, capitalizing on small guts to evolve particularly large brains. An elephant-nosed mormyrid fish from South America has a relatively tiny gut and is able to use an astonishing 60 percent of its energy budget to power its exceptionally large brain. Other animals follow the principle of an energy trade-off but gain muscle instead of brains. Birds that have small amounts of intestinal tissue tend to use their spare energy to grow bigger wing muscles, presumably because for a bird, better flight can be even more important than a bigger brain. Different kinds of trade-offs have also been proposed. Species with relatively low muscle mass have been found to have relatively large brains. The general lesson is that bigger brains must be paid for somehow. How animals with small guts make use of their energy savings depends on what matters to them. In primates the tendency to use energy saved by smaller guts for added brain tissue is particularly strong, presumably because most primates live in groups, where extra social intelligence has big payoffs.

The expensive tissue hypothesis predicted that major rises in human brain size would be associated with increases in diet quality. Aiello and Wheeler identified two such rises. The first brain-size expansion was around two million years ago from australopithecines to *Homo erectus*. In line with the Man-the-Hunter scenario, the scientists credited this rise in brain size to the increased eating of meat. Second was a little more than half a million years ago, when *Homo erectus* became *Homo heidelbergensis*. They attributed this rise to the only other obvious candidate for an improvement in dietary quality: cooking.
I believe that Aiello and Wheeler were right in their principles. But they were wrong in their specifics because they assumed there was only a single increase in brain size from australopithecines to *Homo erectus*. In actuality, that phase of our evolution occurred in two steps: first, the appearance of the habilines, and second, the appearance of *Homo erectus*. Meat eating and cooking account respectively for these two transitions, and therefore for their accompanying increases in brain size.

The expensive tissue hypothesis provides an explanation not only for the substantial increases in brain size that occurred around the time of human origins, but also for the many other rises in brain size before and after two million years ago. Consider first our last common ancestor with chimpanzees, which lived around five million to seven million years ago. We can reconstruct this pre-australopithecine ape as living in rain forest and resembling a chimpanzee. Closely related to gorillas as well as chimpanzees, these ancestors likely had brains comparable in volume to those found in great apes living today, and therefore had larger brains than are found in living monkeys. The apes’ big brains compared to those of monkeys are nicely explained by the expensive tissue hypothesis, because great apes have high-quality diets for their body weights. They eat relatively less fiber and fewer toxins than monkeys.

Chimpanzees have a cranial capacity of around 350 to 400 cubic centimeters (21.6 to 24.4 cubic inches). Australopithecines, with the same body weight as chimpanzees or even slightly less, had substantially larger cranial capacities, about 450 cubic centimeters (27.5 cubic inches). Following Aiello and Wheeler’s hypothesis, australopithecine diets should therefore have been higher in quality than the diets of living chimpanzees. This seems likely. During seasons of plenty, australopithecines would have eaten much the same diet as chimpanzees or baboons do when living in the kinds of woodland that australopithecines occupied—fruits, occasional honey, soft seeds, and other choice plant items. It was when fruits were scarce that australopithecines must have eaten better than their chimpanzee-like ancestors. Present-day chimpanzees that are short of fruit turn to items specific to their rain-forest homes, eating foliage such as the stems of giant herbs and the soft young leaves of forest trees. In their drier woodland australopithecines would have found few such items. The most likely alternatives were starch-filled roots and other underground or underwater storage tissues of herbaceous plants. These would have been ideal.

Carbohydrates are stored abundantly in corms, rhizomes, or tubers of many savanna plants and are highly concentrated sources of energy-rich starch in the dry season. These food reserves are so well hidden that few animals can find them, but chimpanzees do dig for tubers occasionally, sometimes with sticks, and australopithecines would have been at least as skillful and well-adapted: their chewing teeth are famously massive and somewhat piglike, suited to crushing roots and corms. An important location for australopithecine food sources likely would have been the edges of rivers and lakes, where sedges, water lilies, and cattails grow well and provide a natural supermarket of starchy foods for hunter-gatherers today.

The underground energy-storage organs of plants have a quality anticipated by the expensive tissue hypothesis: they have less indigestible fiber from plant cell walls than foliage, making them easier to digest and therefore a food of higher value. A dietary change from foliage to higher quality roots is thus a plausible explanation for the first increase in brain size, from forest apes to australopithecines.
During the second sharp increase, brain volume rose by about one-third, from the roughly 450 cubic centimeters (27 cubic inches) of australopithecines to 612 cubic centimeters (37 cubic inches) in habilines (based on measurements of five skulls). The body weights of australopithecines and habilines were about the same, so this was a substantial gain in relative brain size. Given the archaeological evidence, the big dietary change at this time was more meat eating, so meat should have made this brain growth possible. To account for such a large increase in brain size, it seems likely that habilines processed their meat. Apes and humans are disadvantaged: their teeth cannot cut meat easily, their mouths are relatively small, and as William Beaumont noticed in the case of Alexis St. Martin, their stomachs do not process hunks of raw meat efficiently.

Chimpanzees also show that eating unprocessed meat is difficult with ape jaws. They chew their animal prey intensely, but small bits of undigested meat sometimes appear in their feces. Perhaps because of this hard work and inefficiency, chimpanzees sometimes decline the opportunity to eat meat despite their usual enormous enthusiasm for it. After chewing meat for an hour or two, a chimpanzee can abandon a carcass and relax or eat fruit instead. Chimpanzees of the Kanyawara community in Kibale National Park, Uganda, occasionally forgo meat-eating opportunities without chewing muscle at all. I once saw Johnny, an avid chimpanzee hunter of red colobus monkeys, do this even though he appeared hungry for animal protein. He first killed an infant red colobus monkey, brought it to the ground, ate its intestines, then left the carcass lying unseen by other chimpanzees. He immediately returned to the trees, rapidly killed another infant, and repeated his prior actions: he again brought his prey to the ground, ate the intestines, and left the rest to rot. His preference for the softer parts was typical. When chimpanzees kill a prey animal, they normally eat such parts as the guts, liver, or brain first. They can swallow those quickly. But when eating muscle, chimpanzees are forced to chew it slowly, taking as much as an hour to chew one-third of a kilogram (three-quarters of a pound). They can get as many calories per hour by chewing fruits as they can by chewing meat. The habilines would have faced the same challenge. If they had relied on unprocessed meat for as much as half their calories and had eaten their meat as slowly as chimpanzees, with certain cuts of meat they would have had to spend several hours a day chewing it. The digestive costs likewise would have been high, since the gut would have been busy digesting for many hours.

A system for hastening chewing and digestion by processing the meat would have greatly reduced the problem. Chimpanzees have a primitive form of processing meat. By adding tree leaves to their meat meals, they make chewing easier. The chosen leaves have no special nutritional properties, judging from the fact that the meat eaters pick leaves from whatever species of tree is nearest when they settle down to eat their prey. The only obvious rule governing their choice is that the leaf must be tough: they take only mature tree leaves, not young tree leaves or the soft leaves of an herb. Sometimes they even use long-dead leaves from the forest floor, mere brown skeletons devoid of nutrients. An informal experiment in which friends and I chewed raw goat meat suggested that the added leaves give traction. When we chewed thigh muscle together with a mature avocado leaf, the bolus of chewed meat was reduced faster than when we chewed with no added leaf. Australopithecines probably used similar practices when they caught gazelle fawns or other small mammals.
Habilines had access to more advanced techniques. Their bones are found close to stone hammers, fist-size spheres whose shapes provide vivid testimony of their repeated use. Habilines probably used the hammers partly to smash prey bones to extract the marrow. They also doubtless used the hammers to crack open nuts, as West African chimpanzees do, as well as to make other tools. In addition to these practices, stone hammers or wooden clubs could equally have been used for tenderizing meat. After habilines cut hunks of meat off the carcasses of game animals, they may have sliced them into steaks, laid them on flat stones, and pounded them with logs or rocks. Even relatively crude hammering would have reduced the costs of digestion by tenderizing the meat and breaking connective tissue. Because raw unprocessed meat is difficult to chew and digest, I suspect this was one of the most important cultural innovations in human origins, enabling habilines to increase the nutritional benefit of meat and the speed with which they could eat and digest it. Tenderizing meat would have reduced the costs of digestion by cutting the time that meat was in the stomach, and thus allowed habilines to divert energy toward their brains.

Dietary shifts toward roots, meat eating, and meat processing thus can explain the growth in brains from a chimpanzee-like ancestor at six million years to the habilines around two million years ago. From then on, the increases in brain size were more continuous. The habiline cranial capacity of 612 cubic centimeters (37 cubic inches) rose by over 40 percent to reach an average of 870 cubic centimeters (53 cubic inches) in the earliest measured Homo erectus. The significance of this rise is complicated by a parallel growth in body weight, from the lowly 32 to 37 kilograms (70 to 81 pounds) of habilines to a substantial 56 to 66 kilograms (123 to 145 pounds) in Homo erectus. Unfortunately, body weights are hard to estimate accurately from bones, and the number of specimens is small, so how much larger relative to body weight the brains of the first Homo erectus were than those of habilines, or whether they were relatively larger at all, is uncertain. However, Homo erectus brains continued to increase in size after 1.8 million years ago, averaging almost 950 cubic centimeters (58 cubic inches) by 1 million years ago. Given the evidence and arguments I have offered that Homo erectus originated as cooks, the expensive tissue hypothesis suggests their eating cooked food caused their brains to grow. Once cooking began, gut size could fall and the gut would be less active, both trends reducing the cost of the digestive system.

The fourth notable increase in cranial capacity occurred with the emergence of Homo heidelbergensis after eight hundred thousand years ago. The increase was again substantial, leading to a brain occupying around 1,200 cubic centimeters (73 cubic inches). This was the impressive rise that Aiello and Wheeler attributed to the invention of cooking—mistakenly, I believe. It remains a mystery, inviting speculation.

More efficient hunting is a possibility. Hartmut Thieme’s evidence of group hunting four hundred thousand years ago in Schöningen suggests a marked improvement in hunting skills over earlier eras. This raises the possibility that meat intake, and perhaps therefore the use of animal fat, rose significantly before this time and played a role in the evolution of Homo erectus into Homo heidelbergensis.
Alternatively, cooking surely continued to affect brain evolution long after it was invented, because cooking methods improved. Laying a food item on the fire presumably was the main early method. Such techniques have been used by generations of campers and have been recorded by hunter-gatherers in recent times for foods that are easy to cook. The Aranda foragers of central Australia gather pea-size corms of sedges by digging them from flat ground near rivers. One method of cooking consists merely of laying them on hot ashes for a short time, then rubbing them between the hands to remove the light shell before eating them. !Kung San hunter-gatherers of Africa’s Kalahari Desert cook tsn beans, one of their more important foods, by simply burying them in hot ashes. Putting an animal on a fire to roast can work fairly well, especially if the hairs have been singed off first. Marrow can be cooked with similar efficiency by roasting a complete bone in fire, then using stones to crack it. The marrow flows out like warm butter.

More complex ways to roast presumably would have accumulated slowly, often specific to particular foods. Take mongongo nuts eaten by !Kung hunter-gatherers. Mongongo nuts are a highly nutritious staple, often providing the !Kung with their major source of calories for weeks on end. To cook them, a woman mixes the coals from a dying fire with hot, dry sand. She then buries scores of nuts in the hot pile without allowing the nuts to touch any of the live coals. After a few minutes she kneads the pile to ensure that the nuts are evenly heated, adding more coals as needed. When the nuts are done, she hammers each one to split it, then eats the seeds inside or keeps them for further cooking. We do not know when such a sophisticated method appeared, but it seems likely to have contributed to raising the energetic quality of food, reducing the time the digestive system was active, and so lowering the total costs of digestion and allowing more energy for the brain.

Such improvements in cooking efficiency could explain why there was a steady upward trend in brain size during the lifetimes of the early human species. Brains were notably bigger in late *Homo erectus* than in early *Homo erectus*, and in late *Homo heidelbergensis* than in early *Homo heidelbergensis*. Major dietary breakthroughs such as meat eating and the invention of cooking cannot account for these smaller changes. The steady rise in brain size between the major jumps is most easily explained by a series of improvements in cooking techniques. Perhaps some particularly important advances enabled the prominent rise in brain size with *Homo heidelbergensis*.

The same possibility applies to the evolution of our own species, *Homo sapiens*, around two hundred thousand years ago. The gain in brain size was relatively minor, from 1,200 cubic centimeters (73 cubic inches) in *Homo heidelbergensis* to around 1,400 cubic centimeters (85 cubic inches) in *Homo sapiens*. Various modern behaviors are seen for the first time around this transition, such as the use of red ocher (presumably as a form of personal decoration), making tools out of bone, and long-distance trade. Increasing behavioral sophistication could also have happened in cooking techniques. An early form of earth oven is the kind of innovation that could have been influential because it would have marked an important advance in cooking efficiency. Hunter-gatherers worldwide used earth ovens that employed hot rocks. The ovens do not appear to have been used by the people who expanded out of Africa more than sixty thousand years ago and colonized the rest of the world, since
they are not recorded in Australia until thirty thousand years ago. However, it is possible that a simpler design, now vanished and forgotten, may have been used in earlier times.

In recent earth ovens the hot rocks provide an even, long-lasting heat. A typical procedure recorded in 1927 among the Aranda of central Australia involved digging a hole, filling it with a pile of dry wood, and topping that with large stones that did not crack when heated—often river cobbles that had to be carried from a distance. When the stones were red-hot and fell through the fire, they were pulled out with sticks and the ashes were removed. The hot stones were then returned and covered with a layer of green leaves. Cooks liked to wrap meat in leaves to retain its juices before placing it on this layer, sometimes on top of a plant food such as roots. More green leaves and perhaps a basket mat would be laid on top, water was poured on, and some people added herbs for taste. Finally, the hole was filled with a layer of soil to retain the steam. After an hour or more—sometimes it was left overnight—the meat and vegetables would be ready and superb. The meat was laid on leafy branches, carved with a stone knife, and served. The even heat and moist environment made earth ovens efficient for gelatinizing starch and other carbohydrates, and they offered effective control over the tenderness of meat. This sophisticated cooking technique doubtless increased the digestibility of the meat and plant foods.

Likewise, the use of containers must have made cooking more efficient and might have contributed to reducing digestive costs and thus allowing increases in brain size. Pottery is a very recent invention, around ten thousand years ago, but natural objects could have been used as cooking containers long before that. Certain animals come with their own dishes. Shellfish, such as mussels, have been cooked whole in many parts of the world by being thrown into a fire until the valves open. The Yahgan of Tierra del Fuego used mussel shells to catch the drips from a roasting seal or to hold whale oil, which they ate by dipping pieces of edible fungus into it.

It is a small step from such techniques to cooking in a container. Heating in natural containers by early Homo sapiens is indicated around 120,000 years ago by evidence that people made a glue from ancient birch tar, which they used to haft stone points on to spears. The glue had to be heated to achieve the desired stickiness, so people must have been cooking with containers by then. Some containers would have needed little imagination. Turtles are a natural convenience food because they can be easily kept alive for days, and whether alive or cooked they are easily carried. If they are turned upside down they even provide their own cooking pot. After their flesh has been eaten, their bodies remain useful. Andaman Islanders from the Bay of Bengal cooked turtle blood in an upside-down shell until it was thick, then ate it at once. Like many Asian peoples they also used bamboo as a container, sometimes for cooking. The Andaman Islanders would clean a length of bamboo and heat it over a fire so all its juices were absorbed. They then packed it with half-cooked pieces of wild pork or other meat and heated it so slowly that the meat swelled without cracking the bamboo. When the bamboo stopped steaming, they removed it from the fire and stuffed the opening with leaves to seal it. The cooked meat could be left for several days. Sadly, many ingenious cooking techniques practiced by early people with plant materials are forever lost to us because they leave no traces.

Development of other methods would have improved the efficiency of cooking and the quality of food. Various special ways of roasting have unknown antiquity. In their cold climate near the Antarctic, the Yahgan developed a two-stone griddle by heating two flat stones in a fire. The stones
were then withdrawn, and the larger stone served as a griddle for a steak or layer of blubber, while the smaller was laid on top. This worked so well that the fat was browned and shriveled in a few minutes, a favorite for the hunters. The Yahgan were also fond of sausages. To make a sea-lion blood sausage, they kept the blood that collects in the abdominal cavity of a freshly killed sea lion. They took a soft, still moist piece of gut, turned it inside out, cleaned it, tied it shut at one end with sinews, filled it with air by blowing, tied the other end shut, and left it to dry. When the empty sausage was sufficiently firm, they used a large shell to fill it with blood, tied it shut again, and for safety’s sake jabbed a short, thin stick into each end to prevent the ties from unraveling. They then put the sausage into hot ashes, poking it occasionally to keep it from bursting. The same idea worked equally well with other parts of the gut. They sometimes filled stomachs with blubber or chopped tissues like heart, lungs, or liver. These haggises of the past left no traces, but they remind us that even in the bush, long before such recent inventions as grinding and stone boiling (which started within the past twenty-five thousand to forty thousand years), cooking can involve much more than simple heating.

Although the breakthrough of using fire at all would have been the biggest culinary leap, the subsequent discovery of better ways to prepare the food would have led to continual increases in digestive efficiency, leaving more energy for brain growth. The improvements would have been especially important for brain growth after birth, since easily digested weaning foods would have been critical contributors to a child’s energy supply. Advances in food preparation may thus have contributed to the extraordinary continuing rise in brain size through two million years of human evolution—a trajectory of increasing brain size that has been faster and longer-lasting than known for any other species. When Charles Darwin called cooking “probably the greatest [discovery], excepting language, ever made by man,” he was thinking merely of our improved food supply. But the idea that brain enlargement was made possible by improvements in diet suggests a wider significance. Cooking was a great discovery not merely because it gave us better food, or even because it made us physically human. It did something even more important: it helped make our brains uniquely large, providing a dull human body with a brilliant human mind.
How Cooking Frees Men

“Voracious animals . . . both feed continually and as incessantly eliminate, leading a life truly inimical to philosophy and music, as Plato has said, whereas nobler and more perfect animals neither eat nor eliminate continually.”

—GALEN, Galen on the Usefulness of the Parts of the Body

Diet has long been considered a key to understanding social behavior across species. The food quest is fundamental to evolutionary success, and social strategies affect how well individuals eat. Group size in chimpanzees rapidly adjusts to monthly changes in the density and distribution of fruiting trees. Chimpanzee society differs markedly from gorilla society, thanks to the gorillas’ reliance on herbs. Humans are no exception to such relationships. The Man-the-Hunter hypothesis has inspired such potent explanations of bonding between males and females that it has seemed to some researchers that no other explanation is necessary. In 1968 physical anthropologists Sherwood Washburn and Chet Lancaster wrote, “Our intellect, interests, emotions and basic social life, all are evolutionary products of the hunting adaptation.” Such ideas have been highly influential, but they have rarely looked beyond meat. The adoption of cooking must have radically changed the way our ancestors ate, in ways that would have changed our social behavior too.

Take softness. Foods soften when they are cooked, and as a result, cooked food can be eaten more quickly than raw food. Reliance on cooked food has therefore allowed our species to thoroughly restructure the working day. Instead of chewing for half of their time, as great apes tend to do, women in subsistence societies tend to spend the active part of their days collecting and preparing food. Men, liberated from the simple biological demands of a long day’s commitment to chewing raw food, engage in productive or unproductive labor as they wish. In fact, I believe that cooking has made possible one of the most distinctive features of human society: the modern form of the sexual division of labor.

The sexual division of labor refers to women and men making different and complementary contributions to the household economy. Though the specific activities of each sex vary by culture, the gendered division of labor is a human universal. It is therefore assumed to have appeared well before modern humans started spreading across the globe sixty thousand to seventy thousand years ago. So discussion of the evolution of the sexual division of labor centers on hunter-gatherers. The 750-strong Hadza tribe are one such group. They live in northern Tanzania, scattered among a series of small
camps in dry bush country around a shallow lake.

The Hadza are modern-day people. Neighboring farmers and pastoralists trade with them and marry some of their daughters. Government officials, tourists, and researchers visit them. The Hadza use metal knives and money, wear cotton clothes, hunt with dogs, and occasionally trade for agricultural foods. Much has changed since the time, perhaps two thousand years ago, when they last lived in an exclusive world of hunter-gatherers. Nevertheless, they are one of the few remaining peoples who obtain the majority of their food by foraging in an African woodland of a type that was once occupied by ancient humans.

Dawn sees people emerging from their sleeping huts to eat scraps of food from the previous night’s meal. As consensus quietly develops about the day’s activity; most of the women in camp—six or more, perhaps—take up their digging sticks and go toward a familiar ekwa patch a couple of kilometers (more than a mile) away. Some take their babies in slings, and one or more carries a smoldering log with which to start a fire if needed. Older children walk alongside. Meanwhile, in ones and twos, various men and their dogs also walk off with bows and arrows in hand. Some men are going hunting, others to visit neighbors. A scattering of people remain in camp—a couple of old women, perhaps, looking after toddlers whose mothers have gone for food, and a young man resting after a long hunt the previous day.

The women walk slowly, in pace with the younger children. They stop occasionally to pick small fruits that they eat on the spot. After less than an hour they break into smaller parties as each forager finds her own choice site in calling distance of her companions. The digging is hard and uncomfortable but it does not take long. A couple of hours later the women’s karosses—cloaks made of animal skins—are covered in piles of thick, brown, foot-long roots. These ekwa tubers are a year-round staple for the Hadza, always easily found. As the karosses fill, someone starts a fire, and shortly afterward the foragers gather for a well-deserved snack. They bake their ekwa by leaning the tubers against the coals. In barely twenty minutes, the smaller ones are ready. After the simple meal, some women chat while others dig up a few more ekwa to make sure they have enough for the rest of the day. Most have found other foods as well—a few bulbs, perhaps. They tie up their karosses and start homeward. Each woman totes at least 15 kilograms (33 pounds). They are back in camp by early afternoon, tired from the hard work.

Anthropologists sometimes debate whether hunting and gathering is a relaxed way of life. Lorna Marshall worked alongside Nyae Nyae !Kung women gathering in the Kalahari in the 1950s. “They did not have pleasurable satisfaction,” she said, “in remembering their hot, monotonous, arduous days of digging and picking and trudging home with their heavy loads.” But times and cultures vary. Anthropologist Phyllis Kaberry, who worked with aborigines in the Kimberley region of northwestern Australia, said the women enjoyed one another’s company and their foraging routine.

Back in the Hadza camp, each woman empties her kaross in her own hut. By early evening she has a fire, and a pile of ekwa lies baked and ready. She hopes the men will bring some meat to complete the meal. During the evening hours several men return. Some have honey, a few have nothing, and one arrives with the carcass of a warthog. After he singes the animal’s hair off in a fire, men and women gather to divide it. Following the typical practice of hunter-gatherers, many men in the camp get a share, but the successful hunter makes sure his friends, family, and relatives get the most. Soon each
A household fire is cooking meat. The delicious smells enrich the night air. The meat and the roasted ekwa are quickly consumed. As the camp settles into sleep, enough ekwa remains for breakfast the following day.

The Hadza illustrate two major features of the sexual division of labor among hunter-gatherers that differentiate humans sharply from nonhuman primates. Women and men spend their days seeking different kinds of foods, and the foods they obtain are eaten by both sexes. Why our species forages in such an unusual way (compared to primates and all other animals, whose adults do not share food with one another) has never been fully resolved. There are many variations in the particular foods obtained. Tierra del Fuego’s bitter climate provided few plant foods, so while men hunted sea mammals, women would dive for shellfish in the frigid shallows. In the tropical islands of northern Australia, there was so much plant food that women brought enough to feed all the family and still found time to hunt occasional small animals. Men there did little hunting, mostly playing politics instead.

Although the specific food types varied from place to place, women always tended to provide the staples, whether roots, seeds, or shellfish. These foods normally needed processing, which could involve a lot of time and laborious work. Many Australian tribes prepared a kind of bread called damper from small seeds, such as from grasses. Women gathered the plants and heaped them so their seeds would drop and collect in a pile. They threshed the seeds by trampling, pounding, or rubbing them in their hands, winnowed them in long bark dishes, and ground them into a paste. The result was occasionally eaten raw but was more often cooked on hot ashes. The whole process could take more than a day. Women worked hard at such tasks because their children and husbands relied on the staples women prepared.

Men, by contrast, tended to search for foods that were especially appreciated but could not be found easily or predictably. They hoped for such prizes as meat and honey, which tended to come in large amounts and tasted delicious. Their arrival in camp made the difference between happiness and sadness. Phyllis Kaberry’s description of an aborigine camp in western Australia is typical: “The Aborigines continually craved for meat, and any man was apt to declare, ‘me hungry alonga bingy,’ though he had had a good meal of yams and damper a few minutes before. The camp on such occasions became glum, lethargic, and unenthusiastic about dancing.” Hunting large game was a predominantly masculine activity in 99.3 percent of recent societies.

Hints of comparable sex differences in food procurement have been detected in primates. Female lemurs tend to eat more of the preferred foods than males. In various monkeys such as macaques, guenons, and mangabeys, females eat more insects and males eat more fruit. Among chimpanzees, females eat more termites and ants, and males eat more meat. But such differences are minor because in every nonhuman primate the overwhelming majority of the foods collected and eaten by females and males are the same types.

Even more distinctive of humans is that each sex eats not only from the food items they have collected themselves, but also from their partner’s finds. Not even a hint of this complementarity is found among nonhuman primates. Plenty of primates, such as gibbons and gorillas, have family groups. Females and males in those species spend all day together, are nice to each other, and bring up their offspring together, but, unlike people, the adults never give each other food. Human couples,
by contrast, are expected to do so.

In foraging societies a woman always shares her food with her husband and children, and she gives little to anyone other than close kin. Men likewise share with their wives, whether they have received meat from other men or have brought it to camp themselves and shared part of it with other men. The exchanges between wife and husband permeate families in every society. The contributions might involve women digging roots and men hunting meat in one culture, or women shopping and men earning a salary in another. No matter the specific items each partner contributes, human families are unique compared to the social arrangements of other species because each household is a little economy.

Attempts to understand how the sexual division of labor arose in our evolutionary history have been strongly affected by whether women or men are thought to have provided more of the food. It used to be thought that women typically produced most of the calories, as occurs among the Hadza. Worldwide across foraging groups, however, men probably supplied the bulk of the food calories more often than women did. This is particularly true in the high, colder latitudes where there are few edible plants, and hunting is the main way to get food. In an analysis of nine well-studied groups, the proportion of calories that came from foods collected by women ranged from a maximum of 57 percent, in the desert-living G/wi Bushmen of Namibia, down to a low of 16 percent in the Aché Indians of Paraguay. Women provided one-third of the calories in these societies, and men two-thirds. But such averages do not give an accurate sense of the value of items each sex contributes. At different times of year, the relative importance of foods obtained by women and men can change, and overall each sex’s foods can be just as critical as the other’s in maintaining health and survival. Furthermore, each sex makes vital contributions to the overall household economy regardless of any difference in the proportion of food calories contributed.

The division of labor by sex affects both household subsistence and society as a whole. Sociologist Emile Durkheim thought that its most important result was to promote moral standards, by creating a bond within the family. Specialization of labor also increases productivity by allowing women and men to become more skilled at their particular tasks, which promotes efficient use of time and resources. It is even thought to be associated with the evolution of some emotional and intellectual skills, because our reliance on sharing requires a cooperative temperament and exceptional intelligence. For such reasons anthropologists Jane and Chet Lancaster described the sexual division of labor as the “fundamental platform of behavior for the genus Homo,” and the “true watershed for differentiating ape from human lifeways.” Whether they were right in thinking the division began with the genus Homo is debated. Though I agree with the Lancasters, many think the division of labor by sex started much later. But there is no doubt of its importance in making us who we are.

The classic explanation in physical anthropology for this social structure is essentially what Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin proposed: when meat became an important part of the human diet, it was harder for females than males to obtain. Males with a surplus would have offered some to females, who would have appreciated the gift and returned the favor by gathering plant foods to share with
males. The result was an incipient household. Physical anthropologist Sherwood Washburn put it this way:

When males hunt and females gather, the results are shared and given to the young, and the habitual sharing between a male, a female, and their offspring becomes the basis for the human family. According to this view, the human family is the result of the reciprocity of hunting, the addition of a male to the mother-plus-young social group of the monkeys and apes.

Washburn’s statement captures a core feature of conventional wisdom, which is that the way to explain the evolution of the sexual division of labor is to imagine that, together, meat eating and plant eating allowed a household. An un-stated assumption was that the food was raw. But if food was raw, the sexual division of labor is unworkable. Nowadays a man who has spent most of the day hunting can satisfy his hunger easily when he returns to camp, because his evening meal is cooked. But if the food waiting for him in camp had all been raw, he would have had a major problem.

The difficulty lies in the large amount of time it takes to eat raw food. Great apes allow us to estimate it. Simply because they are big—30 kilograms (66 pounds) and more—they need a lot of food and a lot of time to chew. Chimpanzees in Gombe National Park, Tanzania, spend more than six hours a day chewing. Six hours may seem high considering that most of their food is ripe fruit. Bananas or grapefruit would slip down their throats easily, and for this reason, chimpanzees readily raid the plantations of people living near their territories. But wild fruits are not nearly as rewarding as those domesticated fruits. The edible pulp of a forest fruit is often physically hard, and it may be protected by a skin, coat, or hairs that have to be removed. Most fruits have to be chewed for a long time before the pulp can be fully detached from the pieces of skin or seeds, and before the solid pieces are mashed enough to give up their valuable nutrients. Leaves, the next most important food for chimpanzees, are also tough and likewise take a long time to chew into pieces small enough for efficient digestion. The other great apes (bonobos, gorillas, and orangutans) commit similarly long hours to chewing their food. Because the amount of time spent chewing is related to body size among primates, we can estimate how long humans would be obliged to spend chewing if we lived on the same kind of raw food that great apes do. Conservatively, it would be 42 percent of the day, or just over five hours of chewing in a twelve-hour day.

People spend much less than five hours per day chewing their foods. Brillat-Savarin claimed to have seen the vicar of Bregnier eat the following within forty-five minutes: a bowl of soup, two dishes of boiled beef, a leg of mutton, a handsome capon, a generous salad, a ninety-degree wedge from a good-sized white cheese, a bottle of wine, and a carafe of water. If Brillat-Savarin was not exaggerating, the amount of food eaten by the vicar in less than an hour would have provided enough calories for a day or more. It is hard to imagine a wild chimpanzee achieving such a feat.

A few careful studies using direct observation confirm how relatively quickly humans eat their food. In the United States, children from nine to twelve years of age spend a mere 10 percent of their time eating, or just over an hour per twelve-hour day. This is close to the daily chewing time for children recorded by anthropologists in twelve subsistence societies around the world, from the Ye’kwana of Venezuela to the Kipsigi of Kenya and the Samoans of the South Pacific. Girls ages six to fifteen chewed for an average of 8 percent of the day, with a range of 4 percent to 13 percent. Results for boys were almost identical: they chewed for an average of 7 percent of the day, again
ranging from 4 percent to 13 percent.

The children’s data show little difference between the industrialized United States and subsistence societies. In the twelve measured cultures, adults chewed for even less time than the children. Women and men each spent an average of 5 percent of their time chewing. One might object that the people in the subsistence societies were observed only from dawn to dusk. Since people often have a big meal after dark, the total time eating per day might be more than indicated by the 5 percent figure, which translates to only thirty-six minutes in a twelve-hour day. But even if people chewed their evening meals for an hour after dark, which is an improbably long time, the total time spent eating would still be less than 12 percent of a fourteen-hour day, allowing two hours for the evening meal. However we look at the data, humans devote between a fifth and a tenth as much time to chewing as do the great apes.

This reduction in chewing time clearly results from cooked food being softer. Processed plant foods experience similar physical changes to those of meat. As the food canning industry knows all too well, it is hard to retain a crisp, fresh texture in heated vegetables or fruits. Plant cells are normally glued together by pectic polysaccharides. These chemicals degrade when heated, causing the cells to separate and permitting teeth to divide the tissue more easily. Hot cells also lose rigidity, a result of both their walls swelling and their membranes being disrupted by denaturation of proteins. The consequences are predictable. By measuring the amount of force needed to initiate a crack in food, researchers have shown that softness (or hardness) closely predicts the number of times someone chews before swallowing. The effect works for animals too. Wild monkeys spend almost twice as long chewing per day if their food is low-quality. Observers have recorded the amount of time spent chewing by wild primates that obtain human foods (such as garbage stolen from hotels). As the proportion of human foods rises in the diet, the primates spend less time chewing, down to less than 10 percent when all of the food comes from humans.

Six hours of chewing per day for a chimpanzee mother who consumes 1,800 calories per day means that she ingests food at a rate of around 300 calories per hour of chewing. Humans comparatively bolt their food. If adults eat 2,000 to 2,500 calories a day, as many people do, the fact that they chew for only about one hour per day means that the average intake rate will average 2,000 to 2,500 calories an hour or higher, or more than six times the rate for a chimpanzee. The rate is doubtless much more when people eat high-calorie foods, such as hamburgers, candy bars, and holiday feasts. Humans have clearly had a long history of much more intense calorie consumption than primates are used to. Thanks to cooking, we save ourselves around four hours of chewing time per day.

Before our ancestors cooked, then, they had much less free time. Their options for subsistence activities would therefore have been severely constrained. Males could not afford to spend all day hunting, because if they failed to get any prey, they would have had to fill their bellies on plant foods instead, which would take a long time just to chew. Consider chimpanzees, who hunt little and whose raw-food diet can be safely assumed to be similar to the diet of australopithecines. At Ngogo,
Uganda, chimpanzees hunt intensely compared to other chimpanzee populations, yet males still average less than three minutes per day hunting. Human hunters have lots of time and walk for hours in the search for prey. A recent review of eight hunter-gatherer societies found that men hunted for between 1.8 and 8.2 hours daily. Hadza men were close to the average, spending more than 4 hours a day hunting—about eighty times as long as an Ngogo chimpanzee.

Almost all hunts by chimpanzees follow a chance encounter during such routine activities as patrolling their territorial boundaries, suggesting that chimpanzees are unwilling to risk spending time on a hopeful search. When chimpanzees hunt their favorite prey—red colobus monkeys—the colobus rarely move out of the tree where they are attacked. The monkeys appear to feel safer staying in one place, rather than jumping to adjacent trees where chimpanzees might ambush them. The monkeys’ immobility allows chimpanzees to alternate between sitting under the prey and making repeated rushes at them. In theory, the chimpanzees could spend hours pursuing this prey. But at Ngogo the longest hunt observed was just over one hour, and the average length of hunts is only eighteen minutes. At Gombe I found that the average interval between plant-feeding bouts was twenty minutes, almost the same as the length of a hunt. The similarity between the average hunt duration and the average interval between plant-feeding bouts suggests that chimpanzees can afford a break of twenty minutes from eating fruits or leaves to hunt, but if they take much longer they risk losing valuable plant-feeding time.

The time budget for an ape eating raw food is also constrained by the rhythm of digestion, because apes have to pause between meals. Judging from data on humans, the bigger the meal, the longer it takes for the stomach to empty. It probably takes one to two hours for a chimpanzee’s full stomach to empty enough to warrant feeding again. Therefore, a five-hour chewing requirement becomes an eight- or nine-hour commitment to feeding. Eat, rest, eat, rest, eat. An ancestor species that did not cook would presumably have experienced a similar rhythm.

These time constraints are inescapable for a large ape or habiline eating raw unprocessed food. Males who did not cook would not have been able to rely on hunting to feed themselves. Like chimpanzees, they could hunt in opportunistic spurts. But if they devoted many hours to hunting, the risk of failure to obtain prey could not be compensated rapidly enough. Eating their daily required calories in the form of their staple plant foods would have taken too long.

Washburn and other anthropologists have proposed that the human division of labor by sex was based on hunting. They suggest that on days when a male failed to find meat, honey, or other prizes, a female could provide food to him. As we now see, this would not have been sufficient, because a returning male who had not eaten during the day would not have had enough time left in the evening to chew his plant-food calories. The same time constraints apply whether our precooking ancestor obtained his staple plant diet by his own labor or received it from a female. A division of labor into hunting and gathering would not have afforded consumption of sufficient calories, as long as the food was consumed raw.
Suppose that a hunter living on raw food has a mate who is willing to feed him, that his mate could collect enough raw foods for him (while satisfying her own needs) and would bring them back to a central place, to be met by her grateful mate. Then suppose the male has had an unsuccessful day of hunting. Even modern hunter-gatherers armed with efficient weapons often fail. Among the Hadza there are stretches of a week or more several times per year when hunters bring no big-game meat to camp. The hungry hunter needs to consume, say, two thousand calories, but he cannot eat after dark. To do so would be too dangerous, scrabbling in the predator-filled night to feel for the nuts, leaves, or roots his gatherer friend brought him. If the hunter slept on the ground, he would be exposed to predators and large ungulates as he fumbled for his food. If he were in a tree, he would find it hard to have his raw foods with him because they do not come in tidy packages.

So to eat his fill he would have to do most of his eating before dusk, which falls between about 6 and 7 P.M. in equatorial regions. If he had eaten nothing while on the hunt, he would need to be back in camp before midday, and there he would find his mate’s gathered foods (assuming she had been able to complete her food gathering so early in the day). He would then have to spend the rest of the day eating, resting, eating, resting, and eating. In short, the long hours of chewing necessitated by a raw diet would have sharply reduced hunting time. It is questionable whether the sexual division of labor would have been possible at all.

The use of fire solved the problem. It freed hunters from previous time constraints by reducing the time spent chewing. It also allowed eating after dark. The first of our ancestral line to cook their food would have gained several hours of daytime. Instead of being an opportunistic activity, hunting could have become a more dedicated pursuit with a higher potential for success. Nowadays men can hunt until nightfall and still eat a large meal in camp. After cooking began, therefore, hunting could contribute to the full development of the family household, reliant as it is on a predictable economic exchange between women and men.
An evening meal cooked by a woman serves her and her children’s needs. It also helps her husband by giving him a predictable source of food, allowing him to spend his day doing whatever activity he chooses. But while the arrangement is comfortable for both sexes, it is particularly convenient for the male. Why should a female cook for him? A focus on the peculiar properties of cooked food provokes a new understanding of the nature of married life and the human community. It suggests that the reasons why the sexes pair off go beyond the traditional ideas of mating competition, or the interests that women and men have in the product of each other’s labor. It leads to the uncomfortable idea that as a cultural norm, women cook for men because of patriarchy. Men use their communal power to consign women to domestic roles, even when women would prefer otherwise.

That women tend to cook for their husbands is clear. In 1973 anthropologists George Murdock and Catarina Provost compiled the pattern of sex differences in fifty productive activities in 185 cultures. Although men often like to cook meat, overall cooking was the most female-biased activity of any, a little more so than preparing plant food and fetching water. Women were predominantly or almost exclusively responsible for cooking in 97.8 percent of societies. There were four societies in which cooking was reportedly performed about equally by both sexes or predominantly by males. One of them, the Todas of South India, was an error: a 1906 report had been misleading. Murdock and Provost failed to catch a correction showing that Toda women did most of the cooking.

Even the apparent exceptions conformed to the general rule. The three standouts reveal an important distinction between two types of cooking: cooking for the family, done by women, and cooking for the community, done by men. The three were the Samoans, Marquesans, and Trukese, all in the South Pacific. Their cultural backgrounds are different and they are located hundreds of miles apart from one another, but they have one thing in common: their staple food is breadfruit. Breadfruit trees produce fruits the size of basket-balls, yield large volumes of high-quality starch, and demand cooperative processing.

The procedure for cooking the fruit pulp is physically arduous, takes many hours, and is performed
in a communal house by a group of men on days of their choice. The men build a large fire, peel the fruits, cut them into chunks, and steam them. On the Truk island group of Micronesia (now often called Chuuk), the ringing sound of sweat-soaked men pounding the fruit meat with coral pestles could be heard a hundred yards away. It was late in the day before men were done wrapping the cooled mash into leaf packages. They distributed the surplus to men who had not been cooking. At the end of the day, all the men had food packages, and sometimes they ate together in the men’s house, where women were not allowed.

Men did not need women to feed them. They could spend weeks at a time in the men’s houses with men of their lineage, receiving no assistance from women. But when men ate at home they gave the breadfruit mash to their wives, and their wives used it as the basis for the evening meal. Women rounded it out with pork or fish sauces and vegetables they cooked themselves. If there was no breadfruit, the women cooked other starchy foods such as taro roots. Men cooked the main staple when they chose to do so, but women were responsible for cooking everything else and for producing household meals.

Might there be a few societies, not sampled by Murdock and Provost, in which women are so liberated that the gendered pattern of cooking is reversed? Cultural anthropologist Maria Lepowsky studied the people of Vanatinai in the South Pacific expressly because, from the outside, this society seemed like a woman’s dream community. In many ways, life was indeed very good for women. There was no ideology of male superiority. Both sexes could host feasts, lead canoeing expeditions, raise pigs, hunt, fish, participate in warfare, own and inherit land, decide about clearing land, make shell necklaces, and trade in such valued items as greenstone ax blades. Women and men were equally capable of attaining the prestige of being “big” (important) people. Domestic violence was rare and strongly censured. There was “tremendous overlap in the roles of men and women” and a great deal of personal control over how they chose to spend their time. Women had “the same kinds of personal autonomy and control of the means of production as men.”

Yet despite the apparent escape from patriarchy, women on Vanatinai did all the domestic cooking. Cooking was regarded as a low-prestige activity. Other chores for which women were responsible included washing dishes, fetching water and firewood, sweeping, and cleaning up pig droppings. All were again regarded as low-status duties—in other words, the kind of work men did not want to do. One day as a group of women returned after walking three miles with heavy baskets of yams on their heads, they complained to Lepowsky, “We come home after working in the garden all day, and we still have to fetch water, look for firewood, do the cooking and cleaning up and look after the children while all men do is sit on the verandah and chew betel nut!” But when they asked for help with these tasks, “The men,” wrote Lepowsky, “usually retort that these are the work of women.” Why should the men help, if they can get away with not helping?

The worldwide pattern is reflected in the English language. The word *lady* is derived from the Old English *hlaefdige*, meaning “bread kneader,” whereas *lord* comes from *hlaefweard*, or “bread keeper.” Of course, men are entirely capable of cooking. In industrial societies men can be professional cooks. Spouses in urban marriages often share the cooking, or husbands can do most of it. In hunter-gatherer societies men cook for themselves on long hunting expeditions or in bachelor groups. Men cook on feast days and ritual occasions, cooperating in public somewhat like the
breadfruit cooks. But even the men who cook when no women are present or on ceremonial occasions still have their home foods prepared by women. The rule that domestic cooking is women’s work is astonishingly consistent.

The classic reason suggested for this pattern is mutual convenience. Each sex gains from sharing their efforts, as many happily married couples can attest. But the explanation is superficial because it does not address the more fundamental problem of why our species has households at all, or the darker dynamic that sometimes has husbands exploiting their wives’ labor. The men on Vanatinai could have shared the cooking easily, as the women would sometimes have liked them to do, but they chose not to. Charlotte Perkins Gilman noted that humans are the only species in which “the sex-relation is also an economic relation” and compared women’s role to that of horses. Molly and Eugene Christian complained that cooking “has made of woman a slave.” In theory, among hunter-gatherers both males and females could forage for themselves, like every other animal, and then cook his or her own meal at the end of the day. So what led to a sexual division of labor in which men routinely insist that it is women’s lot to do the household cooking?

Nonhuman primates mostly pick and eat their food at once. But hunter-gatherers bring food to a camp for processing and cooking, and in the camp, labor can be offered and exchanged. This suggests that cooking might be responsible for converting individual foraging into a social economy. Archaeologist Catherine Perlès thinks so: “The culinary act is from the start a project. Cooking ends individual self-sufficiency.” Relying on cooking creates foods that can be owned, given, or stolen. Before cooking, we ate more like chimpanzees, everyone for themselves. After the advent of cooking, we assembled around the fire and shared the labor.

Perlès’s notion that, by necessity, cooking was a social activity is supported by Dutch sociologist and fire expert Joop Goudsblom, who suggests that cooking required social coordination, “if only to ensure that there would always be someone to look after the fire.” Food historian Felipe Fernandez-Armesto proposed that cooking created mealtimes and thereby organized people into a community. For culinary historian Michael Symons, cooking promoted cooperation through sharing, because the cook always distributes food. Cooking, he wrote, is “the starting-place of trades.”

These ideas fit nicely with the ubiquitous social importance of cooked food. The contrast between communal and solitary eating is particularly pronounced among hunter-gatherers, for whom cooking is a highly social act, unlike eating raw food. When people are out of camp, their snacks tend to be raw foods such as ripe fruits or grubs, and these are normally collected individually and eaten without sharing. But when people cook food, they do so mostly in camp, and they share it within the family or, when feasting, with other families. Furthermore, much of the labor in preparing the meal is complementary. In a common pattern, a woman brings firewood and vegetables, prepares the vegetables, and does the cooking. A man brings meat, which either he or a woman might cook. Family members also tend to eat at roughly the same time (though the man may eat first) and often sit face to face around a fire.

But the suggestion that tending a fire, eating a meal, and sharing food require cooperation is obviously wrong. Alexander Selkirk, the real-life Robinson Crusoe, was very fit when he was rescued in 1709 after more than four years of cooking for himself in the Juan Fernandez Islands in the middle of the Pacific. Numerous solitary war survivors also have lived off the land and cooked for
themselves, as Shoichi Yokoi did in Guam for almost thirty years before he was found in 1972. Hunter-gatherer women sometimes collect food and fuel, tend a fire, and do the cooking without any support from their husbands, such as Tiwi women in northern Australia. Men in societies ranging from hunter-gatherers to the United States can go on hunting expeditions for days at a time and cook for themselves. Examples of individual self-sufficiency clearly undermine the idea that the sheer mechanics of cooking require that it be practiced cooperatively.

Why, then, is the “culinary project” so often social, if it does not need to be? Relying on cooked food creates opportunities for cooperation, but just as important, it exposes cooks to being exploited. Cooking takes time, so lone cooks cannot easily guard their wares from determined thieves such as hungry males without their own food. Pair-bonds solve the problem. Having a husband ensures that a woman’s gathered foods will not be taken by others; having a wife ensures the man will have an evening meal. According to this idea, cooking created a simple marriage system; or perhaps it solidified a preexisting version of married life that could have been prompted by hunting or sexual competition. Either way, the result was a primitive protection racket in which husbands used their bonds with other men in the community to protect their wives from being robbed, and women returned the favor by preparing their husbands’ meals. The many beneficial aspects of the household, such as provisioning by males, increases in labor efficiency, and creation of a social network for child-rearing, were additions consequent to solving the more basic problem: females needed male protection, specifically because of cooking. A male used his social power both to ensure that a female did not lose her food, and to guarantee his own meal by assigning the work of cooking to the female.

The logic for this theory begins with the banal observation that cooking is necessarily a conspicuous and lengthy process. In the bush, the sight or smell of smoke reveals a cook’s location at a long distance, allowing hungry individuals who have no food to easily locate cooks in action. The effect among *Homo erectus* is easily imagined. Because females were smaller and physically weaker, they were vulnerable to bullying by domineering males who wanted food. Each female therefore obtained protection from other males’ wheedling, scrounging, or bullying by forming a special friendship with her own particular male. Her bond with him protected her food from other males, and he also gave her meat. These bonds were so critical for the successful feeding of both sexes that they generated a particular kind of evolutionary psychology in our ancestors that shaped female-male relationships and continues to affect us today.

The idea that cooking has influenced social relationships in this way is supported by the intense aversion to competition shown by hunter-gatherers eating their meals. Lorna Marshall’s description of the delicacy with which Nyae Nyae !Kung treat one another at mealtimes is typical of hunter-gatherers: “When a visitor comes to the fire of a family which is preparing food or eating, he should sit at a little distance, not to seem importunate, and wait to be asked to share. . . . We observed no unmannerly behavior and no cheating and no encroachment about food. . . . The polite way to receive food, or any gift, is to hold out both hands and have the food or other gift placed in them. To reach out
with one hand suggests grabbing to the !Kung. I found it moving to see so much restraint about taking
food among people who are all thin and often hungry, for whom food is a constant source of anxiety.”

Such spontaneous etiquette is universal within functioning hunter-gatherer societies. Nothing like it
is found in any other social species. Among nonhuman animals, valuable items that cannot be eaten at
once predictably induce fights. Most of the fruits eaten by chimpanzees are the size of plums or
smaller, too small to be worth fighting over, but a single ripe breadfruit weighs up to eight kilograms
(eighteen pounds) and can take a group two hours to eat. An individual does not have time to swallow
it before others see the prize and come to compete for it. Offspring take advantage of the situation by
begging from their mothers, and adults fight to possess whole fruits or large pieces. Among
chimpanzees, males win. Among bonobos, females win. In each case, the winners are members of the
dominant sex. Among various species of spiders, a male that cohabits on a female’s web likewise
takes her food, and as a result she weighs less than if no male is there. Among savannah lions,
females lose much of their prey to males.

Restraint is rare indeed in animal competition over food. Chimpanzees fight over any food that can
be monopolized, but the contests are fiercest over meat, producing a fracas that can often be heard
more than a kilometer (half a mile) away. Within seconds of a successful predation by a low-ranking
chimpanzee, a dominant male is liable to snatch the entire carcass from the killer. In a large group, the
carcass will be torn apart by screaming males desperate for a share. Meat-eating can continue for
hours. Those without meat, or with only a small piece, beg hard with upturned hands and reaching
mouths. The harder they beg, the more meat they get, often by simply tearing it or pulling it away.
Possessors try to escape the pressure by turning their backs or climbing to an inaccessible branch.
They occasionally charge at their tormentors or flail the carcass at them. Such tactics buy time but are
rarely effective. Persistent begging is normally such a nuisance to the possessor that it reduces the
rate at which he can eat, and for this reason he sometimes allows others to take a piece of meat. He
occasionally even makes an outright donation to a pushy beggar, who immediately leaves with it.
Possessing meat can thus be less rewarding than expected from its food value. Meat brings trouble
because it takes time to eat.

The most subordinate individuals get little. In the mayhem of carcass division, females rarely end
up with a large piece. Overall, females eat much less meat than males, and their low success rate is
clearly due to their poor fighting ability. Females with close social relationships to male possessors
may get some meat, but in general, meat has less nutritional impact on the lives of female and young
chimpanzees than it does on males. Even sexually attractive females cannot expect meat.

If the first cooks were temperamentally like chimpanzees, life would have been absurdly difficult
for females or low-status males trying to cook a meal. Cooked food would have been intensely
valuable. Even the act of gathering creates value merely by assembling raw foods into a pile. Cooking
only increases its attraction. Subordinate individuals cooking their own meals would have been
vulnerable to petty theft or worse. If several hungry dominants were present, the weak or unprotected
would have lost much or all of the food. Females would have been the losers, just as they are among
chimpanzees. There are no indications that human females or their ancestors have ever been prone to
forming the kinds of physical fighting alliances with one another that protect bonobo females from
being bullied by males.
Consider the possibility that small groups of tough males could search for signs of a campfire as a way to feed themselves. They would be able to descend on an undefended cook and take his or her food at will—after waiting, perhaps, for the cooking to be done. If this ploy were regularly successful, the males could become professional food pirates, which in turn would mean they would not bother to feed themselves or prepare their own food, adding to their desperation to steal it. Male lions come close to doing this, regularly taking whatever meat they want from kills made by females. This scenario suggests that unless cooks somehow established a peaceful environment in which to work, cooking might not have been a viable method of preparing food at all.

Even humans steal readily in various circumstances, so our species is not inherently uncompetitive. The nervous child with a lunch box in the schoolyard knows the problem as well as the anxious late-night stroller with cash in his pocket. People who have the chance to take from members of a different social network have few qualms about doing so. Farmers living next to hunter-gatherers routinely complain of being robbed. Stealing, cheating, and bullying were prevalent among the troubled Ik in the uplands of northern Uganda observed by cultural anthropologist Colin Turnbull, whose book about them, *The Mountain People*, was said by writer Robert Ardrey to record a society without morality. The Ik were a hunting people who had been kept from their traditional hunting grounds. The result was starvation, disease, and mutual exploitation. Turnbull described an almost complete evaporation of their community spirit: “They place the individual good above all else and almost demand that each get away with as much as he can without his fellows knowing.” Turnbull’s description shows just how savage people can become when social networks break down and life is tough.

Ethnographers sometimes report cases of theft within stable hunter-gatherer communities. Turnbull described how Pepei, an Mbuti Pygmy, had to cook for himself because he was a bachelor with no female kin. As a result, he was often hungry. Several times he was caught stealing small quantities of food from another cooking pot or someone else’s hut, mostly from an old woman who had no husband to protect her. His punishment was public ridicule, receiving food fit only for animals, or a thrashing with a thorny branch. Pepei was forgiven after he ended up in tears.

Since hunter-gatherers are often hungry, one might imagine that food theft would be a daily problem. Like other people living in small-scale egalitarian societies, they have no police or any other kind of authority. A hunter-gatherer woman returns to camp in the middle of the day carrying the raw foods she has obtained. She then prepares and cooks them for the evening meal at her own individual fire. Men might return to camp at any time, alone or in a small group. Many of the foods a woman cooks are edible raw, so they could be eaten before, during, or after the cooking process. If a man returns from the bush feeling hungry and has no one to cook for him, he might be tempted to ask a woman for some food—or even simply take it—rather than doing his own cooking. He can also sneak about the camp at any other time, including night.

Yet such tactics are rare. The relaxed atmosphere Lorna Marshall described for the !Kung is due to a system that keeps the peace at mealtimes among hunter-gatherers and other small-scale societies. The system consists of strong cultural norms. Married women must provide food to their husbands, and they must cook it themselves, though other family members may help. Social anthropologists Jane Collier and Michelle Rosaldo surveyed small-scale societies worldwide. “In all cases,” they found,
“a woman is obliged to provide daily food for her family.” That is why married men can count on an evening meal. As a result, they have little reason to take food from women who are not their wives.

The obligation of wives to cook for their husbands occurs regardless of how much other work each of them do, or how much food they give each other. Sometimes men produce much more than women, as among traditional Inuit of the high Arctic, where the almost wholly animal diet of sea mammals, caribou, and fish was produced entirely by men. A man would hunt all day and would come home to a dinner his wife cooked. Cooking was slow over a seal-oil lamp, and women often had to spend much of the afternoon on the task. Sometimes the whole family went hunting together, but the wife had to return early to have everything ready when her husband and others returned to camp. Even when the time of her husband’s return was uncertain, she risked punishment if there was no food available for him. But at least a wife’s obligation to cook for a husband was matched by his providing all the food.

On the other hand, in some societies women brought home almost all the food. This happened among the Tiwi hunter-gatherers of northern Australia, a polygynous people who lived in households of up to twenty wives and one man. Women foraged for long hours and still returned in the evening to cook the one meal of the day. There were few animals to hunt. Men mostly contributed occasional small animals, such as goanna lizards, and brought in such little food that they needed women’s food production for their own welfare. As one Tiwi husband said, “If I had only one or two wives, I would starve.” Men relied on their wives not only for their own food but also to feed others. The possession of surplus food was the most concrete symbol of a Tiwi man’s success, allowing him to host feasts and promote his political agenda. Women’s high food contribution did not sway the balance of power in their marriages. Despite their economic independence and key role in their husbands’ status, they were “as frequently and as brutally beaten by their husbands as wives in any other savage society.”

Among the Inuit, Tiwi, and all other small-scale societies on record, fairness in distributing labor among women and men was not the issue. Whether or not wives wanted to do so, they cooked for their husbands. As a result, married men were guaranteed adequate food whether they returned late, tired, and hungry from a day’s hunting or came home relaxed and early from discussing politics with a neighbor. The man might have eaten in a courteous manner and have had a friendly or even loving interaction with his wife, but the formal structure of their eating relationship was that he could count on her labor and take a large portion of her food—typically, it seems, the best part.

Peace in the camp is further cemented by the principle that unless a husband gave his blessing, a wife could feed no other man except her close kin. This rule applied to cooked food around the campfire, as well as to the raw food she gathered. Other than her kin and husband, no one else had any right to ask for a share, so she could trudge back to camp secure in the knowledge that she would be able to cook all the food she had obtained. In Western society, we take the principle of ownership for granted. But among hunter-gatherers, this manifestation of private ownership is noteworthy because it lies in remarkable contrast to the obligatory sharing of men’s foods in particular, and more generally to a strong ethos of communitywide cooperation.
So however hard a man labors to produce food, in hunter-gatherer societies his rights to the food are a matter of communal decision. A man follows the rules, even if that means he gets nothing from his labor. Sometimes he must allow others to distribute his meat. A common requirement among Native American hunters was for boys making their first kill to carry their prize back to camp and stand by while others cooked and ate it. The practice symbolized the subordination of men to the demands of the group. More often, he divided his food himself. The community might allow him to make personal choices about who to give meat to, but not necessarily. In the western desert of Australia, every large hunted animal had to be prepared in a rigidly defined fashion when it was brought to camp. The hunter’s own share of a kangaroo was the neck, head, and backbone, while his parents-in-law received a hind leg, and old men ate the tail and innards. The contrast with women’s ownership of their foods is striking. Although women forage in small groups and might help one another find good trees or digging areas, their foods belong to them. The sex difference suggests that the cultural rules that specify how women’s and men’s foods are to be shared are adapted to the society’s need to regulate competition specifically over food. The rules were not merely the result of a general moral attitude.

A woman’s right to ownership protects her from supplicants of both sexes. In Australia’s western desert, a hungry aborigine woman can sit amicably by a cook’s fire, but she will not receive any food unless she can justify it by invoking a specific kinship role. It is even more difficult for a man. A bachelor or married man who approaches someone else’s wife in search of food would be in flagrant breach of convention and an immediate cause of gossip, just as a woman would be if she gave him any food. The norm is so strong that a wife’s presence at a meal can protect even a husband from being approached. Among Mbuti Pygmies, if a family is eating together by their hearth, they will be undisturbed. But when a man is eating alone, he is likely to attract his friends, who will expect to share his food.

Under this system, an unmarried woman who offers food to a man is effectively flirting, if not offering betrothal. Male anthropologists have to be aware of this to avoid embarrassment in such societies. Cofeeding is often the only marriage ceremony, such that if an unmarried pair are seen eating together, they are henceforward regarded as married. In New Guinea, Bonerif hunter-gatherers rely on the sago palm tree for their staple food year-round. If a woman prepares her own sago meal and gives it to a man, she is considered wed to him. The interaction is public, so others take the opportunity to tease the new couple with jokes equating food and sex, such as, “If you get a lot of sago you are going to be a happy man.” The association is so ingrained that a man’s penis is symbolized by the sago fork with which he eats his meal. If a man takes his sago fork out of his hair and shows it to a woman, they both know he is inviting her for sex. In that society, for a woman to even look at a man’s feeding implement is to break the rule against her constrained food-sharing.

Because interactions occur in public, a husband’s presence is not necessary to maintain customary principles. The husband’s role is important not so much for his physical presence, but because he represents a reliable conduit to the support of the community. If a wife reported to her husband that another man had inappropriately asked her for food, the accused would be obliged to defend himself to both the husband and the community at large.

This may explain one of the reasons why marriage is important to a woman in these societies.
Among the Bonerif, as among many hunter-gatherers, sexual intercourse is not tightly restricted to marriage. Wives are free to have sexual relations with several men at the same time, and may do so even when their husbands protest. Furthermore, they get little food from their husbands. But marriage means that her children will be accepted, according to anthropologist Gottfried Oosterwal. In addition, marriage gives a woman access to the only ultimate authority, which is the set of communal decisions reached by men in the men’s house. These decisions represent the “crystallized view of everyone about everything” and are accepted as the right view by the whole community. Having a husband means that when social conflict arises, a good wife has an advocate who is a member of the ultimate source of social control.

A link to the communal authority is critical, because the ability of victims to deter a bully or a persistent pest depends on their being a legitimate member of the community. Hunter-gatherers deal with braggarts, thieves, and violators of other social norms in a consistent way, according to anthropologist Christopher Boehm. They use communal sanctions. Whispers, rumors, and gossip evolve into public criticism or ridicule directed at the accused. If the offender continues to incur public anger, he or she will be severely punished or even killed. The killing is done by one or a few men but will be approved by all the elders. Capital punishment provides the sanction that most completely enforces hunter-gatherer adherence to social norms, and it is in men’s hands. Thus by virtue of being married (or, if unmarried, by virtue of being a daughter), a woman is socially protected from losing any of her food. Having a husband or father who is a legitimate member of the group, she is effectively protected by him.

In theory, cultural norms that oblige a woman to feed her husband but no other men could have arisen from a societal goal other than to protect women’s foods. Such norms might have arisen from a desire to avoid conflicts in general, or from a concern for reducing adultery in particular. But these alternative explanations are unconvincing because men needed their wives specifically to cook for them, rather than merely to behave in a way that promoted communal civility in general. Cross-cultural evidence described above shows that women’s cooking for the family is a universal pattern. From ethnographic reports it seems that this domestic service is often the most important contribution a wife makes to their partnership.

We have already seen that among the Tiwi a man depended on being fed by his wives, and it turns out that the Tiwi case is typical. Hunter-gatherer men suffered if they had no wives or female relatives to provide cooked meals. “An aborigine of this Colony without a female partner is a poor dejected being,” wrote G. Robinson about the Tasmanians in 1846. When an Australian aboriginal wife deserts her husband, wrote Phyllis Kaberry, he can easily replace her role as a sexual partner but he suffers because he has lost someone attending to his hearth. The loss is important because a bachelor is a sorry creature in subsistence societies, particularly if he has no close kin. As Thomas Gregor explained for the Mehinaku hunter-gardeners of Brazil, an unmarried man “cannot provide the bread and porridge that is the spirit’s food and a chief’s hospitality. . . . To his friends, he is an object of pity.” Colin Turnbull explained precisely why bachelors among Mbuti Pygmies were unhappy: “A
woman is more than a mere producer of wealth; she is an essential partner in the economy. Without a wife a man cannot hunt; he has no hearth; he has nobody to build his house, gather fruits and vegetables and cook for him.” Examples like these are so widespread that according to Jane Collier and Michelle Rosaldo, in small-scale societies all men have a “strictly economic need for a wife and hearth.” Men need their personal cooks because the guarantee of an evening meal frees them to spend the day doing what they want, and allows them to entertain other men. They can find opportunities for sexual interactions more easily than they can find a food provider.

In societies with no restaurants or supermarkets, the need for a wife can lead a man to desperate measures. Among the Inuit, where a woman contributed no food calories, her cooking and production of warm, dry hunting clothes were vital: a man cannot both hunt and cook. The pressure could drive widowers or bachelors to neighboring territories in an attempt to steal a woman, even if it meant killing her husband. The problem was so pervasive that the threat of stealing women dominated relationships among Inuit strangers: unfamiliar men would normally be killed even before questions were asked. Lust was not the motivation for stealing wives. “The vital importance of a wife to perform domestic services provided the most usual motive for abduction,” according to ethnographer David Riches. Oosterwal recorded a comparable reason for wife stealing in New Guinea, where a woman’s domestic contribution was critical because of the sago meal she prepared. Men wanted to give feasts as large as possible, so they needed women to organize the food. This led them to conduct raids on neighboring groups to kidnap wives for sago production. Captured women were put to work at once. Their sexual services were an added bonus.

Another version of the same formula applied to many Tiwi marriages. In this highly polygynous culture, old men took most of the young wives, so more than 90 percent of men’s first marriages were to widows much older than themselves, sometimes as old as sixty. The old wives might have been past child-bearing age and physically unattractive, but young men delighted in the marriages because they were then fed. Among one nearby group, the Groote Eylandt Aborigines, adult bachelors were given a teenage boy to do the domestic chores. The teenager was called a boy slave, suggesting that wives may have been similarly perceived as fulfilling a slavelike role.

Although the Inuit and Tiwi offer extreme examples of how hunter-gatherer men acquired wives, the importance of marriage for a man in small-scale societies was universal. Collier and Rosaldo explained that a married man has status because once he has a wife, he need never ask for cooked food and he can invite others to his hearth. He is also likely to eat well because men typically eat before their wives and have the choice of the best food. In Michael Symons’s words, men “demand selfless generosity from women.” To favor the married man even further, small-scale societies have food taboos such that married men are allowed to eat more of the choice kinds of food than are bachelors or women. Women in these societies often dislike marriage specifically because as wives they are obliged to produce food for men, and they have to work harder than they would as unmarried women.

Inequitable as marriage is in certain respects for hunter-gatherer women, that women have to cook for
moms empowers them. “Her economic skill is not only a weapon for subsistence, but also a means of enforcing good treatment and justice,” wrote Phyllis Kaberry of Australian aboriginal women. A wife who cooks badly might be beaten, shouted at, chased, or have her possessions broken, but she can respond to abuse by refusing to cook or threatening to leave. Such disputes seem to be characteristic mostly of new marriages. Most couples easily develop a comfortable predictability, with wives doing their best to provide husbands their cooked meals and husbands appreciating the effort. Hunter-gatherer women are therefore not normally treated badly, and many ethnographers have concluded that, in comparison to most societies, married women lead lives of high status and considerable autonomy.

Catherine Perlès was right in saying that cooking ends individual self-sufficiency. Cooking need not be a social activity, but a woman needs a man to guard her food, and she needs the community to back him up. A man relies on a woman to feed him, and on other men to respect his relationship with her. Without a social network defining, supporting, and enforcing social norms, cooking would lead to chaos.

It is impossible to know how rapidly cooking would have ended individual self-sufficiency after it was first practiced, but in theory the protective pair-bond system could have evolved quickly. Admittedly, the first cooks were not modern hunter-gatherers, and we know too little about their way of life to confidently judge the effects of cooking on social organization. We do not know how linguistically skilled our ancestors were when cooking was adopted. Language is needed nowadays to enforce culturally understood rules, and because a woman’s food is made secure by her being able to report on a thief’s activity. But at least we can say that three of the key behavioral elements found in the hunter-gatherer system—male food guards, female food suppliers, and respect for other’s possessions—are found in other animals, suggesting that a primitive version of the modern food-protection regime could have evolved rapidly among early cooks.

Gibbons illustrate the role of males as food guards. Pairs of these small tree-dwelling apes defend territories against their neighbors. When pairs meet at a tree in the border zone, males fight hard with each other, and the female of the winning male tends to eat better. While food guards are relatively common in animals, there is only one species in which females have been seen provisioning males: a tiny Australian insect called the Zeus bug. Male Zeus bugs are smaller than females and ride on the backs of their mates like jockeys. Females secrete a waxlike material on their backs that is eaten by the male and has no known purpose except to feed him. Males that have been prevented from eating the female’s secretions turn competitive: they steal the female’s fresh prey. The researchers who discovered this strange relationship hypothesize that females do better by feeding their riding males than by losing prey to them, perhaps because the waxy stuff contains nutrients that the females do not need. This system has apparently evolved to stop males from interfering with the female’s feeding. In other words, females feed males to reward them for behaving well. That is close to the system found in humans.

Male “respect for possession” is found more widely than female provisioning. Competition for mates among desert-living hamadryas baboons from around the Red Sea provides a striking example. Male hamadryas who do not know each other fight intensely over females, but among familiares a male is completely inhibited from interfering with an existing bond. Zoologist Hans Kummer demonstrated
this with experiments in which he captured two wild males who came from the same group. He found out which of the males was dominant by putting food between them. He then kept the males in separate cages. While the dominant male was allowed to watch, Kummer introduced an unfamiliar female into the cage of the subordinate. The dominant saw everything, but being in a different cage, he could do nothing to stop the subordinate from interacting with the new female. Inside the pairing cage, the subordinate male approached the female and quickly mated with her. A few minutes later she showed him her approval by grooming him, and by that time a bond was formed.

At this point Kummer introduced the dominant male into the cage where the subordinate male and his new female were enjoying their honeymoon. An hour earlier the dominant had been so superior that he had taken food from his subordinate at will, but now the dominant lost all interest in competing for the female. The dominant showed complete respect for the subordinate’s possession of the female. Films of these experiments show the dominant looking anywhere but at the subordinate. The dominant develops an intense fascination with a pebble at his feet, which he rolls and twiddles with a pointed finger. He stares at the clouds as if entranced by the weather. The one direction he does not look is toward the most obvious thing in the cage: the two so recently paired baboons. When paired in equivalent circumstances with an unfamiliar male, by contrast, the dominant baboon shows no such respect. Kummer’s experiment identified male bonding as the source of respect between males.

The food guarding, provisioning by females, and respect for possession found in animals are associated with males competing over sexual access to females, but only in humans have they led to households. Something about humans is different from other species. A woman’s need to have her food supply protected is unique among primates and provides a sensible explanation for the sexual division of labor.

The proposal that the human household originated in competition over food presents a challenge to conventional thinking because it holds economics as primary and sexual relations as secondary. Anthropologists often see marriage as an exchange in which women get resources and men get a guarantee of paternity. In that view, sex is the basis of our mating system; economic considerations are an add-on. But in support of the primary importance of food in determining mating arrangements, in animal species the mating system is adapted to the feeding system, rather than the other way around. A female chimpanzee needs the support of all the males in her community to aid her in defending a large feeding territory, so she does not bond with any particular male. A female gorilla, however, has no need for a defended food territory, so she is free to become a mate for a specific male. Many such examples suggest that the mating system is constrained by the way species are socially adapted to their food supply. The feeding system is not adapted to the mating arrangement. The consequences of a man’s economic dependence takes different forms in different societies, but recall that according to Jane Collier and Michelle Rosaldo, his needing a wife to provide food is universal among hunter-gatherers. Food, it seems, routinely drives a man’s marriage decision more than the need for a sexual partner.

Furthermore, food relationships appear to be more tightly regulated than sexual relationships. Among the Bonerif, husbands disapproved of their wives having sex with bachelors, but the bachelors did it anyway. Husbands were relatively tolerant of their wives having sex with other husbands, perhaps because promiscuous sex involved less threat of losing her economic services than
did promiscuous feeding. As in many other hunter-gatherer communities, Bonerif attitudes toward premarital sex are particularly open-minded. One girl had sex with every unmarried male in the community except her brother. But when a woman feeds a man, she is immediately recognized as being married to him. Western society is not alone in thinking that the way to a man’s heart is through his stomach.

Marriage in the United States affects women and men in different ways. Women tend to work longer hours after marriage, thanks to putting in extra time on household tasks, but men do no more household work than before they marry. The pattern is much the same as Jane Collier and Michelle Rosaldo found in small-scale societies, where marriage “binds specific people together in a particular, hierarchical system of obligations, requiring that women provide services for husbands.”

In Victorian England, the aesthetic writer John Ruskin argued that household labor was divided harmoniously and that women were superior to men. He credited women with greater organizational skills than men and explained that women were therefore better at managing households. But to philosopher John Stuart Mill, it was obvious that women were treated unfairly. Ruskin’s gallantry, he said, was “an empty compliment . . . since there is no other situation in life in which it is the established order, and considered quite natural and suitable, that the better should obey the worse. If this piece of talk is good for anything, it is only as an admission by men, of the corrupting influence of power.”

Mill’s accusation that Victorian British men used power to their own advantage might be applied equally well to all nonindustrial societies. The women living on Vanatinai had as much control over their lives as in any society. They were not regarded as inferior to men, and in the public realm they were not subject to male authority. But even when they were tired and men were relaxing, they still had to cook. Maria Lepowsky does not report what would have happened if a woman had refused to cook, but among hunter-gatherers who are similarly egalitarian, husbands are liable to beat wives if the evening meal is merely late or poorly cooked. When there is a conflict, most women have no choice: they have to cook, because cultural rules, ultimately enforced by men for their own benefit, demand it.

The idea that cooking led to our pair-bonds suggests a worldwide irony. Cooking brought huge nutritional benefits. But for women, the adoption of cooking has also led to a major increase in their vulnerability to male authority. Men were the greater beneficiaries. Cooking freed women’s time and fed their children, but it also trapped women into a newly subservient role enforced by male-dominated culture. Cooking created and perpetuated a novel system of male cultural superiority. It is not a pretty picture.
When Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin wrote, “Tell me what you eat and I shall tell you what you are,” he could not have known how right he was. Even nowadays no one knows how deeply the effects of cooking and the control of fire have been burned into our DNA.

Take the pace of our lives. Compared with great apes, we live a few decades longer and reach sexual maturity more slowly. Our long life spans suggest that our ancestors were good at escaping predators. Across species, those who can escape predators more easily tend to live longer. Tortoises, safe in their shells, have lives measured in decades, far longer than most animals their size. Flying species, such as birds or bats, live longer than those confined to the ground, such as mice or shrews. Even in captivity, terrestrial rodents rarely live more than two years, whereas bats of the same size can live for twenty years. Likewise, gliding animals live longer than their nongliding relatives. Bowhead whales stay so far north that killer whales cannot reach them, and they live more than a hundred years. The longevity of early humans is unknown, but their relative safety during evolution must have owed much to the use of fire to deter predators.

Or consider weaning. Cooked food, being soft, enables mothers to wean their young early. During human evolution, early weaning would have allowed a mother to recover her body condition rapidly after birth, promoting a short interval between births. In addition, the higher energy value of cooked food should have promoted a faster rate of growth for the young. The expected early weaning made possible by a human mother’s giving cooked food to her infant would have affected social behavior too. Mothers who weaned their babies early would have larger families than before, an infant and a toddler side by side. The advantages of help given by grandmothers and other kin would have increased. Chimpanzee grandmothers occasionally express interest in their daughters’ offspring through carrying or grooming, but they are normally preoccupied with their own infants. By generating easily donated gifts of cooked food that are useful for the young, the new system of processing food would have favored cooperative tendencies in rearing families.

Cooking also should have reduced the difficulties of finding enough to eat during the poorest seasons, when even now hunter-gatherers routinely find conditions hard. The notion of cooked food making life easier challenges the thrifty-gene hypothesis, which claims that because the environments of our hunter-gatherer ancestors were highly seasonal, we are physiologically adapted to periods of feast and famine. Accordingly, ancestral humans supposedly digested and stored energy in their bodies with exceptional efficiency. The thrifty-gene hypothesis suggests this efficiency was a useful
adaptation when starvation was a consistent threat but is responsible for obesity and diabetes in many modern environments. The cooking hypothesis suggests a different idea: during our evolution, our use of cooked food would have left us better protected from food shortages than the great apes are, or than our noncooking ancestors were. It implies that humans easily become obese as a result of eating exceptionally high-energy, calorie-dense food, rather than from ancient adaptation to seasonality. Great apes become obese in captivity on a rich diet of cooked food.

Cooking and the control of fire must have had substantial influences on our ancestors’ digestive physiology. Compared with our close ape relatives, humans regularly experience a higher caloric intake in a short time (e.g., a rapidly ingested evening meal), a more easily digested protein intake, and a higher concentration of the dangerous Maillard compounds that are produced by the combination of sugars and amino acids during cooking. We can therefore expect to find changes in our insulin system compared with those of apes, in the nature of our proteolytic enzymes, and in our systems of defense against a range of carcinogens and inflammatory agents. We might find that we are better protected against Maillard molecules than other primates are, given our uniquely long exposure to ingesting them in high concentrations.

Anthropologists often propose that when fire was first controlled, one of its major contributions was to keep people warm, but that idea wrongly implies that our precooking ancestors would have had difficulty staying warm without fire. Chimpanzees survive nights exposed to long, cold rain-storms. Gorillas sleep uncovered in high, cool mountains. Every species other than humans can maintain adequate body heat without fire. When our ancestors first controlled fire, they would not have needed it for warmth, though fire would have saved them some energy in maintaining body temperature.

But the opportunity to be warmed by fire created new options. Humans are exceptional runners, far better than any other primate at running long distances, and arguably better even than wolves and horses. The problem for most mammals is that they easily become overheated when they run. After a chimpanzee has performed a five-minute charging display, he sits exhausted, panting and visibly hot, beads of sweat glistening among his erect hairs as he uses increased air circulation and sweat production to dissipate his excessive heat. Most mammals cannot evolve a solution to this problem, because they need to retain an insulation system, such as a thick coat of hair. The insulation is needed to maintain body heat during rest or sleep, and of course it cannot be removed after exercise. At best it can be modified, such as by hair being erected to promote air flow.

The best adaptation to losing heat is not to have such an effective insulation system in the first place. As physiologist Peter Wheeler has long argued, this may be why humans are “naked apes”: a reduction in hair would have allowed Homo erectus to avoid becoming overheated on the hot savanna. But Homo erectus could have lost their hair only if they had an alternative system for maintaining body heat at night. Fire offers that system. Once our ancestors controlled fire, they could keep warm even when they were inactive. The benefit would have been high: by losing their hair, humans would have been better able to travel long distances during hot periods, when most animals are inactive. They could then run for long distances in pursuit of prey or to reach carcasses quickly.
By allowing body hair to be lost, the control of fire allowed extended periods of running to evolve, and made humans better able to hunt or steal meat from other predators.

The hair loss that benefited adults would have been a problem for babies because babies spend a lot of time inactive and are therefore at risk of becoming cold unless cuddled or nestled in warm surroundings. Perhaps at first babies retained their body hair even when their older siblings lost theirs. But an infant lying next to a fire would have risked burning his or her body hair. Nowadays, human babies are unique among primate infants in having an especially thick layer of fat close to the skin. Baby fat could well be partly a thermal adaptation to the loss of chimpanzee-like hair.

Even our ancestors’ emotions are likely to have been influenced by a cooked diet. Clustering around a fire to eat and sleep would have required our ancestors to stay close to one another. To avoid lost tempers flaring into disruptive fights, the proximity would have demanded considerable tolerance. The first dogs provide a provocative model for how tolerance might have evolved. According to biologists Raymond and Lorna Coppinger, wolves began their evolution into dogs when they were drawn to human villages in search of food refuse about fifteen thousand years ago. The Coppingers suggest that when wolves were attracted to these potent new food resources, there was intense natural selection in favor of the calmer individuals, because the calmer wolves were able to get closer to the settlements and more easily find the precious new foods. In effect, dogs experienced a form of self-domestication.

The first cooks probably experienced a similar process. Among the eaters of cooked food who were attracted to a fireside meal, the calmer individuals would have more comfortably accepted others’ presence and would have been less likely to irritate their companions. They would have been chased away less often, would have had more access to cooked food, and would have passed on more genes to succeeding generations than the wild-eyed and intemperate bullies who disturbed the peace to the point that they were ostracized by a coalition of the calm. A version of this system had probably already started before cooking, when groups of habilines clustered about a meat carcass.

A process similar to domestication could then have led to an evolutionary advance in ancestral humans’ social skills. In animals, more tolerant individuals cooperate and communicate better. Among chimpanzees, individuals that are more tolerant of each other cooperate better. Again, bonobos are more tolerant than chimpanzees, and they collaborate more readily to obtain food. Experimentally domesticated foxes are likewise more tolerant than their wild ancestors and are better at reading human signals. If the intense attractions of a cooking fire selected for individuals who were more tolerant of one another, an accompanying result should have been a rise in their ability to stay calm as they looked at one another, so they could better assess, understand, and trust one another. Thus the temperamental journey toward relaxed face-to-face communication should have taken an important step forward with Homo erectus. As tolerance and communication ability increased, individuals would have become better at reaching a mutual understanding, forming alliances, and excluding the intolerant. Such changes in social temperament would have contributed to a growing ability to communicate, including the evolution of language.

The changes wrought by cooked food would have included family dynamics and their supporting psychological mechanisms. The development of pair-bonds in early humans (or their elaboration, if habilines had already evolved a pair-bonding system) contributed to the importance of romantic
attachments. On the other hand, domestic violence would have been promoted by the way in which, thanks to cooking, labor is sexually divided and exchanged. Hunter-gatherers are not the only cultures in which wife-beating can be stimulated by disappointments over cooking. Sociologist Marjorie DeVault studied American households and found that “expectations of men’s entitlement to service from women are powerful in most families, [and] that these expectations often thwart attempts to construct truly equitable relationships and sometimes lead to violence.” Sigmund Freud thought the control of fire led to self-control. Around a hearth, he said, we have to suppress a primal urge to quench the flames with a stream of urine. Freud’s notion is far-fetched, but he was right about one thing: our species must have changed radically when we learned to live with flames.

The changes all depend on the mysterious initial moment. We may never know for sure how cooking started, because the breakthrough happened so long ago and probably rather quickly in a small geographical area. But we can use our growing knowledge of great ape behavior, nutrition, and archaeology to speculate. Consider first the woodland apes, or australopithecines. By the period between three million and two million years ago, several genera and many species of australopithecines had already occupied the African woodlands for perhaps three million years. At that time, the only known species of australopithecines were *Australopithecus afarensis*, *A. garhi*, and *A. africanus*, and then even they disappeared.

Climate change appears responsible for the extinction of australopithecine species. Africa began getting drier about three million years ago, making the woodlands a harsher and less productive place to live. Desertification would have reduced the wetlands where australopithecines would have found underwater roots, such as cattails and water lilies, and they would have found fewer fruits and seeds. The species of *Australopithecus* had to adapt their diet or go extinct. Two lines survived.

One adapted by intensifying its reliance on the underground foods that had provided the backup diet of less preferred foods for australopithecines in times of food scarcity. Their descendants rapidly developed enormous jaws and chewing teeth, and are recognized in the naming of a new genus, *Paranthropus*, or the “robust” australopithecines. *Paranthropus* emerged around three million years ago, possibly descendants of *Australopithecus afarensis* or *A. africanus*. They flourished in some of the same dry woodlands as our human ancestors until a million years ago and still looked like upright-walking chimpanzees. But even more than their *Australopithecus* ancestors, *Paranthropus* relied mainly on a diet of roots and other plant storage organs.

The other line of descendants led to humans, and it began with meat eating. Australopithecines must always have been interested in eating meat when they found fresh kills, just as chimpanzees and almost every other primate are today. They would therefore have readily pirated carcasses from any predator they were willing to confront, such as cheetahs or jackals, both of which had close relatives present in Africa by 2.5 million years ago. Chimpanzees today steal carcasses of young antelope or pigs from baboons. But stealing meat from lions and saber-tooths must normally have been too dangerous for australopithecines. Even lions and hyenas kill each other in competition over food, and australopithecines would have been feeble and slow compared to any of the big carnivores.
Given these challenges, it is unclear how australopithecines obtained access to the meat of antelope and other game animals. Maybe they found new ways to kill, which would have given them a few minutes or more to cut meat off their prey before they were chased away by the arrival of big carnivores. Or perhaps they discovered how to stand up to the dangerous predators without serious risk of being wounded or killed. A bold group of australopithecines might have confronted the predators with simple spears modified from digging sticks that they had used to obtain roots. That technology would not have been a huge advance from the short sticks chimpanzees use to jab at bush babies hidden in tree holes, as happens in Senegal. Or maybe they threw rocks at their opponents, much as chimpanzees now sometimes scare pigs or humans with well-aimed missiles in Gombe, Tanzania. If they threw rocks, they might have noticed that sometimes the rocks smashed on landing and produced flakes that could be used for cutting.

Whatever the technique, by at least 2.6 million years ago, some groups were definitely getting meat from carcasses that previously only big carnivores would have eaten. Over the next few hundred thousand years, impact notches and cut marks on animal bones caused by stone tools attest to habilines spending long enough in the danger zones to be able to slice the meat off dead animals, from turtles to elephants. The result was a new and immensely beneficial food source. Knowing that habilines were able to cut steaks and that chimpanzees often pound nuts with hammerstones, we can be sure that habilines would have had the cognitive ability to batter their meat before they ate it, and they surely would have preferred their meat pounded.

Habilines must have also eaten substantial amounts of plant food. During periods of food shortage, such as the annual dry seasons, meat would have been particularly low in fat, down to 1 to 2 percent. Plant foods would then have become critical. Habilines’ chewing teeth were similar in size and shape to those of australopithecines, showing a continuing commitment to the same plant foods, including raw roots and corms during the most difficult seasons, and such items as soft seeds and fruits when they could find them. Probably habilines prepared nuts by smashing them to expose the edible seeds, as chimpanzees do. It is doubtful that habilines could process plant foods by any techniques that were much more elaborate than pounding. Almost all the methods hunter-gatherers use to improve the nutritional value of plant foods involve fire, because heat is needed to gelatinize starch. Until fire was controlled, habilines would have been stuck with eating raw plant foods whose caloric value could not be much improved by cold processing.

The breakthrough could have been simple, because it did not require that fire be made from scratch. If fire could be captured, the tending would have been relatively easy. Among hunter-gatherers, children as young as two years old make their own fires by taking sticks from their mothers’ fires. Even chimpanzees and bonobos can tend fires well. The bonobo Kanzi is famous for his ability to communicate with psychologist Sue Savage-Rumbaugh using symbols. During an outing in the woods, Kanzi once touched the symbols for “marshmallow” and “fire.” He was given matches and marshmallows, and he proceeded to snap twigs for a fire, light them with matches, and toast the marshmallows. By the time of habilines, brain size had roughly doubled compared with the relative brain size of great apes. It is very likely that habilines were mentally capable of keeping a fire alive.

The big question for the habilines that became Homo erectus is not how they tended fire, but how they would regularly have obtained it. In his Descent of Man, Charles Darwin mentioned an idea
suggested by his archaeologist friend John Lubbock: sparks produced by accident from pounded rocks could have launched the control of fire. Anthropologist James Frazer liked the idea of human fire coming accidentally from hitting rocks together, and so did the Yakuts of Siberia, whose campfire tales recounted how hammering led to controlled fire. Certainly habilines would have seen sparks when they hit stones together to make tools. If they softened their meat by pounding it not only with logs but also with hammerstones, they would have had a second source of sparks. There often would have been dry tinder close by, such as grass or the tinder fungus that many people use today to catch a fire.

Anthropologists caution that the sparks produced by many kinds of rock are too cool or short-lived to catch fire. But when pyrites, a common ore containing iron and sulfur, are hit against flint, the result is a set of such excellent sparks that pyrites and flint are standard components of fire-making kits used by hunter-gatherers from the Arctic to Tierra del Fuego. If a particular group of habilines lived in an area exceptionally rich in pyrites, they could have found themselves inadvertently making fire rather often.

The steps to managing fire need not have involved the difficult process of deliberately making it. Here is an alternative scenario: during the tens of thousands of generations between the origin of habilines (at least 2.3 million years ago) and Homo erectus (at least 1.8 million years ago), from time to time the sparks resulting from habilines’ pounding rocks could have accidentally produced small fires in adjacent brush. Perhaps cocky juvenile habilines dared to grab the cool end of a branch and tease one another with the smoldering twigs or blazing leaves, much as young chimpanzees playfully bully one another with sticks they use as clubs. Adults learned the effect on one another of waving a burning log. The practice of scaring others with fire was then transferred to the serious job of frightening lions, saber-tooths and hyenas, similar to how chimpanzees use clubs against leopards. At first the fires went out. But over time, when sparks happened to start a fire, habilines learned that it was worth their while to keep it going. They cultivated fire as a way to help them defend against dangerous animals.

There are other possibilities. The climate was become increasingly dry. Natural fires could have become more frequent. Perhaps people walked behind brush fires looking for cooked seeds. Maybe they obtained fire from trees that burned slowly after being struck by lightning; a eucalyptus tree can smolder for eight months. Perhaps there was a permanent natural source somewhere in Africa, like the gas-fired strip of flame that has been burning nonstop near Antalya in southwestern Turkey ever since Homer recorded it in the Iliad almost three thousand years ago.

Repeated experience with natural fire would have been necessary to give individuals the confidence to use it, which would not have happened easily—otherwise, fire would have been controlled by every group of habilines. But if there were a natural source of fire, such as sparks, there would have been no need to learn to make fire, because it could be taken from nature again and again, and eventually from other groups: the chance of a rainstorm extinguishing every fire in a neighborhood would soon have become vanishingly small. Among Australian aborigines, groups that
lost their fire from a drenching rain or flood would refresh their supply from neighbors, who would expect something in return, such as quartz flakes or red ocher. Sometimes the trade occurred across a territorial boundary, which made it dangerous, but risk did not prevent the vital recovery of fire.

Keeping a fire lit would have been a big achievement, but logs are easy to keep aflame when people are moving. Hunter-gatherers regularly carry fire in the form of a burning log. As long as the carrier is walking, the fire is well oxygenated and the log continues to smolder. When people stop, they start a small fire within a few minutes by adding a few sticks to the smoldering log and blowing.

An important step in fire’s becoming a central part of human lives was to maintain it at night. Suppose some habilines carried a smoldering log by day to protect against predators, then left it at the base of a sleeping tree when they climbed to make a nest for the night. It would not have been such a big step to give it extra fuel so the log would still be burning the next day—perhaps after seeing this happen first by accident. From there it would have been a smaller step to sitting near the fire to keep it burning, and thereby take advantage of its protection, light, and warmth.

Once they kept fire alive at night, a group of habilines in a particular place occasionally dropped food morsels by accident, ate them after they had been heated, and learned that they tasted better. Repeating their habit, this group would have swiftly evolved into the first *Homo erectus*. The newly delicious cooked diet led to their evolving smaller guts, bigger brains, bigger bodies, and reduced body hair; more running; more hunting; longer lives; calmer temperaments; and a new emphasis on bonding between females and males. The softness of their cooked plant foods selected for smaller teeth, the protection fire provided at night enabled them to sleep on the ground and lose their climbing ability, and females likely began cooking for males, whose time was increasingly free to search for more meat and honey. While other habilines elsewhere in Africa continued for several hundred thousand years to eat their food raw, one lucky group became *Homo erectus*—and humanity began.
Cooking launched a dietary commitment that today drives an industry. The popular foods cooked in giant factories are often scorned as lacking in micronutrients, having too much fat, salt, and sugar, and having too few interesting tastes, but they are the foods we have evolved to want. The result is excess. By the turn of the twenty-first century, 61 percent of Americans were “overweight enough to begin experiencing health problems as a direct result.” With the ready availability of such products as high-fructose corn syrup, cheap palm oil, and intensely milled flour, measured daily energy intake in the United States rose by almost two hundred calories between 1977 and 1995. As a result, more people continue to die in the United States of too much food than of too little, as John Kenneth Galbraith first noted a half century ago. The trends toward easier foods and greater obesity are now found in many industrialized countries. To reverse the decline in health, we should eat more foods with a low caloric density. But few examples can be found in the typical supermarket, because we tend not to like them. We would find it easier to choose appropriate foods if we had a better sense of how many calories we obtain from them. We need to become more aware of the calorie-raising consequences of a highly processed diet.

To do so, we need to better understand nutritional biophysics. Consider meat: the biochemistry of protein digestion is well known. Researchers know precisely what secretions are applied to food molecules at each point in their journey down the alimentary canal. They can say which chemical bonds are severed by which enzymes at which point, how the cells and membranes carry the products of digestion across the gut wall, and how mucosal cells respond to changing pH or mineral concentrations. The detail of biochemical knowledge is exquisite.

Yet this impressive expertise concerns protein, not meat, digestion. Nutritional science is focused so intensively on chemistry that physical realities are forgotten. Researchers treat the food entering the stomach as if it were a solution of nutrients ready for a cascade of biochemical reactions. They forget that our digestive enzymes interact not with free proteins but with a slimy three-dimensional bolus, which after a meal of meat is a messy collection of chewed chunks of muscle, each piece of which is wrapped in multilayered tubes of connective tissue. Structural complexity matters because it affects how easily the food bolus is converted to digestible nutrients, and therefore how many calories we get from our food. As we saw in chapter 3, the rats that gained an extra 30 percent fat in Oka’s experiment had no extra calories in their food. They merely had their diet softened. The Evo Diet, described in chapter 1, was calculated to give the volunteers sufficient calories to maintain weight, yet they lost weight rapidly.

Assessing the energy value of foods is a difficult technical problem. Nutritionists cannot calculate the value of foods directly because foods are too complicated in their composition and structure, and digestive systems treat different foods in different ways. So instead of making precise calculations of exactly the number of calories people can obtain from a given food, nutritionists make rough guesses. They do so according to a set of agreed rules that are not perfect but provide a good approximation, at least for foods that are very easily digested. They call these rules a convention.
For more than a century, the convention that has dominated estimating energy values in foods, and now undergirds the food-labeling system of the Western world, has been the Atwater system. Wilbur Olin Atwater, who invented it, was born in 1844. He was a professor of chemistry at Wesleyan College in Connecticut at the end of the nineteenth century. His admirable aim was to ensure that poor people could use their limited resources to get enough to eat. He set out to discover how many calories different foods provided. Atwater knew that food contained three main items the body uses for energy: protein, fat, and carbohydrate. Using a simple laboratory device called a bomb calorimeter, he recorded how much heat was released when typical proteins, fats, and carbohydrates were completely burned. He found that there was not a lot of variation among the different types of each item. For example, all proteins tended to produce a little more than four kilocalories of heat per gram.

After that, Atwater needed to know two more things. First was how much of the major macronutrients—protein, fat, and carbohydrate—a food contains. Fat was easy, because unlike protein and carbohydrates, fat dissolves in ether. So Atwater chopped foods finely, shook them up with ether, and weighed how much material was dissolved in the ether. That gave him a food’s fat content (or, more strictly, lipid content: lipids include both fats, which are solid at room temperature, and oils, which are liquid). The same method is used today. Protein was harder to index because no test identifies proteins in general. However, Atwater knew that about 16 percent of the weight of an average protein was nitrogen. So he found a way to measure the amount of nitrogen, which gave him the concentration of protein.

Carbohydrates were the hardest. There was no test then, nor is there now, for identifying the concentration of carbohydrates in general. But Atwater knew the main organic matter in foods were the three big items, protein, fat, and carbohydrate. He also knew how to calculate the total amount of organic matter. He simply burned the food completely, leaving only the mineral ash that did not burn and was therefore the inorganic part. Knowing how much organic matter the food contained and how much fat and protein it held, he obtained the amount of carbohydrate by subtraction: the weight of carbohydrate was what was left when the weights of the fat, protein, and mineral ash had been subtracted from the total weight of the original food item.

Atwater was thus able to estimate the amount of protein, lipid, and carbohydrate in his food. The second piece of information he needed was how much of the food a person eats is digested, as opposed to being passed through the body unused. This required him to analyze the feces of people who were eating precisely measured diets, which he duly did. He was then able to estimate, for each of the three nutrients, how much of what was eaten was also digested. Once again he found that there was little variation within the categories of protein, fat, and carbohydrate, so he assumed the variation could be ignored.

The chemist now had what he wanted. He knew how much energy each of the three big types of macronutrient contained, how much of each macronutrient was present in the food, and how much of it was used in the body. Ignoring variation within each type of macronutrient, he proposed the convention that still dominates the food industry and government standards. By taking into account the proportion of the food that he found was not digested, which was rarely more than 10 percent, he claimed that on average proteins and carbohydrates each yield four kcal/gram, while lipids yield nine kcal/gram. These are known as Atwater’s general factors.
This simple and convenient system forms the basis of the Atwater convention and is essentially what the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s National Nutrient Database and McCance and Widdowson’s *The Composition of Foods* use to produce their tables of nutrient composition. But nutritionists have long recognized important limitations in the Atwater convention, so it has been modified in various ways. One way was to make the general factors more specific. In 1955 the Atwater specific-factor system was introduced to take advantage of a half century of nutritional biochemistry research. For example, the energy value of different types of protein is known to vary: egg protein produces 4.36 kcal/gram, whereas brown rice protein produces 3.41 kcal/gram, and so on. An exhaustive list of such variants has been compiled.

Modifications have also been made to the systems for analyzing nutrient composition. Atwater assumed that all the nitrogen in a food was part of a protein and that all proteins contained 16 percent by weight of nitrogen. However, nitrogen can be found in other molecules that may or may not be digestible, such as nonprotein amino acids and nucleic acids, and some proteins have more or less than 16 percent of nitrogen. So for several decades Atwater’s general average of 16 percent nitrogen per protein has been replaced by specific figures, such as 17.54 percent for macaroni protein and 15.67 percent for milk protein.

I mention these modifications to the Atwater system to show that nutritionists have been actively engaged in trying to improve it, and to show that the changes they have proposed have on the whole been rather minor. For example, although egg protein produces more kilocalories per gram (4.36) than brown rice protein (3.41), neither figure is very far from Atwater’s estimate of 4 kcal/gram. In fact, although the specific-factor system lends greater precision, the overall effects of the changes are so small that some nutritionists (particularly those in Britain) still prefer to use general factors, albeit modified since Atwater’s time.

The general factors have never been static; more factors have been added over time. Even Atwater modified his own system by separating alcohol into its own category (he gave it a rounded value of seven kcal/gram). Much later, in 1970, a general factor was added for the class of carbohydrates called monosaccharides, or simple sugars. New general factors have also been proposed for dietary fiber (or nonstarch polysaccharides), which are so much less well digested than other carbohydrates that they clearly deserve a lower energy value than four kcal/gram; a figure of two kcal/gram has been proposed. The system has also been modified to allow for energy lost in urine and gas production. These and similar modifications continue to tweak the original Atwater system while retaining its essential philosophy.

The Atwater system is thus a flexible convention that is continuously modified but still provides the fundamental basis for assessment of energy value in today’s foods. It allows people eating ordinary cooked foods to track their caloric intake sufficiently to get a good idea of when they are overeating or undereating. But it has two critical problems that undermine its ability to assess the food value of items of low digestibility, such as raw foods or foods like whole-grain flour with large particles.

The first problem is that the Atwater convention does not recognize that digestion is a costly process. When we eat, our metabolic rate rises, the maximum increase averaging 25 percent. The corresponding figures for fish (136 percent) and for snakes (687 percent) are vastly higher, showing that humans pay less for digestion than other species, presumably due partly to our food being cooked. But the cost of digestion is still significant for humans and can be reduced or raised depending on the food type.

When Atwater burned foods in a bomb calorimeter, he ignored this complexity. He assumed that humans could use all the energy present in a food and digested in the body. If food burns in the bomb
calorimeter, Atwater seemed to conclude, it produces the same amount of energy value in our bodies. But the human body is not a bomb calorimeter. We do not ignite food inside our bodies. We digest it, and we use calories to pay for this complex series of operations. The cost varies by nutrient. Protein costs more to digest than carbohydrates, while fat has the lowest digestive cost of all macronutrients. In a 1987 study, people eating a high-fat diet achieved the same weight gain as others eating almost five times the number of calories in the form of carbohydrate. The higher the proportion of protein in the food, the higher the cost of digestion. Based on animal studies, we can expect that the costs of digestion are higher for tougher or harder foods than softer foods; for foods with larger rather than smaller particles; for food eaten in single large meals rather than in several small meals; and for food eaten cold rather than hot. Individuals vary too. Lean people tend to have higher costs of digestion than obese people. Whether obesity leads to a low cost of digestion or results from it is unknown. Either way, the variation is important for someone watching his or her weight. For the same number of measured calories, an obese person, having a lower digestive cost, will put on more pounds than a lean person. Life can be unfair.

Compounding the problem, a second big failure of the Atwater system is closely related and equally important. The Atwater system assumes that the proportion of food digested is always the same, regardless of whether the food is in liquid or solid form, part of a high-fiber or low-fiber diet, or raw or cooked. Recall that one of Atwater’s general factors was the proportion of food that is passed into the feces undigested. He found that this was low—10 percent or less—and he assumed that this proportion was constant. This assumption has long been known to be wrong. When A. L. Merrill and B. K. Watt introduced the Atwater specific-factor system in 1955, they noted specifically that the digestibility of a grain is affected by how finely it is milled. More extensively milled flour might be completely digested, whereas less milling could lead to 30 percent of the flour being excreted unused. So they called for specific data to be applied to the digestibility of every food. Such data, however, are often unavailable. Identifying the digestibility of each food according to its physical state is difficult, because large numbers of experiments are required. To complicate matters further, the digestibility of the same item varies according to the food context in which it is consumed. For example, protein digestibility tends to be lower when the protein is part of a high-fiber food than when part of a low-fiber food. For raw foods, we have only scattered information on how various durations of cooking, down to none at all, influence the proportion of a food that is digested. Very few studies use the only appropriate measure, ileal digestibility, which takes the sample of unused food at the end of the small intestine, rather than at elimination from the body.

All these factors play such an important role in determining the net value of a food item that many nutritionists have called for a major revision of the Atwater convention. But the information needed to account for the effects of variation in the cost of digestion and digestibility is hard to obtain and difficult to incorporate into a food-labeling system. A widespread preference therefore persists among professionals to keep the Atwater general-factor system. Essentially, nutrition science is faced with choosing between the immense effort of accumulating nutritional-value data that are difficult to quantify but accurate, on the one hand, or using easily quantified but physiologically unrealistic measures, yielding only a rough approximation of food value. Given the difficulty of acquiring the actual, contextually adjusted nutritional values of individual foods (and combination of foods), the general public is provided with estimates of food values that do not reflect the realities of the digestive process. The scientists who compiled the National Nutrient Database and The Composition of Foods must have known that raw foods would produce less net energy than cooked foods and that a higher proportion of raw food was likely to pass through the body unused. But they were locked into
an old, approximate-measurement technique, and the result is a falsehood. The data in standard
nutritional tables assume that particle size does not matter and that cooking does nothing to increase
the energy value of foods, when abundant evidence shows the opposite to be true.

The physics of food matters because our foods and food processing techniques are changing in
ways we can expect to contribute to the obesity crisis—thanks to our inability to assess the real
caloric value of our diet. In our grocery stores, we find flour that has been ground ever finer, foods
made ever softer, calories in ever greater concentration. Rough breads have given way to Twinkies,
apples to apple juice. Consumers are misled by the current food-labeling system into thinking they
will get the same number of calories from a given weight of macronutrients regardless of how it has
been prepared. People are unlikely to experience consequences of our dietary choices any differently
than the snakes that got more food value from eating meat that had been ground up, or the rats that got
fat when their food pellets were soft. Only one study has been conducted to test the effect of food
hardness on health. It found that Japanese women whose diets were softer had larger waists, which
are associated with higher rates of mortality. That was a preliminary study. It will take time to show
how consistent such effects are, but the indications are clear. We become fat from eating food that is
easy to digest. Calories alone do not tell us what we need to know.

It is time to modify Atwater’s convention to include the effects of the physical structure of foods in
estimates of a food’s nutritional value. And we must educate ourselves. As food writer Michael
Pollan has argued, we should choose “real food,” not “nutrients.” For Pollan, real food is natural or
only lightly processed, recognizable and familiar. By contrast, nutrients are invisible chemicals, such
as essential oils and amino-acids and vitamins, objects of scientific expertise whose significance we
must take on faith. The less processed our food, the less intense we can expect the obesity crisis to be.

We once thought of our species as infinitely adaptable, particularly in our diet. Different peoples
survive on diets that range from 100 percent plants to 100 percent animals. Such flexibility buttresses
a notion that human evolutionary success depended merely on inventiveness. Taken to extremes, our
species seems to be free to create our own evolutionary ecology.

The cooking commitment says otherwise. The human ancestral environment was full of uniform
problems: how to get fuel, how to regulate feeding competition, how to organize society around fires.
The big problem of diet was once how to get enough cooked food, just as it is still for millions of
people around the world. But for those of us lucky enough to live with plenty, the challenge has
changed. We must find ways to make our ancient dependence on cooked food healthier.
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Introduction: The Cooking Hypothesis


3 **sharp flakes dug from Ethiopian rock:** Toth and Schick (2006).

5 **some habilines evolved into Homo erectus:** The fossils I refer to as habilines are conventionally called either *Australopithecus habilis* or *Homo habilis*: Haeusler and McHenry (2004), Wood and Collard (1999). I call them habilines because they do not fit tidily into either *Australopithecus* or *Homo*. The dates of origin and disappearance of the habilines and *Homo erectus* are not precisely known. The most recent evidence of a habiline is at 1.44 million years ago (Koobi Fora, Kenya, specimen number KNM-ER 42703, Spoor et al. [2007]), while *Homo erectus* is possibly seen as early as 1.9 million years ago (KNM-ER 2598), and definitely by 1.78 million years ago (KNM-ER 3733, Antón [2003]). This means *Homo erectus* could have overlapped with habilines for almost half a million years, though the two species did not necessarily occupy the same areas at the same times. Characteristics of *Homo erectus*: Aiello and Wells (2002), Antón (2003).

5 **some anthropologists call them Homo sapiens:** Antón (2003, p. 127) reviews the naming debate.

6 **According to the most popular view:** Cartmill (1993) reviews the history of meat-eating hypotheses. Recent advocates for the importance of meat eating in human evolution and adaptation include Stanford (1999), Kaplan et al. (2000), Stanford and Bunn (2001), and Bramble and Lieberman (2004). O’Connell et al. (2002) provide a critique.

10 “probably the greatest [discovery], excepting language, ever made by man”: Darwin (1871 [2006]), p. 855. Accounts of learning to make fire, and reports of camping days that ended with a cooked evening meal, are in Darwin (1888).

10 **He cited his fellow evolutionist Alfred Russel Wallace:** Darwin (1871 [2006]), p. 867.

12 “People do not have to cook their food”: Lévi-Strauss (1969); Leach (1970), p. 92.


One: Quest for Raw-Foodists

15 Mongol warriors of the thirteenth century: Polo (1926), p. 94.

16 nine volunteers: The Evo Diet experiment was described by Fullerton-Smith (2007).

17 Raw-foodists are dedicated: Many contemporary devotees insist on their diets being 100 percent raw, but most of those who call themselves raw-foodists are not so strict, in some cases allowing half of their diet to be cooked. Most raw-foodists are vegans, eating diets of germinated seeds, sprouts, cereals, nuts, vegetables, and fruits. Oils and oily fruits such as avocado can be particularly important (Hobbs [2005]).

There are only three studies of body weight in raw-foodists: Koebnick et al. (1999), Donaldson (2001), Fontana et al. (2005). The Koebnick study has the largest sample and widest range of diets, but all had similar results. Donaldson (2001) studied vegetarians. On a diet of dehydrated barley juice and nineteen daily servings of fruit and vegetables, the subjects felt better than when they had eaten cooked food, but their energy intake was 20 percent below recommended levels. Women took in a mere 1,460 calories per day and men 1,830 calories per day. Fontana et al. (2005) studied raw-foodists and controls matched by age and height. Women who ate raw food weighed 12.6 kilograms less (27.7 pounds) than their counterparts who ate cooked food, while the equivalent drop for men was 17.5 kilograms (38.5 pounds).

18 no difference in body weight between vegetarians and meat eaters: Rosell et al. (2005).

18 “I’m almost always hungry”: Journalist Jodi Mardesich’s diary was posted at www.slate.com/id/2090570/entry/2090637/. The Giessen Raw Food study found that 82 percent: Koebnick et al. (2005).

19 healthy women on cooked diets rarely fail to menstruate: Barr (1999), who also reported that among women with stable body weight, vegetarians had fewer menstrual disturbances than those who ate meat.

20 Reduced reproductive function means: Ellison (2001) describes the impact of activity on reproductive function.


22 nutritional biochemist NancyLou Conklin-Brittain finds that carrots contain: Conklin-Brittain et al. (2002).


23 periodic shortages of energy like this are routine: Jenike (2001).


Other raw-foodists are guided by moral principles: Symons (1998), p. 98, cites Greek sources on the unnaturalness of cooking and meat eating.

the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley: His argument was published privately in 1813 as *A Vindication of Natural Diet*. Shelley’s wife, Mary Shelley, was so inspired by her husband’s ideas about the corrosive influences of cooking that when she wrote *Frankenstein* in 1818, she subtitled it *The Modern Prometheus* (Shelley [1982]). Like imagined ancestors in a golden age, Frankenstein’s created human (the “monster”) was a vegetarian who at first ate his food raw: he relied on finding berries in trees or lying on the ground. When Frankenstein’s monster found a campfire abandoned by beggars, he discovered that cooking improved the taste of offal. Mary Shelley thus echoed old ideas that the importance of cooking lay in better tastes. However, she appeared to acknowledge that humans now need cooked food, because the monster declared himself to be similar to real humans in almost all ways except that he could survive on a coarser diet. She herself ate her food cooked.


Recent studies indicate that low bone mass: Fontana et al. (2005). Other health consequences: Koebnick et al. (2005).

What about reliance on raw food in nonindustrialized cultures? Sumerians: Symons (1998), p. 256. “Only savages” is from the Chevalier Louis de Jaucourt, cited by Symons (1998), p. 100. Seri: Fontana (2000), p. 22. Fontana (2000), p. xxvii, said much of what McGee wrote about the Seri has been thoroughly discredited. McGee wanted to prove the Seri would be primitive, and made unsupported claims to buttress his preconceptions. Felger and Moser (1985), p. 86, describe Seri cooking. They wrote that the “numerous earlier accounts of the Seri eating raw or even spoiled meat may be somewhat exaggerated or secondhand information.” Pygmies in Ruwenzoris: *New Vision* (Uganda newspaper), March 2, 2007, citing the executive director of Uganda’s Rural Welfare Improvement for Development. Pygmies have been much studied everywhere. Pygmies cook their food, from Camaroon to Uganda. There have been many parallel claims about the existence of tribes who do not know how to make fire. Again, these claims have been carefully examined and found to be wrong. Particular individuals may be poor at making fire, however. Furthermore, there can be times when people do not have the relevant tool kit at hand, such as fire stones, drills, and tinder. For universal cooking: Tylor (1870), p. 239. For universal fire-making: Frazer (1930), Gott (2002).

The quirky nutritionist Edward Howell thought so: Howell (1994).

The most detailed studies of unwesternized Inuit diets were by Vilhjalmur Stefansson: Stefansson’s diaries are detailed in Pálsson (2001), pp. 95, 97, 100, 204, 210, 282. See also Stefansson (1913), pp. 174, and Stefansson (1944).
“Woe betide the wife who keeps him waiting”: Jenness (1922), p. 100.

Like every culture the main meal of the day was taken in the evening: Quote is from Tanaka (1980), p. 30. Evidence of hunter-gatherers eating evening meals: Inuit: “The one cooked meal of the day was in the evening,” Burch (1998), p. 44; Tiwi: “at least two or three of [my wives] are likely to bring something back with them at the end of the day, and then we can all eat,” Hart and Pilling (1960), p. 35; Aranda: “The principal meal is generally taken toward evening, when returning from the hunt and the mana-gathering. The women collect the fuel,” Schulze (1891), p. 233. Siriono: “The principal meal is always taken in the later afternoon or early evening,” with each nuclear family cooking its own food, Holmberg (1969), p. 87; Andaman Islanders: “In the afternoon the women return with what food they have obtained and then the men come in with their provision. The camp, unless the hunters have been unsuccessful, is then busy with the preparation of the evening meal, which is the chief meal of the day. . . . The meat is distributed amongst the members of the community and the woman of each family then proceeds to cook the family meal,” Radcliffe-Brown (1922), p. 38; Tlingit: “Formerly they ate but twice daily: the morning meal upon rising . . . and evening food.” “The latter was the substantial meal . . . the hunter or traveler would not eat until he was safe in camp, or the day’s work done,” Emmons (1991), p. 140. I have found no exceptions to the evening meal being the main reported meal for hunter-gatherers.

Most fruits are preferred raw and are eaten in the bush: The proportion of plant species always eaten cooked was markedly higher for roots (76 percent of fifty-one species), seeds (76 percent of forty-five species) and nuts (75 percent of sixteen species) than for fruits (5 percent of ninety-seven species). Data tallied from Appendix in Isaacs (1987). Raw snacks by day: Australians: O’Dea (1991); Peruvians: Johnson (2003).

Dougal Robertson, and his family lost their boat to killer whales: Robertson (1973).

The case that comes closest to long-term survival on raw wild food is that of Helena Valero: Valero and Biocca (1970), chapter 13.

Anthropologist Allan Holmberg was at a remote mission station in Bolivia: Holmberg (1969), p. 72.


It is rare for people to even attempt to survive on raw food in the wild: Pacific: Heyerdahl (1996); Andes: Read (1974); Essex: Philbrick (2000); Japanese: Onoda (1974).

“he got fire by rubbing two sticks of Piemento Wood together upon his knee”: Quote is from Woodes Rogers, in Letterman (2003), p. 73.
Two: The Cook’s Body

38 **Spontaneous benefits are experienced by almost any species:** Effects of cooked food on farm animals: Mabjeesh et al. (2000), Campling (1991), Pattanaik et al. (2000), Medel et al. (2002), Medel et al. (2004), Nagalakshmi et al. (2003). In cattle there is a limit to this relationship, because cows need a minimal amount of roughage in their diet (Owen [1991]).

38 **Salmon grow better on a diet of cooked rather than raw fishmeal:** Stead and Laird (2002). Although cooked fishmeal was developed in 1937 and chicken pellets were invented in 1944, the value of cooking has only recently been appreciated by the fish-farming industry. Salmon farming, the most important form of British aquaculture, depends importantly on fishmeal, which provides 20 percent to 35 percent of the worldwide aquaculture foods. The main sources of fishmeal are small oceanic species such as anchovy and sardine. About six million to seven million metric tons of fishmeal were cooked, pressed, dried, and ground annually around the turn of the twenty-first century. In the 1980s, commercial diets in early British salmon farms were cheap because they used a conventional pellet press process without extrusion, in which the temperature of the material rose to a mere 60°C-70°C (140°F-158°F) and pellets were cut off after being pushed through a press like bits of pasta. Salmon prices in Britain were high, around £7 per pound, so salmon-farm owners made adequate profits even though the fish grew relatively slowly and fewer survived compared to nowadays. Then the price of salmon began to fall, putting economic pressure on the farmers and making the right food choice more important. Fish-feed manufacturers started to use intense cooking methods, producing extruded feeds. Fishmeal and grain ingredients were pressurized with water and superheated steam at temperatures up to 120°C (248°F) before being passed through a die under pressure. The increased heat led to more gelatinization of starch and more effective killing of pathogens. The pellets were also puffed up by “flashing off” of water during the extrusion process, thought to increase digestibility. Although diet may not have been the only contributor to rising success, it accounted for almost half of production costs, so its effectiveness strongly affected profits. With the change in food processing, the industry’s performance improved. During the 1990s, the average weight of harvested fish rose from 2.5 kilograms (5.5 pounds) to almost 4 kilograms (8.8 pounds), survival rose from about 60 percent to 90 percent, and production costs fell.


39 **Even insects appear to get immediate benefits:** Carpenter and Bloem (2002), Fisher and Bruck (2004), Pleau et al. (2002).

40 **Humans have an astonishingly tiny opening:** Our mouths are small partly because our lips create small openings compared to those of other primates. The difference is less when bones are compared. Kay et al. (1998) measured oral cavities in forty-eight human and forty-four chimpanzee skulls. They found that human oral cavities were a little smaller (107 cubic millimeters) than those of chimpanzees (113 cubic millimeters). Data presented on thirty-three primates by DeGusta et al. (1999) allow calculation of oral cavity size in arbitrary units, suggesting that humans have marginally larger mouths than chimpanzees, though small in relation to body weight. Smith and Jungers (1997) summarized body weights. The median wild adult body weight for three subspecies of chimpanzees was 42
kilograms (female) and 46 kilograms (male). For seven human populations ranging from Pygmies to Samoans, the median weights were 53 kilograms (female) and 61.5 kilograms (male). These data indicate that humans weigh 26 percent to 34 percent more than chimpanzees. However, since the measured oral cavities came from European populations, a more realistic estimate of human body weights (from Denmark) is 62 kilograms (female) and 72 kilograms (male). This comparison has humans weighing 48 percent to 57 percent more than chimpanzees. The reason our mouths look particularly small is that they do not project in front of our faces as they do in chimpanzees: our mouths are tucked so much farther back under our skulls that we have more room in them than a look from the outside suggests. Lucas et al. (2006) comment on the effect of cooking on human mouths.

42 this gene, called MYH16: Stedman et al. (2004). The detailed work on myosin composition in the jaw muscles is restricted to macaques, but apes are assumed to be similar. Much research remains to be done before the timing of the mutation in the MYH16 gene can be decided with confidence. Recent studies suggest that the mutation may be as old as 5.3 million years. If so, the reasons are puzzling.

42 Human chewing teeth, or molars, also are small: Data were kindly given to me by Neil Roach, based on Kay (1975) using teeth of humans twenty-five thousand years old from Predmosti. Soft food leading to small jaws and teeth: reviewed in Lucas (2004), Lieberman et al. (2004). An alternative idea invoking soft foods was proposed by Milton (1993): humans’ small teeth could be adapted to soft fruits. But it is normally thought that soft fruits were less available in human diets during the past two million years, when they had small teeth, than in earlier times, thanks to their commitment to terrestriality and savanna habitats.

42 physical anthropologist Peter Lucas has calculated: Lucas (2004).

43 the stomach is less than one-third the size: Data are from Martin et al. (1985), based on forty primates and seventy-three mammals.

43 Great apes eat perhaps twice as much by weight per day as we do: A wild chimpanzee weighing 41 kilograms (90 pounds) eats about 1.4 kilograms (3.1 pounds) of dry weight of food per day (personal observation, Kibale National Park). A Kalahari bushman of the same weight eats a paltry 0.7 kilograms (1.6 pounds)—about half the chimpanzee’s intake: urban raw-foodists eat about the same. Relationship between dry weight of daily food intake and body mass of primates and humans: Barton (1992). Modern urban raw-foodists: Wrangham and Conklin-Brittain (2003). Fiber content: Conklin-Brittain et al. (2002).

43 the human small intestine is only a little smaller than expected: Martin et al. (1985) show the surface area in humans is smaller than 62 percent of forty-two primate species and is 76 percent of the size expected by comparison with seventy-four mammal species. Milton (1999) notes that our small intestine is long relative to the size of our gastrointestinal system. Though this is true, it has not been shown to be long relative to our body weight. So this does not indicate a special adaptation.

43 humans have the same basal metabolic rate as other primates: Leonard and Robertson (1997).

43 the large intestine, or colon, is less than 60 percent of the mass that would be expected: Martin et al. (1985) found the surface area of the human colon is smaller than in 92 percent of thirty-
eight species of primates in relation to body weight and is 58 percent of the expected size compared to seventy-four mammal species.

43 **The colon is where our intestinal flora ferment plant fiber:** For human reliance on plants, see the consensus noted by Bunn and Stanford (2001), and other chapters in Stanford and Bunn (2001).


44 **a reduction in the size of jaw muscles:** Lucas et al. (2008) propose that jaw muscles are small in humans because the body needs to be accurate in sensing forces when chewing.

44 **the reduction in human gut size saves humans at least 10 percent:** Aiello and Wheeler (1995), p. 205.

44 **The suite of changes in the human digestive system makes sense:** Wrangham and Conklin-Brittain (2003). Milton (1999), and Stanford and Bunn (2001) reviewed the meat-eating hypothesis.

45 **australopithecines had broad hips and a rib cage:** Aiello and Wheeler (1995).

45 **the molars (chewing teeth) of very early humans were somewhat sharper:** Ungar (2004).

46 **Carnivores such as dogs, and probably wolves and hyenas, also tend to have small guts:** Chivers and Hladik (1980, 1984), Martin et al. (1985), MacLarnon et al. (1986), Milton (1987, 1999). Large guts in australopithecines are indicated by wide flaring of the ribs (Aiello and Wheeler [1995]).

46 **Dogs tend to keep food in the stomach for two to four hours, and cats for five to six hours:** Transit times compared between carnivores and primates: Milton (1999). Transit times compared between humans and dogs using same meals (cooked chicken liver): Meyer et al. (1985, 1988). In humans, 50 percent of the meal was emptied from the stomach after approximately 105 minutes; in dogs, 50 percent of the same meal was emptied after approximately 180 minutes. See also Tanaka et al. (1997), Ragir (2000). Cats: Armbrust et al. (2003).

47 **Raw meat might have been usefully pounded:** The idea that a key behavioral adaptation of early humans was the use of tools to process food goes back at least to Oakley (1962). Milton and Demment (1988) suggested that using tools could account for reductions in tooth and gut size in the human lineage. Teaford et al. (2002) proposed that reduction in incisor size could likewise be related to increased use of tools for processing food.

47 **It might have been allowed to rot:** Sherman and Billing (2006) discuss the problem of bacterial infection in meat.

48 **“If you are transferred suddenly from a diet normal in fat”** Quote is from Stefansson (1944), p. 234. Stefansson’s years of ethnographic work with the Inuit made him intensely interested in their
dietary adaptations, and he conducted several intriguing experiments on himself. Speth (1989) describes how Stefansson lived on meat alone for a year in New York under medical supervision. Mostly his diet was 25 percent protein and 75 percent fat, but he adjusted it to an intake of 45 percent to 50 percent protein for a time. He then experienced nausea, diarrhea, loss of appetite, and general discomfort. He felt better again within two days of returning to the diet of 25 percent protein. For maximum levels of protein, see Speth (1989).

49 People with an anatomy like ours today could not have flourished on raw food: An alternative idea could be that marrow, which requires no chewing, could have been eaten at sufficiently high levels to promote protein- and fat-digesting specializations in the gut while allowing the mouth, jaws, and teeth to be small. However, although marrow may well have been an important component of the diet, it cannot have been exclusive in view of the high frequency of cut marks on the bones of prey animals around the time these features changed in human evolution.

50 Take, for example, Maillard compounds: Vlassara et al. (2002) review health problems associated with these compounds.

51 The tastes are strong and rich: Nishida (2000) systematically catalogued the tastes of chimpanzee foods in the Ma-hale Mountains, Tanzania.

53 Even when we cook our meat: Ragir et al. (2000), Sherman and Billing (2006).
Three: The Energy Theory of Cooking

55 Authoritative science flatly challenges this idea: U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference (2007). McCance and Widdowson’s The Composition of Foods: Food Standards Agency (2002). To assess the apparent effect of cooking, I compared calorie densities per dry weight for foods where nutrient data were reported both for the raw and cooked versions. In some cases, minor gains in energy were reported, such as a 1.7 percent increase in the energy density of carrots from being boiled, or a 1.5 percent increase in sirloin after roasting. In others there were minor losses in energy density, such as a 1.8 percent decrease in the energy density of beets after boiling, or a 2.0 percent loss in energy of tenderloin after being roasted. Overall, such cases canceled each other out. When I plotted a graph showing the energy density in cooked foods against the energy density in raw foods, I found that on average, cooked foods were reported to have almost exactly the same energy density as raw foods, regardless of whether they were rich in carbohydrates or protein.


56 “Fresh premium breakfast sausages”: made by Shady Brook Farms.


56 Starchy foods are the key ingredient: McGee (2004) is an excellent source on the science of cooking. Wandsnider (1997) discusses the chemistry of cooking using hunter-gatherer technology.

57 Cereals such as rice and wheat made up 44 percent of the world’s food production: Atkins and Bowler (2001), Table 9.4.


59 The principal way cooking achieves its increased digestibility is by gelatinization: Eastwood (2003) and Gaman and Sherrington (1996) provide textbook accounts; Olkku and Rha (1978) give a detailed review; Svihus et al. (2005) and Tester et al. (2006) discuss frontline research. For an example of effects of baking on starch (i.e., heating in the absence of water), see Karlsson and Eliasson (2003). Lee et al. (2005) illustrate how increasing degrees of gelatinization lead to increased hydrolysis and increased glucose absorption in rats, an example of incomplete starch digestion in animals.

59 The granules are . . . too small to be seen with the naked eye: Despite the granules’ small size, people may be able to detect them in their food, because foods containing particles as small as two micrometers in diameter (two thousandths of a millimeter, or 0.08 thousandths of an inch) feel
routher when rubbed against the top of the mouth, or between tongue and lips, than foods without any particles. So people may be able to use “mouth-feel” to detect the presence of starch granules. Engelen et al. (2005a) tested human perception of particle size by adding silica dioxide and polystyrene spheres of known size to custard desserts. Until their research, it was thought that perceptions of food smoothness, slipperiness, and roughness were affected only by lubricative properties of the food, like oiliness. That people perceive food with particles the size of even very small starch granules as being rough suggests that we can detect (and avoid) raw starch through its effect on texture.

60 the glucose chains are unprotected, and gelatinize: The chains of glucose come in two types, or molecules. Amylopectin is the “good” one. Amylopectin is a huge molecule made up of as many as two million glucose units linked to each other in a rambling, open, branching framework. Following gelatinization, amylopectin offers easy access to digestive enzymes. So starches that are mostly made up of amylopectin satisfy quickly, providing a highly digestible food with a high glycemic index.

The difficult component of starch is amylose because this molecule is resistant to digestion even after gelatinization. On average, amyloses compose 20 percent to 30 percent of starch granules by weight, but their concentration can vary from zero to 70 percent. Amylose is a small molecule made up of only fifty to five hundred glucose units. The units line up in relatively short unbranched chains that can wrap about themselves, sometimes together with lipids, to form hydrophobic structures resistant to penetration and therefore readily protected from amylases and related enzymes. So amylose-rich starches are a good food for someone trying to lose weight or worried about diabetes. Especially at higher concentrations, their presence is a major reason for starch being resistant to digestion. Brown et al. (2003) showed that cooking makes amylose more digestible, though above 60 percent amylose, even cooking did not completely remove the resistance of starch.


61 Cooking consistently increases the glycemic index of starchy foods: Brand-Miller (2006).

61 Even the effects on proteins are a matter of debate: Reviewed by Carmody and Wrangham (forthcoming).


63 a Belgian team of gastroenterologists tested the effects of cooking: Evenepoel et al. (1998, 1999).
64 in the large intestine bacteria and protozoa digest the food proteins entirely for their own benefit: Rutherford and Moughan (1998), p. 909: “Amino acids do not appear to be absorbed to any significant extent by the large intestinal mucosa of large mammals.”

64 they were able to check their results with healthy subjects as well: After feeding the labeled egg meals to the ileostomy patients, the researchers not only collected ileal effluent every thirty minutes but also took samples of their exhaled breath. They found that the course of digestion (monitored from ileal effluents) was closely correlated with the appearance of stable isotopes in the breath. This taught the researchers that breath tests alone would reveal how well the labeled protein was digested. Breath tests were accordingly used to study egg digestion in healthy volunteers.

65 Cooking increased the protein value of eggs by around 40 percent: The discovery that we do not digest raw egg protein nearly as well as cooked egg protein is the first to identify the effects of heat on the digestibility of protein in the human gut. But the evidence that raw eggs are a relatively poor food has been hinted at by other studies. For example, allergy researchers collected breast milk from women who had eaten either raw or cooked eggs for breakfast. They found that the concentration of ovalbumin rose in breast milk after eating eggs, and that the rise was about twice as fast when eggs were cooked as when they were raw. Again, the cooked eggs appeared more digestible. Allergy study: Palmer et al. (2005). The recent data about the effects of cooking on digestibility of eggs were anticipated by at least two groups. Hawk (1919) claimed his research team had evidence that raw egg white is used less completely than cooked egg white. Cohn (1936) showed that rats grew poorly on diets rich in raw egg white compared to those eating cooked egg white. She attributed this partly to the anti-trypsin factor and partly to raw egg proteins being passed more rapidly than cooked egg proteins from the stomach to the small intestine, an effect also found by Evenepoel et al. (1998). Cohn’s suggestion that a rapid gastric emptying rate might be responsible for the poor energy supply from raw eggs is not supported by modern data. First, in recent decades the idea that the stomach was responsible for a large proportion of digestion has given way to the orthodoxy that most digestion occurs in the small intestine. Second, Evenepoel et al. (1998) found no difference in transit time to the ileocecal junction (the half-time averaged 5.3 hours in both cases). This meant that raw eggs spent more time than cooked eggs in the small intestine, where digestive processes are most active, so they should have been better digested than the cooked eggs.


65 In 1987 researchers chose to study a beef protein: Davies et al. (1987) studied the degradation of bovine serum albumin by trypsin with and without heating. Proteins were four times more easily digested in an experiment in which they were lightly heated. This suggests that in real life when they have been properly cooked they would be much easier to digest.

65 Acid is vital in the ordinary process of digestion: The pH of the empty stomach is usually less than 2. This intense acidity is not always regarded by digestive physiologists as important with respect to denaturation. Johnson (2001) and King (2000) both cite the function of gastric acid as bactericidal and converting pepsinogen to pepsin; neither mentions denaturation. By contrast, Sizer and Whitney (2006), p. 81, report that “Stomach acid works to uncoil protein strands and to activate
the stomach’s protein-digesting enzyme. Then the enzyme breaks the protein strands into smaller
fragments.”

66 Marinades, pickles, and lemon juice . . . can contribute to the denaturing of proteins in meat, poultry, and fish: Gaman and Sherrington (1996).


6 6 Animal protein that has been salted and dried, such as fish, is likewise denatured: Sannaveerappa et al. (2004) found that when Indian milkfish were salted for twenty-four hours, their large muscle proteins were substantially denatured. Sun drying exacerbated the effect.

67 “A large portion of the side was blown off ”: Beaumont (1996), p. ix.


69 “Vegetable, like animal substances, are more capable of digestion”: Beaumont (1996), p. 47.

69 “Fibrine and gelatine . . . are affected in the same way”: Beaumont (1996), p. 35.


71 the cook’s main goal has always been to soften food: “Softness” is an elusive quality. Hardness is the force needed to initiate a crack. Toughness measures the force needed to keep it going. Springiness tells how fast a deformed food returns to its original shape. Chewiness is the number of times it has to be chewed to make it fit to be swallowed. All those factors contribute to the ordinary perception of softness, or food that “melts” in the mouth. Others matter too, such as juiciness (the rate at which moisture is released) or greasiness (the difficulty of removing a fatty film coating the mouth). Different cuts of meat vary in each of these aspects, and cooking affects each kind of texture in different ways. Lucas (2004) discusses the physics of food. Ruiz de Huidobro et al. (2005) discuss meat textures.

71 “The central theme is that cooks assist the bodily machine ”: Symons (1998), p. 94.

“it is so tender that the sinews will fall apart”: Tanaka (1980), pp. 38, 39.

The island-living Yahgan: Gusinde (1937), p. 325.


While some foods are naturally tender: Gaman and Sherrington (1996).

The tensile strength of tendons can be half that of aluminum: Lawrie (1991), chapter 3.


good cooking tenderizes every kind of meat: The most widely used index of meat toughness is the Warner-Bratzler shear force, measured by the effort needed to penetrate meat with a steel blade. Warner-Bratzler measurements tend to match consumers’ perception of “hardness,” but hardness is only one of several components of consumer preference. So taste panels of consumers who chew meat samples provide the best assessment of texture even though they are time-consuming, expensive, and somewhat variable in their results. For instance, consumer perceptions vary across countries. Warner-Bratzler shear force: Harris and Shorthose (1988), Tornberg (1996). Variation across countries: Lawrie (1991). Meat tenderized by cooking: shrimp: Rao and Lund (1986); octopus, Hurtado et al. (2001); rabbit, Combes et al. (2003); goat, Dzudie et al. (2000); beef, de Huidobro et al. (2005).


A team of Japanese scientists: Oka et al. (2003). The average yield forces of hard and soft pellets were 85.5 newtons and 41.8 newtons, respectively.

Secor and his team have shown repeatedly: Pythons: Secor (2003); toads: Secor and Faulkner (2002). Overview of the costs of digestion: Secor (2009).

But grinding and cooking changed the costs of digestion: Boback et al. (2007).

Cooked food is better than raw food because life is mostly concerned with energy: Female
Four: When Cooking Began

83 Fire was not regularly used for cooking until the Upper Paleolithic: Jolly and White (1995).


83 Physical anthropologist Loring Brace: Brace’s specific ideas about the effects of cooking on tooth size reduction have not been widely followed, but Brace has done more to stress the potential importance of cooking than most recent anthropologists, and his interpretation of archaeological evidence as indicating that the control of fire began around a quarter of a million years ago seems to have been the dominant view in recent decades (e.g., James [1989] and commentators on his paper).


84 Abri Romani: Pastó et al. (2000).

84 Vanguard Cave: Barton et al. (1999). Pullen (2005) and Victoria Ling (personal communication) provide excellent reviews of fire evidence from the Lower Paleolithic onward.


84 Sodmein Cave: Pullen (2005).

85 Kalambo Falls: Clark and Harris (1985).

85 Hayonim: Albert et al. (2003).

85 The older part of the record, going back in time from a quarter of a million years ago, has been improving in quality: Another rich source of fire evidence is the 400,85-year-old site at Bilzingsleben, where Mania ([1995]: Mania and Mania [2005]) has argued that hearths exist outside of the dwellings and a further hearth is in the center of a circular pavement. The hearths take the form of localized and discrete patches of burning upon the ground.

85 Beeches Pit: Gowlett (2006), Preece et al. (2006). Beeches Pit also contains some burnt bones. With respect to the reconstruction of events at the Beeches Pit fire, the distribution of artifacts around the hearth suggests that hominins were undertaking fireside knapping. In particular, the refitting of a series of around thirty flakes, two of which were indeed burnt, provides a direct link between the knapping undertaken by an individual and a fire. Although it is unknown whether the fire provided a focus for social interaction, it is a reasonable suggestion given that several different forms of biface were retrieved from this area (Gowlett et al. [2005]). In 2007, John Gowlett kindly took me to this quiet woodland where the slope from a former living site still angles down toward the site of an ancient pond. I squatted precisely where so long ago, someone appears to have knapped an ill-chosen flint by a fire.

86 Schöningen: Thieme (2000, 2005). Originally, four spears were reported (Thieme [1997]), but
Thieme (2000) reports “more than half a dozen,” without being specific as to exact number. One spear was found next to a horse pelvis (Thieme [1997]). All are carved from spruce (Picea sp.) except spear IV, which is made from pine (Pinus sp.). They are carved from individual trees with a dense concentration of growth rings. The trees were felled, debarked, and had the side branches removed. The tips of the spears are worked from the hardest part of the wood at the base of the tree. Spear VI is 2.5 meters in length.

87 **Gesher Benot Ya’aqov:** Goren-Inbar et al. (2004).

87 “had a profound knowledge of fire-making”: Alperson-Afil (2008), p. 1733.

87 **Archaeological sites between a million and a million and a half years old:** James (1989).

88 **Others accept the idea that humans controlled fire in the early days of Homo erectus as well established:** Rowlett (1999), Boyd and Silk (2002).

88 **the Hadza:** Mallol et al. (2007).

88 **the half-lives of caves average about a quarter of a million years:** John Gowlett and Alfred Latham, personal communication, November 2006. Swartkrans (more than one million years old) is a cave made of dolomite, which resists erosion.

88 **people must have used fire, yet there is no sign of it:** Recent sites without fire despite abundant evidence of fire in contemporaneous sites in the same region include High Cave in Tangier, Bisitun in Iran, Grotte Suard in Charente (Oakley [1963]). Likewise Sergant et al. (2006) report that in the cover sand area of the northwest European Plain, burnt bone, shells, and artifacts have been found on nearly every Mesolithic site (i.e., within the last ten thousand years prior to the introduction of farming), yet there are no structured hearths and the visibility of the “campfire” is extremely poor or in many sites unknown altogether.

88 **mysterious reductions in the frequency of finding evidence of fire:** Victoria Ling (personal communication, 2007).

90 **Anthropologists have sometimes suggested:** Stahl (1989), p. 19, suggests that “use of controlled fire as a source of warmth may have preceded systematic use of fire in food preparation by thousands or hundreds of thousands of years.”

90 **Victoria Wobber and Brian Hare tested chimpanzees and other apes:** Wobber et al. (2008).

90 **Chimpanzees in Senegal do not eat the raw beans of Afzelia:** Brewer (1978).

91 “**Koko indicated the ‘tastes better’ option**: Penny Patterson, personal communication, May 2007.

91 **sensory nerves in the tongue:** Hiemae and Palmer (1999).
91 Brain cells (neurons) responsive to texture converge with taste neurons: Kadohisa et al. (2005b).

91 Such factors as grittiness, viscosity, oiliness, and temperature: Kadohisa et al. (2004), Kadohisa et al. (2005a).

91 Edmund Rolls found when people ate foods of a particular viscosity: de Araujo and Rolls (2004) used fMRI to assess neural responses in twelve subjects being given sucrose, vegetable oil, or solutions of carboxymethyl cellulose of known viscosity. Rolls (2005) gives an overview.

92 Studies of Galapagos finches by Peter and Rosemary Grant: Galapagos finches, Geospiza fortis: Boag and Grant (1981), Grant and Grant (2002). After the intense selection for larger beaks, food became abundant and beak size returned slowly to its smaller original size. Weiner (1994) describes the Grants’ research.

93 In fewer than eight thousand years, mainland boa constrictors: Boback (2006).


93 Loring Brace suggested: Brace (1995). The pattern of decline in the size of chewing teeth is now known to be more complex than Brace suggested (Bermudez de Castro and Nicolas [1995]).

94 When fruits are scarce, gorillas rely on foliage alone: The contrast in diet is probably due to food spending a longer time in the gut of gorillas, allowing more opportunity for fermentation of plant fiber and so giving gorillas more ability to survive on this lower-quality food. See Milton (1999). Wrangham (2006) compares behavior and ecology of chimpanzees and gorillas.

95 Gorillas mature earlier: Gorilla first birth is around nine years, compared to around fourteen years for chimpanzees; gorilla interbirth interval averages every 3.9 years, compared with chimpanzees every 5.0-6.2 years (Knott [2001]). A leaf diet might allow a predictable food regime sufficient to permit the evolution of rapid rates of growth and reproduction.

95 The anatomical differences between a cooking and a precooking ancestor: Wrangham (2006).

96 Largely complete by around two hundred thousand years ago. Earliest Homo sapiens: White et al. (2003).

96 Homo heidelbergensis was merely a more robust form of human than Homo sapiens: Lieberman et al. (2002).

97 Homo heidelbergensis evolved from Homo erectus: Rightmire (1998, 2004). Cranial capacity increased from around 900 cubic centimeters (54.9 cubic inches) in Homo erectus to about 1,200 cubic centimeters (73.2 cubic inches) in Homo heidelbergensis.

97 The original change, from habilines to Homo erectus: Anton (2003), McHenry and Coffing (2000). Areas of chewing teeth are totals for the second premolar and the first two molars. They
toted 478 square millimeters (0.74 square inches) in *Australopithecus (Homo) habilis*, compared to 377 square millimeters (0.58 square inches) in early *Homo erectus*.

**9 8 42 percent increase in cranial capacity:** *Australopithecus (Homo) habilis*: 612 cubic centimeters (37 cubic inches). *Homo erectus*: 871 cubic centimeters (53 cubic inches) (McHenry and Coffing [2000]).

**99 The only nonhuman primate that regularly sleeps on the ground:** Mehlman and Doran (2002).

**99 early Pleistocene periods in Africa were rich in predators:** Werdelin and Lewis (2005).

**100 The famous “Turkana boy”:** Walker and Shipman (1996). *Homo erectus* in general: Antón (2003). Comparison to habilines: Haeusler and McHenry (2004), Wood and Collard (1999). I assume that australopithecines and habilines were all sufficiently good climbers to sleep in trees, following Hunt (1991). Although that appears to be the majority view, Ward (2002) is cautious, suggesting that we cannot be sure how well *Australopithecus afarensis* climbed. However, it seems inconceivable that australopithecines slept on the ground.

**101 Modern hunter-gatherers are safer in camp at night:** Kaplan et al. (2000).

**102 natural selection rapidly favored the anatomical changes that facilitated long-distance locomotion:** Haeusler and McHenry (2004) argue that habilines had long legs (as well as an upper body adapted to climbing). There are only two specimens of *habilis* with sufficient postcranial remains to reconstruct leg lengths, so this is still contested ground. If they are right, the problem of where habilines slept is more complicated than my assumption that they slept in trees.
Five: Brain Foods

105 Blaise Pascal: Pascal’s *Pensées*, 1670.


106 Death rates from these interactions among chimpanzees are similar: Wrangham et al. (2006).

107 Species of primates with larger brains are more intelligent: Deaner et al. (2007).

107 but they show no overall tendency to have larger ranges: Dunbar (1998).

107 Robin Dunbar found: Shultz and Dunbar (2007).

108 the crow family have many of the social abilities of primates: Cnotka et al. (2008).


110 genes that are responsible for energy metabolism show increased expression: Khaitovich et al. (2008).

113 The idea became known as the expensive tissue hypothesis: Fish and Lockwood (2003) supported Aiello and Wheeler’s proposal by showing that brain size is related to diet quality in primates. Hladik et al. (1999) suggest that other body parts are also reduced in size to compensate for large brains.


113 Birds . . . grow bigger wing muscles: Isler and van Schaik (2006). They suggest that in human evolution, cheaper locomotion might likewise have enabled brains to enlarge.

113 Species with relatively low muscle mass have been found to have: Leonard et al. (2007).

114 In actuality, that phase of our evolution occurred in two steps: In a public talk at Harvard University in 2008, Leslie Aiello said that on the basis of recent evidence, cooking was likely to have accounted for the rise in brain size in *Homo erectus*.

The most likely alternatives were starch-filled roots: Laden and Wrangham (2005), Hernandez-Aguilar et al. (2007), Yeakel et al. (2007).

they have less indigestible fiber: Conklin-Brittain et al. (2002).

A dietary change from foliage to higher quality roots is thus a plausible explanation: Aiello and Wheeler (1995) proposed an alternative idea, that the rise in diet quality for australopithecines came from their eating more hard foods such as nuts and seeds. But this is hard to accept because such foods are invariably seasonal, creating periods of food shortage when some other food type would have been needed. That necessary fallback food would have determined the minimum size of the gut.

the roughly 450 cubic centimeters (27 cubic inches) of australopithecines: McHenry and Coffing (2000).

Tenderizing meat would have reduced the costs of digestion: Meat-drying is another speculative processing mechanism habilines could have employed, leading to protein denaturation and improved food quality.

Homo erectus brains continued to increase in size after 1.8 million years ago: Rightmire (2004).


people made a glue from ancient birch tar: Mazza et al. (2006).

Andaman Islanders . . . cooked: Cooking methods were described by Man (1932).

the Yahgan developed a two-stone griddle: Gusinde (1937), pp. 318-320.
Six: How Cooking Frees Men


131 The Hadza are modern-day people: I spent a few nights in a Hadza camp in 1981 with Monique Borgerhoff-Mulder, but this account comes mostly from reports by ethnographers such as Hawkes et al. (1997, 2001a, 2001b), Marlowe (2003), and Brian Wood (personal communication, 2008). Note that the Hadza are like almost all hunter-gatherers in having had long-term relationships with neighbors who are farmers and pastoralists (Headland and Reid [1989]).


133 the sexual division of labor among hunter-gatherers: Megarry (1995), Bird (1999), and Waguespack (2005) give overviews.

133 while men hunted sea mammals, women would dive for shellfish: Steward and Faron (1959).

134 In the tropical islands of northern Australia, there was so much plant food: Hart and Pilling (1960).

134 women always tended to provide the staples: “In almost all [societies], the items women tend to focus on are commonly acquired, come in smaller sizes, have a relatively low risk of pursuit failure, and are often associated with high processing costs. The resources men prefer generally are more rarely acquired, larger, have higher risk of pursuit failure, and are associated with lower processing costs.” Bird (1999), p. 66. Women’s food items were so vital as predictable staples that a principal reason for the group to move camp was overexploitation of women’s foods (Kelly [1995]).


135 Hunting large game was a predominantly masculine activity: In a sample of 185 societies, the only activities that were more male-biased were lumbering, metalworking, ore-smelting, and hunting sea mammals (Murdock and Provost [1973], Wood and Eagly [2002]).

135 Hints of comparable sex differences in food procurement: Kevin Hunt (personal communication [2005]), compilation of data on forty primate species.

135 the overwhelming majority of the foods collected and eaten by females and males are the same types: Perhaps the most extreme sex difference in primate diets is that male chimpanzees eat more meat than females. But neither sex eats much meat. Both sexes spend the great majority of their time eating fruits, around 50 percent to 70 percent of their time, so the sex difference in meat-eating
by chimpanzees is relatively trivial compared to humans. The highest known recorded meat intake averaged at forty grams per day for males, which probably provides less than 2 percent of total calories (Kaplan et al. [2000], Table 3).

136 Each household is a little economy: Hunter-gatherer men are often quoted as saying to their wives in the morning, like the Inuit studied by Stefansson, “Make sure you have my evening meal ready for me when I get back.” There is nothing equivalent in any nonhuman animal. Yanigasako (1979) reviews the distinction between family and household from the perspective of social anthropology. “Family” connotes a set of relationships, especially genealogical; “households” refer to family members who live together and engage in food production and consumption or in sexual reproduction and child-rearing. Panter-Brick (2002) gives an overview.

136 It used to be thought that women typically produced most of the calories: Lee and DeVore (1968).

136 Worldwide across foraging groups, however, men probably supplied the bulk of the food calories: In nine groups, on average, women produced 34 percent, men 66 percent of calories (Kaplan et al. [2000]).

137 Emile Durkheim thought: Durkheim (1933), p. 56: “We are thus led to consider the division of labor in a new light. In this instance, the economic services that it can render are picayune compared to the moral effect that it produces, and its true function is to create in two or more persons a feeling of solidarity.”


137 Many think the division of labor by sex started much later: There is an increasing trend in anthropology and archaeology to think of the sexual division of labor as developing “recently,” i.e., as late as the Upper Paleolithic (around forty thousand years ago) (Steele and Shennan [1996], Kuhn and Stiner [2006]). The trend comes from the difficulty of recognizing gender-differentiated activities archaeologically in earlier periods.

138 “When males hunt and females gather”: Washburn and Lancaster (1968), p. 301. Washburn did not specifically discuss cooking in the context of the sexual division of labor, but his writings imply that he thought cooking developed later.

139 Chimpanzees in Gombe National Park, Tanzania, spend more than six hours a day chewing: Wrangham (1977).

139 The amount of time spent chewing is related to body size: Clutton-Brock and Harvey (1977) showed that bigger primates spend more time eating. With an enlarged data set that corrected for errors and ensured a uniform definition of eating as chewing, R. Wrangham, Z. Machanda, and R. McCarthy (unpublished) predicted humans on a raw-food diet would need to chew at least 42 percent of the time. The figure for Homo is lower than the figure for Gombe chimpanzees (more than 50 percent), even though humans are heavier than chimpanzees, because the prediction uses data from all
primates. Great apes tend to fall above the primate line, which is brought down by the smaller-bodied monkeys. The 42 percent figure is thus a conservative estimate.

140 **A few careful studies using direct observation:** Cross-cultural time-allocation data come from studies inspired by Johnson (1975) and published in a series of monographs by the Human Relations Area Files: Ye’kwana, Hames (1993); Quechua, Weil (1993); Newar, Munroe et al. (1997); Mekranoti, Werner (1993); Logoli, Munroe and Munroe (1991); Kipsigi, Mulder et al. (1997); Samoans, Munroe and Munroe (1990b); Black Carib, Munroe and Munroe (1990a); Machiguenga-Camaná, Baksh (1990); Machiguenga-Shimaa, Johnson and Johnson (1988); Yukpa, Paolisso and Sackett (1988); Madurese, Smith (1995). Hofferth and Sandberg (2001) give data for American children. The number of minutes spent eating per twenty-four hours (or percent of nonsleep time, which I calculated from their data) were as follows: 9-12 years, 77 minutes (9.8 percent); 6-8 years, 63 minutes (7.5 percent); 3-5 years, 69 minutes (8.4 percent); 0-2 years, 99 minutes (14.4 percent).

141 **Processed plant foods experience similar physical changes to those of meat:** Plant foods: Waldron et al. (2003). Meat: Barham (2000). Foods from domesticated plants are presumably also softer than their wild counterparts.

141 **softness (or hardness) closely predicts:** Measuring chewing rates in 266 people, Engelen et al. (2005b) found a correlation of .95 between number of chewing cycles before swallowing and food hardness.

141 **Wild monkeys spend almost twice as long chewing:** Agetsuma and Nakagawa (1998) showed that Japanese monkeys spent 1.7 times more time feeding where food requirements were higher and food was lower quality.

142 **a chimpanzee mother who consumes 1,800 calories per day:** Pontzer and Wrangham (2004) estimate energetic expenditure at 1,814 calories per day for chimpanzee mothers in Kanyawara (Kibale, Uganda), and 1,558 calories per day for adult males.

142 **around 300 calories per hour:** Assuming that wild male chimpanzees use 1,558 calories per day (Pontzer and Wrangham [2004]) and chew for six hours, they ingest 260 calories per hour.

143 **less than three minutes per day hunting:** time spent per day is calculated from a median 0.13 hunts per day (Watts and Mitani [2002], Figure 9) and the mean hunt duration (17.7 minutes), giving 2.3 minutes. The estimate is higher than it should be because it assumes that all individuals hunted throughout the duration of a group hunt, which is not true. However, it serves to show that chimpanzees spend only a short time hunting per day.


143 **at Ngogo the longest hunt observed:** Watts and Mitani (2002).

143 **the average interval between plant-feeding bouts was twenty minutes:** Data are from Gombe males, 348 inter-feeding intervals in 628 observation hours (1972-1973), median 20.3 minutes, mean
43.5 minutes (Wrangham, unpublished data).

145 **Suppose the male has had an unsuccessful day of hunting:** Only around 50 percent of hunts by chimpanzees are successful, and even when a kill is made, there is no guarantee that any particular male will be able to get any meat to eat. Hunting success: Gilby and Wrangham (2007). For the Hadza “records of over 250 camp-days of observation across all seasons over a period of five years show several stretches of a week or more with no meat from big game available” (O’Connell et al. [2002]).
Overall cooking was the most female-biased activity: Women did the cooking “almost exclusively” in 63.6 percent of societies and “predominantly” in 34.2 percent. After cooking, the next most female-biased activities were preparing vegetable food (mostly by women in 94.3 percent of societies), fetching water (91.4 percent), and doing the laundry (87 percent) (Murdock and Provost [1973]).

the Todas: The idea that Toda men were responsible for cooking was derived from Murdock’s misreading of Rivers (1906), who conducted fieldwork among the Todas. Marshall (1873), p. 82 referred to women invariably cooking the daily meals, and Breeks (1873) stated that while the men fetched firewood, the women cooked and fetched water. Prince Peter (1955) conducted his own fieldwork and corrected Murdock’s error.

The procedure for cooking the fruit pulp: Truk: Gladwin and Sarason (1953); Marquesans: Handy (1923).

women were responsible for cooking: For both women and men, “a large proportion of daily activity . . . is devoted to the production or preparation of food” (Gladwin and Sarason [1953], p. 137). The distinction in breadfruit-eating societies between communal cooking by men and domestic cooking by women is the most extreme example of a system found in many societies. At communal events such as feasts, ritual meals or even just the cooking of a large animal, men tend to be the cooks. On such occasions, as with the cooking of breadfruit, men cook in groups and share the product with one another (Goody [1982], Subias [2002]).


The word lady: Hagen (1998).

The classic reason: For example, according to psychologists Wendy Wood and Alice Eagly, “certain activities are more efficiently accomplished by one sex. It can thus be easier for one sex than the other to perform certain activities of daily life under given conditions. The benefits of this greater efficiency emerge because women and men are allied in complementary relationships in societies and engage in a division of labor” (Wood and Eagly [2002], p. 702). The same kind of explanation has been widespread in evolutionary scenarios. Marlowe (2007) found that in environments where more plant foods were available, men did more gathering. Women tend to obtain foods that are compatible with child care, while men take responsibilities for other tasks (Marlowe [2007]). Becker (1985) reviews evidence that the sexual division of labor is beneficial for household efficiency in the United States.

the sex-relation is also an economic relation: Gilman (1966 [1898]), p. 5.
“has made of woman a slave”: Christian and Christian (1904), p. 78.


“if only to ensure”: Goudsblom (1992), p. 20.


The starting-place of trades”: Symons (1998), p. 121. Symons poetically summarized the importance of cooking as an act of sharing by saying that sauces “dispense goodness.”

Examples of individual self-sufficiency clearly undermine the idea that the sheer mechanics of cooking require that it be practiced cooperatively: Archaeologist Martin Jones captures the uncertainties of explaining how cooking and cooperation are related in his 2007 book, Feast, subtitled Why Humans Share Food. Jones considered that the antecedents of human food-sharing lie in a basic primate tendency, seen in the occasional giving of food by primate mothers to their offspring. Humans built on this proactive generosity, Jones suggests, when our African ancestors responded to a shortage of important plant foods by hunting more. The demands of the hunt led to cooperation, bigger brains, and cooking. “The unique abilities of the modern human brain brought us to a most unusual behavioural pattern, the gathering around a hearth in a conversational circle to share food” (Jones [2007], p. 299). This may be right, but it leaves open many possibilities for exactly how cooking and cooperation were related.

The sight or smell of smoke reveals a cook’s location: Tindale (1974) records Australian aborigines traveling forty kilometers (twenty-five miles) to steal fire.


The harder they beg, the more meat they get: Gilby (2006).

Even sexually attractive females cannot expect meat: Stanford (1999), p. 212, wrote that a male chimpanzee “withholds a scrap of meat from a female until she mates with him.” Similar assertions are cited widely and go back to the 1970s. Detailed analysis now shows that the success of a female in getting meat is not affected by her sexual status and that a female who receives meat does not have an increased probability of mating (Gilby [2006]). Furthermore, the probability of hunting falls when sexually receptive females accompany males (Gilby et al. [2006]). Gilby et al. (2006) suggest the old concept that chimpanzees exhibit “meat-for-sex” needs to be replaced with a new idea: “meat-or-sex.”

There are no indications: Most males of species in the human lineage were not only larger than
females, but also exhibit features associated with more aggressive behavior than would be found in females. In particular, there seem to have been important differences between the sexes in the breadth of the face, with males having wider faces characteristic of aggressive behavior. Bonobos are the only great apes in which females are able to defend food from males, even though they are smaller than males. But male bonobos have relatively narrow, young-looking facial masks compared to the more aggressive chimpanzees. Early hominid anatomy shows no evidence of a bonobo-like style of feminized males (Wrangham and Pilbeam [2001]).

159 complain of being robbed: Turnbull (1965), Grinker (1994).

159 “They place the individual good”: Turnbull (1974), p. 28.


161 traditional Inuit: Jenness (1922), especially p. 99.

161 Tiwi . . . of northern Australia: Hart and Pilling (1960). The full quote is “If I had only one or two wives I would starve, but with my present ten or twelve wives I can send them out in all directions in the morning and at least two or three of them are likely to bring something back with them at the end of the day, and then we can all eat.” Thus women can share food through their relationship to a man. The amount of food produced in the household was critical to a man’s prestige: “the most concrete symbol of Tiwi success was the possession of surplus food” (p. 52). Beating quote: p. 55.

162 typically, it seems, the best part: Kelly (1993) discusses that food taboos favor men, because the taboos (which prohibit certain classes of people from eating meat) apply more to women than to men. An example of hunter-gatherer men eating better than women, with known health consequences, is given by Pate (2006) for southeastern Australia.


163 In the western desert of Australia, every large hunted animal: Hamilton (1987), p. 41.

164 The rules were not merely the result of a general moral attitude: Rules for sharing men’s foods are reviewed by Kelly (1993).


164 Mbuti Pygmies: Turnbull (1965), p. 124. Compare Andaman Islanders: “while, however, all members of a family take their meals together, a married man is only permitted to eat with other (married men) and bachelors, but never with any women save those of his own household, unless indeed he be well advanced in years. Bachelors as well as spinsters are required to take their meals apart with those of their respective sexes.” (Man [1932], p. 124).

165 Bonerif hunter-gatherers: Oosterwal (1961), p. 82, reports on several tribes in the Tor territory, including Bonerif and Berrik in particular. Their patterns are mostly similar, and I have called them the Bonerif here to represent all of them. Oosterwal (1961), p. 95, notes that women could offer sago to him only through their husbands; otherwise, their action would have been misinterpreted.

166 according to anthropologist Christopher Boehm: Boehm (1999).

166 The killing is done by one or a few men: For example, Lorna Marshall (1998), p. 84, heard about only one theft of food among the !Kung Bushmen. A man took honey from a honey tree that had been found, marked, and therefore owned by someone else. The furious owner killed him for it. The murder went unpunished, tacitly approved by the group.

166 the Tasmanians: Robinson (1846), p. 145.

166 an Australian aboriginal wife: Kaberry (1939), p. 36.


168 “strictly economic need”: Collier and Rosaldo (1981), p. 284. Among the Bonerif, bachelors had so little to eat that they normally left camp and roamed (Oosterwal [1961], p. 77). Among the Bonerif, the men who were best off were the newly married, because their wives were young and strong. Bachelors with no mothers or sisters had little to eat, and men who wanted more food got married even if it meant raiding neighboring groups, at risk of death and subsequent revenge.


170 “demand selfless generosity”: Symons (1998), p. 171. Symons stresses that although sharing is in his view the essence of cooking, the sharing is not fair.

170 “Her economic skill is not only a weapon for subsistence”: Kaberry (1939), p. 36.

170 A wife who cooks badly might be beaten: Consequences of bad or late cooking: Mbuti, Turnbull (1965), p. 201; Siriono, Holmberg (1969), p. 127; Inuit, Jenness (1922); Bonerif, Oosterwal

172 **Gibbons illustrate**: Fuentes (2000).

172 **Zeus bug**: Arnqvist et al. (2006).


175 **Among the Bonerif**: Oosterwal (1961), pp. 99, 134.

175 **Marriage in the United States**: Browne (2002).


176 **“an empty compliment”**: Mill (1966 [1869]), p. 518. Millett (1970) reviews the Victorian debate between Mill and Ruskin (1902 [1865]).
Our long life spans suggest that our ancestors were good at escaping predators: Safer species living longer: Austad and Fischer (1991). Reznick et al. (2004) show that the relationship is not necessarily straightforward.

a faster rate of growth for the young: The expected rate of growth in Homo erectus is a complex matter, and the fossil data are confusing (Aiello and Wells [2002], Moggi-Cecchi [2001]). Dean et al. (2001) showed the thickness of tooth enamel increased per day in early Homo at the same rate as in African apes, and concluded that erectus teeth grew at the same rate as in apes, although faster than habilis. They suggested that this meant that erectus had fast (apelike) rates of body growth. An infant Homo erectus from Indonesia likewise supports the idea of rapid growth. It was estimated from its cranial sutures to be only one year old when it died, yet it had already completed most of its brain growth. This indicated a rapid rate of growth similar to that of a chimpanzee, much faster than in Homo sapiens (Coqueugniot et al. [2004]). In contrast, Smith (1991) showed that data on the timing of the emergence of the third molar (whose appearance is considered to end the juvenile period) gave habilis a growth pattern like australopithecines, whereas erectus had a growth pattern like Homo sapiens. Clegg and Aiello (1999) combined skeletal and dental analysis to suggest that Homo erectus (based on WT 15000) had a rate of growth within the range of sapiens. The debate continues (Anton 2003). Note that the set of life-history data that I predict here from considering erectus to have controlled fire and cooked are almost identical to those predicted by Hawkes et al. (1998) as resulting from grandmothers helping their daughters to mother. Fire and grandmothers could have worked side by side, and it is not clear which would have been a more important influence on growth, birth rates, and life span. Low weaning age in humans: Low (2000). Although the availability of weaning foods should have increased juvenile growth rates, slower growth is expected as a result of larger brains and longer lives, allowing energy to be diverted to the immune system and other defenses. Larger brains in longer-lived primates: Kaplan and Robson (2002). Investment in immune system correlated with longevity: Rolff (2002) and Nunn et al. (2008) show some evidence for this still little-understood relationship.

The advantages of help given by grandmothers: Hrdy (1999) and Hawkes et al. (1998) discuss the importance of cooperation in hunter-gatherer families.

The thrifty-gene hypothesis: Wells (2006) reviews the idea of the “thrifty-gene hypothesis,” suggesting that humans are physiologically adapted to an erratic food supply. He implies that great apes are not subject to significant seasonal variation in food supply, which is clearly untrue (Pusey et al. [2005]). As Pond (1998) notes, humans lose relatively little body fat during seasonal food shortage compared to tropical animals of similar size.

Every species other than humans can maintain adequate body heat without fire: Darwin appears to have thought of fire as an adaptive response to cold. In his discussion of humans’ ability to adapt to new conditions, he wrote, “When he migrates into a colder climate he uses clothes, builds sheds, and makes fires; and by the aid of fire cooks food otherwise indigestible” (Darwin [1871], chapter 6). Although the first fire-users did not need fire, they could have benefited energetically from it (Pullen [2005]).
Humans are exceptional runners: Bramble and Lieberman (2004).

Homo erectus could have lost their hair only if: Wheeler (1992) explained human hair loss as a way to lose heat but did not discuss the use of fire to solve thermoregulation at night. Pagel and Bodmer (2003) note that fire would have solved the problem of maintaining warmth when inactive, but argued that the benefit of the loss of hair would have been reduced vulnerability to parasites, rather than allowing increased rates of heat loss by day.

human babies are unique: Kuzawa (1998) notes that although the exceptionally thick fat layer of human babies is commonly assumed to function as insulation to compensate for hairlessness, it serves additional functions, such as providing energy to fight infection or to tide babies over during periods of food shortage. Human infants gain fat shortly before birth and average 15 percent fat, compared to 1 percent to 2 percent in most mammals. Pond (1998) argues that although humans are often hypothesized to be relatively fat as adults, there is much evidence against the idea that fat insulates us as adults. Human fat concentrations are about the same in all climates and are not located in parts of the body that are effective for insulation.

Raymond and Lorna Coppinger: Coppinger and Coppinger (2000).

In animals, more tolerant individuals cooperate: Chimpanzees more tolerant: Melis et al. (2006a, 2006b). Bonobos more tolerant: Hare et al. (2007). Foxes more tolerant: Hare et al. (2005).


Paranthropus relied mainly on a diet: Sponheimer et al. (2006).

lions and saber-tooths: Werdelin and Lewis (2005) review the predators living in Africa during early human and prehuman evolution.

the short sticks chimpanzees use: Pruettz and Bertolani (2007).

chimpanzees now sometimes scare pigs or humans with well-aimed missiles: Goodall (1986).

If they threw rocks: Toth and Schick (2006) review the use of rocks in the earliest stone age, from 2.6 million years ago.


children as young as two years old make their own fires: Goudsblom (1992, p. 197) cites anecdotes of two-and three-year-olds making their own fires from their mothers’ fires among both Tiwi and Kung !San.
chimpanzees and bonobos can tend fires: Brewer (1978, pp. 174-176) described the behavior of chimpanzees that were being rehabilitated into the wild in Senegal. They managed camp fires in a rudimentary way for cooking and warmth. Raffaele (2006) mentions fire-making by Kanzi, the bonobo studied by Savage-Rumbaugh (Savage-Rumbaugh and Lewin [1994]). Brink (1957) describes chimpanzees in Johannesburg Zoo chain-smoking cigarettes by continuously lighting them.

Sparks produced by accident from pounded rocks: Darwin (1871), p. 52. The Oldowan stone-tool culture that habilines must have used includes numerous fist-size hammerstones that could well have served the purpose of tenderizing meat (Mora and de la Torre [2005]).


tinder fungus: Tinder fungus: survival manuals recommend catching fire on species of the genus *Fomes*, because after sparks land on the dry bracket fungus, they spread slowly in a widening ring, staying alight a long time (e.g., [www.wildwoodsurvival.com/survival/fire/twostones](http://www.wildwoodsurvival.com/survival/fire/twostones)). The preferred species, *Fomes fomentarius*, is common in East Africa. It holds fire so well that Osage Indians of North America kept fire for several days by taking tinder fungus from inside a hollow tree, lighting it, enclosing it in earth, placing it between the two valves of a hollow mussel shell, and wrapping and binding it with cord (Hough [1926], p. 3).

Anthropologists caution: Oakley (1955), Collin et al. (1991). Rowlett (1999) reported that chert artifacts good for starting fires were unusually numerous at Koobi Fora.

standard components of fire-making kits: Hough (1926), Frazer (1930).

a eucalyptus tree can smolder: Clark and Harris (1985).

burning nonstop near Antalya: The flames can be seen near Antalya in the shadow of Mount Olympus. Methane and other gases emerge from narrow slits in the rock many meters long, creating a cluster of “eternal” flames in the bare hill-side. Homer described it as the place where the monster Chimera lit the earth with its dying breath. The flames appear to have declined in height over the past two thousand to three thousand years but show no sign of being extinguished.


When people stop, they start a small fire: Turnbull (1962), p. 58, illustrates the pattern with Mbuti Pygmies of central Africa: “The first thing they do when they stop on the trail for a rest is to unwrap the ember and, putting some dry twigs around it, blow softly once or twice and transform it into a blazing fire.” Basedow (1925), p. 110, describes a similar pattern for the Aranda of Australia: “Perhaps the most important article a native possesses is the fire-stick. No matter where he might be, on the march or in camp, it is his constant companion. Important as it is, the fire-stick is only a short length of dry branch or bark, smouldering at one end. It is carried in the hand with a waving motion, from one side to another. When walking in the dark, this motion is brisker in order to keep alive sufficient flame for lighting the way. A body of natives walking in this way at night, in the customary Indian file, is indeed an imposing sight. Directly a halt is made, a fire is lit, to cook the meals at day and to supply warmth during sleep at night. When camp is left, a fresh stick is taken from the fire and
carried on to the next stopping place.” Such behavior has been widely described in hunter-gatherers.
Epilogue: The Well-Informed Cook

195 “overweight enough to begin experiencing health problems”: Critser (2003).


201 tweak the original Atwater system: Southgate and Durnin (1970) extended Atwater’s general factors; Southgate (1981) presented further modifications.

202 our metabolic rate rises, the maximum increase averaging 25 percent: Data on the costs of digestion and factors affecting it: Secor (2009).


203 the costs of digestion are higher for tougher or harder foods than softer foods: Secor (2009).

203 for foods with larger than smaller particles: Heaton et al. (1988).


204 many nutritionists have called for a major revision of the Atwater convention: Livesey (2001) cites twenty-two expert reviews, reports, and regulatory documents calling for a change to the system for characterizing energy value in food labels. Collectively, these reports favor the view that the heat increment produced during digestion should be taken into account.

206 Japanese women: Murakami et al. (2007). See et al. (2007) showed that larger waists are associated with increased mortality.

206 as food-writer Michael Pollan has argued: Pollan (2008).

206 We once thought of our species as infinitely adaptable: Archaeologist Robert Kelly expresses a popular view: “There is no original human society, no basal human adaptation: studying modern hunter-gatherers in order to subtract the effects of contact with the world system (were that possible) and to uncover universal behaviors with the goal of reconstructing the original hunter-gatherer lifeway is simply not possible—because that lifeway never existed” (Kelly [1995], p. 337). Archaeologist Rick Potts illustrates the same idea. “It is patently incorrect,” he says, “to characterize the human ancestral environment as a set of specific repetitive elements, statistical regularities, or uniform problems which the cognitive mechanisms unique to humans are designed to solve” (Potts [1998], pp. 129-130). Adaptation to the hearth suggests these kinds of views need to be modified.


Dawson, J. 1881. *Australian Aborigines: The Languages and Customs of Several Tribes of Aborigines in the Western District of Victoria, Australia.* Melbourne, Australia: George Robertson.


Lepowsky, M. 1993. Fruit of the Motherland: Gender in an Egalitarian Society. New York:
Columbia University Press.


Philbrick, N. 2000. In the Heart of the Sea: The Tragedy of the Whaleship Essex. New York:
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